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Introduction 
4 

Miss Groby taught me English composition Jhirty'years ago. It 
wasn't what prose faid that interested Miss Grobyj it was the 'vay 
prose said Jt.- The shape of a sentence crucified on a blackboard" 
(parsed, she called it) brought.a light to her eye. She hunted fcr 
Topic Sentences the way little girls hunt for white violets in 
springtime. 

James Thurbcr T 
My World and Welcome To It **• 

In recalling his tum-of-the-century compositioh teacher, Tliurber 
reminds us as well of the traditional writing class. The single-
minded school teacher preserving literary culture and etiquette in 
the name of good writing. Young ladies and gentlemen heeding 
stylistic precepts, selecting correct words and punctuation, mim-
icking gracious prose. Grammar, study, of. course, or "dirill," th^ 
foundation of rigorous language training'sirice the Middle Ages. 
Many of us were taught in this way,' and often taught well, we 
would like to thiAk. In fact, today's perceived crisis in literacy 
tends to evoke nostalgia and a call for "back to basics." But-the 
clashing—and somewhat dated—metaphors of Thurber.'s portrait 
reveal something wrong. For whUe our teachers were hunting 
down topic sentences and crucifying their shapes on the black-
board, they often failed to wonder how sentences Were first 
shagged in their students' minds. That, presumably, Wa»left to the 
muse's inspiration, or lack thereof. 

Miss Groby's methods were p^rt of a milieu that is passing, 
going the way, as Thurber pUt it, of "T-squares and rulers whose 
edges had lost their certainty." Thcf problems with writing cer-
tainly have not changed, but our -wâ s of dealing with them %ic 
beginning to. As Susanne Langer has observed, "It is the mode of 
handling!^roblems, rather than what they are about, that assigns 

fo an age." Moreover, the mode of handling problems is 
characterized by the kind of questions that are.asked, and not 
necessarily by thcanswers. Before, we might have asked, what are 

ix 
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the forms of good'writing? Today we have begun to ask, how is 
good writing performed? Indeed, the current question does mean 
less certainty for teachers. Yet it most surely directs us to consider 
not just the quality of writing we want from our students but also ^ 
the anterior qualities of mind and behavior implied in the term 
composition. , In other words, i*̂  turns our attention from the 
exercise of praising and blaning the writer to the more profound 
activity of making the writing. 

This change is occurring now for many reasons, but, most of , 
all, because enough teachers have seen that it is necessary. Jm', 
why a discipline discards a theoretical model, or paradigm, in 
favor of another is discussed by Thomas Kuhn in The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions (1970). A paradigm holds sway in a profes-
sion when most of its members share the same values, recogriize 
the same problems, and agre.° on siniilac solutions. But in lime, un-
explained violations of tiie model, or anomalies, may subvert the 
paradigm; questions are raised which have no meaning in the.old 
paradigm. Practitioners niusi then seek new answers, which lead 
toward the development of another paradigm. Sometimes several 
paradigms compete for supremacy over a discipline Mntii one 
emerges preeminent. 

Until recently the field of composition has been sustained by 
attention to the written product and to quesaons about the pre-
sentation of that product. But anomalies have become apparent: 
the weak correlation Uetween grammar instruction and writing 
ability; the conflict of social, ethnic, and regional dialects with 

' the standard dialect; the limitations of negative criticism and 
editorial marginalia; the frustrations of dedicated teacheri;' the 

. alienation of students. As a consequence, the traditional paradigm 
has been challenged to such an extent that, as Richard Young 
(1978) and Patricia Bizzfll (1979) have asserted, \/e are now in 
the midst of a paradi ;m shift. Many researchers have moved their 
focus from analyzing surface features of composition to de-
m,ythologizing the composing (or v/riting) process itself. Several 
notable studies, including those by Janet Emig (1971), Charles 
Cooper and Lee Odell (1978), Donald Murray (1968), andjam.es 
Britton (1975), indicate that the static model, composition as /'' 
formalist criticism, must evolve toward a 'more fluid modeI< 
composition as creative art, rhetorical versatility, and- language 
development. They also suggest that our m(jtaphors for teacl'ing 
must be less threatening, must reflect the discovery, exploration, 
and settling that wTiting involves. 

7 
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Introduction xi 

• Teachers proceeding withiri this new model have a more realistic 
conception of writing, and offer their students a better chance to 
control the generative power of words, sentences, and paragraphs. 
They are not likely to begin with the notion of correctness, nor 
incorrectness for that matter. They know that writing doesn't 
come full-blown on a page, that writers must draft and re-draft, 
achieving (to borrow a phrase from mathematics) "successive 
approximations" of the ideal product. So teachers start with 
classroom activities which are writer-centered; they subtly guide 
students through the composing processes;' and theŷ ^ skillfully 
intervene in those processes when appropriate. They are no less 
demanding of precision in form and idea, but appreciate that the 
structure of the writing—and any measure of correctness—must 
arise out of the emerging meaning and purpose of the work. In 
short, they teach both process and product. 

On the other hand, this break with tradition has not by any 
means produced a consensus on how writin^r should be taught.* 
Several" "schools" of composition, many pf which are represented 
in this volunfe, are thriving simultaneously, while being modified 
as current theory and practice dictate. Perhaps one will become 
dominant. But, at present, there is no best way to teach writing, 
especially if "best" here means empirically verifiable and univer-
sally applicable*. There is a growing body of revealing information 
about sentence combining, writing behaviors, evaluation prpce-
durcs, and so on. However, such statistical data must always be 
interpreted according to someoneis definition of good writing or 
good teaching and it is not always applicable to every educational 
context. Moreover, teaching is, like writing itself, an art that 
depends less on formulas than on a blend of knowledge, skill, and 
creativity. Indeed, if anything, the'new paradigm requires that 
^teachers be flexible enough to respond to students as individuals 
and be ready to pursue any a'ppropriate methodology. 

Yet teachers Alust still develop a coherent approach that is 
based soundly in theory and that succeeds in practice. No ap-
proach can accomplish everything. Each is fashioned according to 
the specific problems it addresses and the solutions it eventually 
derives. In the field of composi'.' n, everyone encounters similar 
problems ("exemplars," Kuhn would call them) that, in effect, 
form the basis of our profession because they constitute our 
common concerns and our common language: topic and paragraph 
development, stylistic and syntactic maturity, rhetorical aims and 
modes, manuscript conventions, and others. Certainly all of these 
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are" important; however, all cannot be equally important for all 
students. Had we world enough and time, perhaps they could be. 
But much of what any teacher can do is fated by teaching style, 
sense of language,,and simple time-constraints. The question, as 
Kuhn puts it, is always constant; "Which problems is it more 
significant, to have solved?" , . ' 

No two approaches can deal with all the problems, nor arc 
they likely to" deal^^th^'the same problem in the same way. 
Though, say, pretcfiting rt^ay be essential to the composing pro-
cess, teachers may justifiably interpret it differently 'in terms of 
tb£ role it plays in overall student writing, the writing of any 

'individual student, or a particular classroom strategy. Conse-
quently, one teacher may have students identifying topics, another 
appraising audience, a third establishing point,of view—and using 
different strategies to do so—all in the pursuit of preivriting. 
(Similarly, in the literature class, teachers may approach Hamlet 
from a number of critical perspectives: historical, biographical, 
psychological, formal, linguistic, and others.) Every teacher must 
therefore evolve a suitable approach based upon realistic priori-
ties and expectations. 

This is, of course, easier said than done. *It involves experience, 
research, trial and error. But one might begin, as Langer (1957) 
suggests, by raising appropriate questions, those, for example, thai 
illuminate the nature of teaching and learning in general and 
various approaches to writing in particular. One might start out' 
with two basic, commonsepsical, and,here slightly modified, 
questions proposed by Young (1978) in evaluating theories of 
invention. First, does the approach do what it claiips to do? 
That is, does it adequately account for the writing processes of 
students and provide appropriate methods for improving writing 
ability? And secondly, does it provide a niore adequate account 
and methodology than other alternative?? 

Beyond these, we suggest three categories of questions to 
develop or evaluate an approach to the teaching of writing. 

1. Is it'accessible? That is, does it portray itself in terms that are 
reasonably clear and sensible? Can it be apprehended by all 
who must work with it: teachers, students, administrators? 
Are the goals, feature* ,̂ and limitations of the approach 
distinct: Does it have a high degree of generality so that it 
may be broadly applied? Can it be modified and still work, or 
is it too intricately wound? Is it thoroughjgoing Within its 
stated objectives? Is it fertile enough for further innovation, 
experimentation, research? 

.9 
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\ 2. Is it harmonious? Are the objectives of the approach con-
sistent with the means? Are all the parts consistent with each 
other? Are all the elements in the approach presented in *.he 
best sequence? Is the approach well-paced and balanced? 
Does it carefully establish expectations arid the conditions 
for achieving a particular goal? Are the ideas and methoco to 
be learned clearly related to the learner? 

5.1s it feasible? Can the approach be implemented in a given 
classroom, at a given institution, by a given teacher? Does it 
meet the needs of the. students, who may vary enor-
mously—even within the SMie class or institution? Would it 
engage the students and motivate them through thq term? 
Is it congruent with the educational philosophy of the 
department and institution in whicii it would be taught? 
Can it be successfully implemented given the length of time 
available for the instruction? Is it suitable to the general 
teaching style and personality of the teacher? Will addi-
ional expertise Ije required to utilize the approach? 

Questions beget questions, and can sometimes overwhelm. Yet 
they can provoke significant, even exciting options for innovative^ 
teachers and writing program'administrators. The chapters that 
follow are intended-to illustrate "some of these options. To sorrfb 
extent they are case studies which record the authors' attempts 
to put it all togethei;—at least for themselves and their student?. 
Representing major approaches in the field, they are all similar 
in this respect: they exemplify some principles about the nature 
of composition, how it may (or may not) be taught, and, most 
Importantly, how it may best be learned. In other words, each 
chaptfcr reflecjts, a distinct approach that carries teacher and 
students alike through the course. 

Donald Murray begins our consideration of the composing pro-
cess by describing the interactive stages o'f writing and reading, 
collecting, and connecting. He then sketches implications for the 
relationship between the teacher anî  the studcr\t, the student and 
his or her writing, the writing and the teacher. His approach is 
rooted in the belief that pedagogy must conform to the composing 
process as it truly exists, not as we might imagine or would like it 
to be. . ' " • • 

The following four chapters elaborate relatively distinct ap-
proaches based upon some theory of language use or language 
learning that a'ccommodatcs the composing process. Paul Eschholz 
advocates a modification of the traditional prose models approach. 

•U) -J. 
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with its emphasis on textual form; he advises reading selections be 
.introduced during the process and only, if pertinent to fhe specific 
composing 'problems of the individual writer. Stephen Judy 
focuses on the vvriter, whose "heed to comn?unicate persopcil 
feelings or exfJerienccs serves the experiential approach' as a 
springboard for writing in the full raijge "of discourse. Janice 
LaUer, working within a rhetorical approach concerned with the 
purposes and dudiences for writing, illustrates l\ow the teacher 
may lead students tlirough a more deliberate regard for focus, 
readership,- .and revision. Kenneth Dowst takes an epistemic 
approach, bne that considers language itself .as a way of knowng, 
and hence writing as a w?y of composing one's reality. His stu-
dents are motivate'd to see the value of waiting for its own sake. 

The final" three chapters delineate approaches that address, 
specific pedagogical concerns. Harvey Wiener's classroom practices 
introduce beginning*~br basic writers to process and development, 
not ô "remedial" crash units in grammar. Thomas • Camicelli 
a,rgues that the conference, rather than the^classroom, is a more 
cu":ient and effective way of teaching composition and provides 
stud'jnt comments and transcripts of conferences tp help illustrate 

, his method. Finally Robert Weiss proposes that ultimately compo-
sition must be part of a total writing environment' that extends 
beyond the English class. He describes how a composition course 
may support—and he supported by—faculty and courses in other 
disciplines. 

^ In a sense, these eight approaches are themselves both product 
and. process. They are products in that the authors halt and de-
scribe what they are now accomplishing with composition and 
why. They are process in that they '•eflect the authors' continuing 
evolution as teachers. We should engage their ideas likewise: 
looking, asking, arguing, adapting; in oth^r woids, we should 
see products in process and process in the product. 
* It can happen that an author's approach fundamentally alters 
one's conception of teaching writing. The old ways may retain 

*' little if any charm, be judged ipadequate, or even -misguided. The 
World of writing—and the teaching-of it—might then have to be 
remapped, totally so that the road signs, the familiar terminology, 
point, in directions consistent with t|ie new approach. Traditional 

^ conpcrhs, (motives for writing, criteria for evaluation), terms, 
(thesis, transitipn), and co"ncept̂  (form, content) would have to be 

'brought into more understandable and productive relationship. 
.One would look in new places for answers to old problems, look in 
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old places and see new solutions. Jri sum, embracing the theories, 
methods, and standards of the n̂ W approach, one may be inspired 
tp an entirely different kind of teaching. Or something less dra-
matic—though no less' dynamic—may also occur. An even more 
subtle amalgam of old and new might emerge. 

On tjie other hand, one may reject a new approach, or even the 
ascending paradigm, wholly. Perhaps devoti9n to another ap-
proach, one viewed as comfortable and reasoiiably successful, 
makes the new one unattractive. Moreover, years in the classroom 
often create style, and style can be an effective' teacher. Yet con-
sistency, foolish or otherwise, may become mere persistence when 
significant trends in one's field are ignored. One risk of such 
rejection is professional isolation—the possibiHty, as it were,, of 
persisting in believing that the sun revolves around the earth. 

The approaches described in this book, then, are enactments of 
a sort. They evince recent thought in the teaching of composition 
as modified by the authors' own philosophies, research, experi-
ences, and personalities. We should not be surprised to find differ-
ences, even disagreement. In the fabric of each, field and fore-
ground are variously accented, movement of line is disparately 
cast, and colors are uniquely blended. Neither idealized success 
stories nor depressingly familiar by-the-numbers instruction kits, 
these approaches are offered in the spirit of professionals speaking 
to .other professionals about a common commitment. They simply 
invite us to reconsider our own teaching., our own enactment of 
theory and practice in the classroom. It is through such dialogue 
that everyone stands to gain—but most of all our students. 

Timothy R. Donovan 
Northeastern University 
Ben W. McClelland 
Rhode Island College 
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1 Writing as Process: 
How Writing Finds 
Its Own Meaning 

Donald M. Murray 
University of Î few^Hampshire 

At the beginning of the composing process there is only blank 
paper. At the end of the composing process there is a piece of 
writing which has detached itself from the writer and found its 
own meaning, a meaning the writer probably did not intend. 

This process u" evolving meaning—a constant revolt against 
intent—motivates writers. They never cease to be fascinated l?y 
what appears ph* their page. Writing is an act 6f recording or 
communicating and much morei. Writing is a significant kind of 
thinking in which the symbols of language assume a purpose of 
their own and instruct the writer during the composing process. 

This process has been revered-»and feared—as a kind of magic, 
as a process of invoking the muse, of hearing voices, of inherited 
talent. Many writers still think that the writing process should not 
be examined close'y or even understood in case the ihagic dis-
appear. Others of us, instructed by Janet Emig (1975), attempt to 
understand the relationship between the chemical and electi'ical 
interaction within the {jrain and the writing process. I am sympa-
thetic to both positions, but, as a writer still trying id learn my 
craft at fifty-four and as a writing teacher still trying to learn how 
to help students learn their craft, I feel an obligation to speculate 
upon the writing process. ^ 

The process of making meaning with writteVi language can not 
be understood by looking backward from a finished page. Process 
can not be inferred from product any more than a pig can be in-
ferred from a sausage. It is possible, however, for us to follow the 
process forward from blank page to final draft and kam some-
thing of what happens. We can study writing as it evolves in our 
own minds and on our ovm pages and as it finds its own meaning 
through the hands of our writer colleagues and our writing 
students. We can also.intcrvic" our colleagues, our students, and 
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ourselves about what is happening when writing is happening. We 
can examine the testimony of writers in published interviews, such 
as the series of boolcs, Writers at Work: The Paris Review /Inter-
views, or in journals, letters, autobiographies, biographies, and 
manuscript studies. We can also consider the testimony of 
composers, artists, and scientists, if we attend to such available 
testiraoft^, we may be able to speculate, with some authority, on 
how wriiiri^ finds own meaning. 

But a key problem in discussing—or teaching—the writing 
process is that in order to analyze the process, we must give un-
natural priority to one element of an explosion' of elements in 
simultaneous action and reaction. Meaning is made through a 
scries of almost instantaneous interactions. To study those inter-
actions within ourselves, other writers, or our students, we must 
stop time (and therefore the process) and examiric single elements 
of the writing process in unnatural isolation. 

The danger is that we never recombine the elements. Some 
teachers present each part of the writing process to th'̂ ir students 
in a prescriptive, sequential order, creating a new kind of terrifying 

-rhetoric which "teaches" well but "loarns" poorly. It will be 
important for both of us—the reader and the writer—to remember 
throughout this chapter that we are talking about a process of 
interaction, not a jcries of logical steps. As Janet Emig has pointed 
out to me, WQ need to apply technology to our writings on process 
—for example, printing plastic overlays, as some textbooKS do 
to reveal the organs of the body, as a way of showing the simul-
taneous interaction of the elements of writing process. 

If we stand back to look at the writing process, we see the 
writer following the writing through the three stages of rehearsing, 
drafting, and revising as the piece of work—es'̂ iy, story, article, 
poem, research paper, play, letter, scientific report, business 
memorandum, novel, television script—moves toward its own 
meaning. These stages blend and overlap, but they are also dis-
tinct Significant things happen within them. They require certain 
attitudes and skills on the writer's and the writing teacher's part. 

The Stages of the Writing Process * 

The term rehearsing, first used by my colleague Donald Graves 
(1978) after observation of children writing, is far more accurate 
than prcwriting to dcscrij^e the activities which precede a com-
pleted draft. During this stage of the writing procc5S the writer in V 
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the miftd and on the page prepares himself or herself for writing 
before knowing for sure that there will be writing. There is a 
special awareness, a taking in of the writer's raw material of infor-
mation, before it-is clear how it will be used. \"hen it seems there 
will be; writing, this absorption continues, but now there is time 
for experiments in meaning and form, for trying out voices, for 
beginning the process of play which is vital to making effective 
meaning. The "writer welcomes unexpected relationships between 
pieces of informatitfa from voices never before heard in the 
Writer's head. 

Drafting is the most accurate term for ihe central stage of the 
writing process, since it implies the tentative nature of our written 
experirnents in meaning. The writer drafts a piece of writing to 
find out what it may have to say. The "it" is important. The, 
writing process is a process of writing finding its own meaning.' 
While the piece of writing is being drafted, that writing physically 
removes itself from the writer. Thus, it can be examined as some-
thing vyhich may eventually stand on its own before ^ reader. This 

•distancing is significant, for each draft muot be an exercise in 
independence as well as discovery. 

The final state in the writing process is revising. The writing 
stands apart, from the writer, and the writer interacts with it, first 
tp find out what the writing has to say, and then to Kelp the 
writing say it clearly and gracefully. The writer moves from a 
broad survey of the text to line-by-line editing, all the time 
developing, cutting, and reordering. During this part of the process 
the writer must try not to force the writing to what the writer 
hoped the text would say, but instead try -to help the writing say 
what it intends to say. ' 

One of tlie most important things I have learned, for example, 
as this piece" of writing has detached itself fromTrry^intentions and 
instructed me, is that revision which does not end in publication 
becomes the most significant kind of rehearsal, for the next draft. 
I had experienced this in my writing and observed it in rny 
colleagues and my students. Yet I did not understand it until I 
found myself articulating it on these p^ges. I had never before seen 
how r'vising becomes rehearsal as the writer listens to the piece of 
writing. It may be worth noting that if you'drop the "s" in the 
word rehearsing, it becomes rehearing. The writer listens to see 
what is on the page, scans, moves in closely, uncaps the pen, 
slashes sections out, moves others around, adds new ones. Some-
where aloni; the line fhc writer finds that instead of looking back 
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to the previous draft, trying to clarify what has been written, the 
writci is acturlly looking ahead to the next draft to see what must 
be added or cut or reordered. Revising has become rehearsing. 

This process of discovering meaning—rehearsing, drafting, 
rev'sing, rehearsing, drafting, revising, rehearsing—repeatejiagain 
and again is thtf way the writing's meaning is found 2uidmi4e 
clear. This process may be seen in Figure 1. 

I had always thought of this process in rather large terms—a) 
period of rehearsing (perhaps minutes, but more likely hoiirS 
days, weeks, months), a period of drafting (much shorter but, in 
the case of a book, measured in months or years), and a period of 
revising (which is at least as long as rehearsing). But the significant 
work of Sondra Perl, Director of the Writing Development Project 
at Lehman College, City University of New York, has made me 
reconsider the time in which this process vyorks. She writes in the 
New York University Education Quarterly (1979, p. 18): 

r'^Composin^ does not occur in a straightfonvard, linear fashion. 
The process is one o£ accumulating discrete words or phrases 
down on the paper and then working from these bits to reflect 
upon, structure, and then further develop what one means to say. 
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Figure 1. The process of discovering meaning. 
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It can be thought of as a kind of "retrospective structuring"; 
movement forward occurs only after one has reached back, which 
in turn occurs ̂ nly after one has some sense of where one wants 
to go. Both aspects, the reaching back and the sensing forward, 
have a. clarifying effect.... Rereading or backward movements 
become a way of assessing whether or not the words on the page 
adequately capture the original sense intended. But constructing 
simultaneously involves discovery. Writers know more fully what 
tliey mean only after having written it. In this way the explicit 
written form serves as a window on the implicit sense with which 
one began. 

Perl's work enabled me to see an instantaneous Riojang back 
and forth during the writing process. Minute by minute',, pdrhaps 
second by second—or less at cectain stages of the process—the 
writer may be rehearsing, drafting, and revising, looking back and 

^looking forward, and acting upon what is seen and heard during 
the backward sensing and forward sensing. * r • " 

The* writer is constantly learning from the writing W$at it 
intends to say. The writer listens for evolving meaning. To learn 
what to do next, the writer doesn't look primarily outside -fhe 
piece of writing-to rule books, rhetorical traditions, models, to 
previous writing experiences, to teachers or editors. To Icam what 
to. do next, the writer looks within the piece of writing. The 
writing itself helps %he writer see the subject. Writing can be a lens: 
if the writer looks through it, he of she will see what will make the 
writing more effective. 

The closer we move inside the writing process to speculate 
about how it works, the more we begin to see that what happens 
in the writer's mind seems much the same thing, whether the 
writer is rehearsing, drafting, or revising. We can document what 
happens during the rehearsing and revising process relatively well 
from manuscript evidence and writer testimony. We can surmise 
with a certain authority that what happens during ^he drafting 
process is similar; but since it happens so fast, it is often imper-
ceptible. The writer may not even be aware it is happening. 

During the processes of rehearsing, drafting, and revising, four 
primary forces seem to interact as the writing vvorks its way 
towards its own meaning. These forces are collecting and con-
necting, writing and reading. Writing may be ignited by any one 
of these forces in conjunction with any other^'but once writing has 
begun, all of these forces begin to interact with each other. It may 
be helpful to look at the following diagram to see how these forces 
interact. 
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These forces interact so fast that we are often unaware of their 
interaction or even of their distinct existence. As we collect a 
piece of Informafion, we immediately try to connect it with other 
pieces pf information? whei) we write a phrase, we read it to see 
how it fits with what has gone before and how it may lead to what 
comes after. To identify these forces at work within the writing 
process and to understand them, we must^art'ficially ^att the inter-
action and examine one force at a time/ \ 

\ 
WRITING 

COLLECTING "*~" CONNECTING 

READING 

The prirTidry forward motion of the writing process seems to 
come from man's unlimited hunger for collecting information. 
This heed groWs from the animal need for food, shelter, and safety 
to an intellectual need to discover ineaning in experience. Man is 
an information-collecting organism. Information, brought to us 
through sight, hearing, touch, tUste, smell, is stored, considered, 
and shared. Our,education extends the range of our information-
collecting through reading and research that reaches back in time 
and across the barriers of distance apd difference. 

The volume of material we gather—consciously and sub-
consciously—becomes so immense and is' so divers^ it demands 
comiecting. We are compelled to provide some order for the 
confusion of information or it will drown us. Wc must discrim* 
inate, select the information that is significant, build chains of 
information which lead to meaning, relate immediate information 
to previous information, project information into the future, 
discover from the patterns of information what new information 
must be souqh't. The connections we make force us to see infor-
mation wc did not see before. The connections we are making 
also force us to seek new, supporting information; but, of course, 
some of that information docsiT't support—it contradicts. So we 
have to make new connections with new information which in 
turn demands new connections. These powerful, countervailing 
forces work for and against each other'to manufacture new 
meanings as wc live through new experiences. 
,Thc writer fears that the collecting apparatus will be cxccsbi\cly 

aJHtrollcd by the connecting apparatus. Man's dread of chaos and 
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need foj order is so fundamental that writers have to resist the 
desire for predictable orders, and resist the instinct to fit all new 
information into previously constructed meanings. The writer has 
to encourage the'gathering of contradictory and unpredictable 
information which will force old meanings to adapt and new ones • 
to be constructed. 
', When in good working order, these forces of collecting and 
connecting battle each other in a productive tension that keeps us 
intellectually alive, working to push back the enemies, ignorance 
or boredom. Neither force will give the other peace. Introduce a 
new.piece of information and the organism immediately tries to 
connect it. When the organism has a connection, it se^ks new 
informatiori to reinforce it. 
" There is another pair of powerful countervailing forces at work 
at the same time that information is being collected and con-
nected. The force with the primary thrust is jvriting. Man has a 
primitive need to write. Carol Chginsky (1971) tells us that 
children want to write, in fact need to write, before they want to 
read. And indeed someone had to write during the prelude to 
history; that person was also the first reader. We all have a prim-
itive need to experience experience by articulating it. When we 
tell others or ourselves what has happened to iis, it makes that 
happening more real and often understandable. We need both to 
record and to share, both to talk to ourselves within the enormous 
room of the mind and to talk to others. Qiildren—and some 
professors—think out loud; but for most of us, our speech is 
socially suppressed, done silently. Since we continue to talk to 
ourselves within the privacy of our skulls, some of that talking, 
if made public, is writing. 

The act of voicing- experience and connecting it involves, I 
think, fundamentally an aural facility. We record in written . 
language what we say in our heads. This does vqt mean that 
writing is simply oral language written down. I believe we have a 
private speech we use when writing. When v;e know we may write, 
we silently practice expressing ourselves in our potential writing 
voices. Later we may record and revise in written language what 
sounded right wKcn tried out in that silent voice within our minds. 
At least," this is how I think I write, dictating to myself, recording 
in written language what I have heart! myself say milliseconds 
before. For many years I have dictated much of my nonfiction 
prose, but I w is not aware until recentiy when I studied my own 
writ'ng process that I listened to my voice while I wrote "silently" 
with typf'writer or by pen. 
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Working against this powerful force of writing is the counter-
force of reading. Put writing down on pStpcr and it is read as it 
appears." Reading seems to involve criticism. -We make cbmp.ar-
isons; we Jook for imrKjediate clarity., for instant grace. Just as 
connecting^an control collecting too effectively and tqo early, so 
reading can suppress writing. The writer has to develop new forms 
of reading, to read loosely at first, to give the piece of writing 
space so {hat the embryonic patterns of meaning which are making 
shadowy appearance can have time to come clean Writers have to 
leam to listen for the almost imperceptible sounds which may 
develop into the voice they do not expect. As the meanings come 
clear, the voices grow stronger, Thej-writcr has to read with in-
creasing care, has to be critical, even surgical, but not at first. 

These two forces work against each other almost simultaneously 
within the act of writing. In listening to the voices within ojr Skull 
we "read" those voices and change them. As Perl (1979) has 
documented, we write and react to those marks on paper, con-
tinually testing the word against the experience, the word against 
the one before and the one to come next. Eventually, we extend 
the range of this testing to phrase, to sentence, to paragraph, to 
page. .When I got bifocals, I had to buy lenses with an extra large 
reading area. They were strangely called "the executive model." 
But wheri I am writing I take them off and move my nose closer 
to the page. My eyes darting back and forth across my writing 
break out of the area bounded by my "executive" bifocals. In 
action writing, we do not make the separation of reading and 
writing that we make in school. We writeread or reddwrite. 

The forces of the writing process also relate to each other. This 
is indicated by the dotted lines in the .-following diagram. The act 

^ W R 

COLLECTING^ ^ 
•s 

X 

TING 

y 

< CONNECTING 

^READING'*' 

of r ''ccting is also an act of writing and reading. We cannot 
coIL nformation and store it without naming it and reading that 
nam We also connect information by using language, whereby 
symbols carry the information. It is language which often seems to 
direct us towards significant connections, and we arc led to them 
by the acts of writing and reading. 
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The Forces: In Balance and Out 

We must always remember that each writing act is a complex 
instantaneous interaction. The true diagram of the writing ot a 
sentence might look like this. . 

WRITING 

s COLLECTING ^ ^ ~ XxC^ CONNECTING 

- READING 

If we can manage to survive that vision after multiplying it a 
thousand times or more for each draft of a short essay, then we 
may be able to see that there is a significant sec.uencc of balance 
and imbalance which takes place while the forces interact during 
rehearsing, drafting*, and revising. Qifring rehearsing we Ynust give 
writing and collecting a slight advantage, holding pff the forces of 
criticism and order. In revising the opposite is true. We load the 

,dice in favor of reading and connecting. We bccomtf more critical, 
more orderly. The advantage holds^until the b-'Jance tips. Whtn 
the advantage passes again to writing and collecting, then revising 
becomes rehearsing. ' ' » ^^ 

If we see how th^t- balance works, the scale tipped toward 
discovery at one time and clarification at another, then we will 
come to a new definition of drafting. Tlje draff occurs when the 
four forces arc in tentative balance. The foues have worked 
against each other to produce a meaning which can be read and <• 
which could perhaps be published. 

In the beginning of tlie writing process there is no draft because 
the forces arc wildly out "'of balance. The imbalance will b,e 
.different with different piece? of. writing, but it is there. For 
example, language may race ahead to the point of incoherence or 
be just fragmentary, a matter of notes. There may be an abun-
dance of information which is just a jumble—no order has yet 
appeared from it—or there may be merely a neat, precise order, a 
thesis statement and outline for which there is no documentation. 
The process of rehearsal, however, brings the forces into balance. 
The writing can be read; the information begins to assume a 
meaningful order. The draft emerges. 

The writer thinks the task*is finished, that the balance will hold. 
But when the writer turns to read the page, it becomes apparent 
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that the language is too stiff, too clumsy, has no flow. The reader 
will not follow it. Or, there is too much information; the writing 
goes off on tangents. Material has to be cut out and reordered. The 
writer may be able to help, the piece of writing find, its meaning 
through a modest amount of "rewriting and researching, reordering' 
and rereading. But many times the imbalance gets wdrse. The 

. piece of writing has to follow^ a tangent; a new major point has to 
\}c included. Or, in fact, the major point becomes the main point. 
New material has to be sought out and its order discovered. .The 
piece of writmg is severely out of balance and will be brought 
towards balance only by rehearsing. I think it may be helpful for 
us to think of drafts and a series of drafts in this way, for it helps 
us see what has to be don? to encourage a piece of writing to find 
its own meaning. 

Continued observation and reflection upon the writing process 
will result in new speclilations. They will come because it is our 
desire, reinforced by our education, to connect,' to .make lists, 
charts, maps, to find patterns and orders. This, tendency is appro-
priate. That is what our business is. But "we must remind ourselves 
again x̂ nd again that the writing process is a kinetic activity, a 
matter of instantaneous motion, action and reaction which is 
never still. There is* no clear line between the stages of rehearsing, 
drafting, and revising. The most meaning-producing actions may, 
in fact, take place on the seams between ihestf stages when the' 
tension between them is the greatest. ' 

The same thing is true of the action between the forces. We do 
not collect an i connect and then write the connection and then 
read it. Thes forces are in action against each other, and that 
action produces meaning.' The calm, lo^cal moment when the 
words stand at dress parade and present a meaning gives no hint of 
the battles which produce that moment—or the battles which may 
be ahead. 

Teaching the Coihposing Process 

In the preceding pages I have proposed a theory oThow a piece of 
waiting finds its own meaning. That theory has come out of 
practice. It is rooted in the experience of making meaning with 
written language. Theory, however, must return to practice in our 
field. A writing theory that can not be practiced by teachers, 
writers, or students and that docs not produce increasingly effec-
tive .drafts of'writing must be reconsidered. We also have an 
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obligation to show, how the theory can be put into practice. We 
must show that our students are able to write more effectively and 
produce pieces of writing that find their own meariingAecause 
they, understand what happens during the writing act. If^^accept 
the process theory of teaching writing, then we must be able to 
suggest ways in which our students can experience thp wriripg 
process. M 

In teaching the process we have to look, not at what students 
^ge^*tD know, but wJiat they need to experience. This separates 

the teaching of writing from the teaching of a course in which the 
content is produced by authorities—writers of literature, scientists, 
historians—and interpreted by textbooks and teachers. The writing 
tCficher has no such content. It would be bizarre for the process 
teacher to deliver a lecture on the process theory of composition 

• in advance of-writing—just as bizarre as it would be to deliver a 
lecture on rhetoric, linguistics, grammar, or any other theoretical 
concepts before tft^^^^dent writes. Such information would be 
meaningless to tha^ltu^nt. It might even be harmful because the 
student who hcar^uch inforfnation without the perspective of his 
or her own experience can 'develop serious misconceptions about 
the writing process. For example, a student might get the 
dangerous misconception that writers know the form before they 
know the „contei]t, that students know what they have to say 
before they say it. I would not write—would not need to write—if 
I knew what I was going to say before I said it. I must help my 
students find out through a successful writing experience why that 
is true. 

In the writing process approach, the teacher and student face 
the task of making meaning together. The task is dver new, for 
they share the blank page and an ignorance of fSurpose and of 
outcome. They start on a trip of exploration together. They find 
where they are going as they get there. 

Thfs requires of the writing teacher a special kind of courage. 
The teacher not only has to face blank papera but blank students 
worried by their blankness, and a blank curriculum wfiith worries 
the teacher Vsupervisors. Th© teacher has to restrain himself or 
herself from providing i content, taking care not to inhibit the 

• studcijts from finding their own subjects, their own fornis, and 
their own lan^age. ' '- -

the writing teacher who is writing and, therefore, knows how 
'' the stages' in the writing process work and how. the' forces within 

that process interact, understands the studert'ts' natural desire fo/ 
premature order expressed, in part, by the question, "What do you 
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want?" Th«v teacher rhust resist the impulse to respond with a 
prescription. It is better to,explain to the students why their 
writing needs room-time and space—to find its own meaning. 

The first day of the writing unit should begin with wilting, not 
talking. Tlie students write and the teacher writes. This beginning 
is, of course, a symbolic gesture. It demonstrates that the infor-
mation/in the course will come from '.he student. The shidents 
produce the principal text in the writinf, course. 

It is very hard for traditionally-trained teachers who are not 
writing themselves to believe that students can write without 
instruction from the teacher or without 'assignment. Teachers 
often do not have enough faith m their students to feel that the 
students have anything to say. They also may not realize that 
much, perhaps nTost, of the poor writing they see^n school is the 
product of the assignments they give. Most assignmerits I see 
guarantee bad writing. In many cases assignments direct students 
to write on subjects in which, they have no interest and on which 
they have no information. They have to ddopt a point of view 
implicit in the assignments or in the way teachers present them. 
They have to accept forms and perhaps languages which are not 
apprrnriate to their subjects—or their visions of the subjects. *' 

*̂  O course, students like assignments. Why not? Thi^y maVe 
things easy. The good students know instantly what the teacher 
wants; the poor •students' deliver as. best they can. And neither 
group has to make a personal commitment to the writing. 

It is important that the writing course which is built on the 
/ / writing process set that process in action immediately. In fact, 
• this approach might be called the writing/response method. The 

studcyit writes, then the teacher,and the class respond. One device 
I have used to begin a writing-class is to hand out six 3 jc 5 cards of̂  
different colors. I ask thcstudents to take a card and,brainstorm 
specific details about a person or place, or an event wHich was 
important to them. They may, also just brainstorm random 
spedjjcs. After three or four minutes I share my own list with the 
class. Then I ask them to circle a specific on their own cards which 
surprised them, or to connect two specifics with an unexpected 
relationship. I share my surprises with them. Then I tell them to 
take another card and start with that moment of surprise, or just 
start free wnting. After three or four minutes I again share my 
writing with them and ask them to take another card, to continue 
on, start anew, or switch the point of view. And so we work 
through the cards. At the end we each share one card, reading it 
aloud without comment. 
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I have worked out all sorts of variations of this exercise, and 30 
have teachers to whom I've introduced it. The important thing is 
that students write upon demand, that they write of what they 
•know,*, that they are i)laced under enough pressure so they write 
what they did not expect to write, that the cards are small enough 
and switched frequently enough so they have a new chance if one 
doesn't go well, that the teacher shares his or her writing with 
them, that they listen to the voices 'whith are coming from the 

• members of tkeir writing community and, that they discover that 
writing is a process of discovery. 

Under such conditions I find that writing is produced. Nine 
hundred and ninety-nine students out of a thousand will write on 

•demand. But if one doesn't write, not to worry. Writing is 
contagious. It is almost impossible to resist the desire to write in 
your own voice, of your own concerns, when you are part of a 
supportive writing community. 

Sharing Writing \ 

Once the writing is produced, it is shared. I have come to believe 
that this sharing, at least in the beginnings should be done orally. 
When students read their papers ^loud they hear the voices of their 
classmates without the interference of mechanical problems, mis-
spellings, and poor penmanship. Those problems will have to be 

t dealt with in due time, but first the students—and especially the 
teacher—should hear the voices which come from the page. 

It is equally important, perhaps more important, for the writer 
to hear his or her own voice. Our voices often tell us a great deal 
about the .subject. The piece of writing speaks w'th its own voice 
of its own concerns, direction, meaning. The student writer hears 
that voice from the piece convey intensity, drive, energy, and 
more—anger, pleasure, happiness, sadness, caring, frustration, 

• understanding, explaining. The meaning of a piece of writing 
comes from what it says and how it says it. 

As-the students in the writing class hear a piece of writing, they 
laugl) with the author, grieve with the author, nod in under-
standing, lean forward to try to learn more. That's how the writing 
class begins, and that is what carries it forward. The community of 
writers "instinctively understands that each piece of writing is 
trying.,to work its way towards a meaning. The community wants 
to help the writer help the piece of writing find its own meaning. 

The experience of sharing writing should be reinforced by the 
writing conference. Individual conferences are the principal form 
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of instruction in the writing"']pfocess~approach. As we have 
speculated upon the process by which a piece of writing finds its 
own meaning, we have seeh how important it is to listen to the 
piece of writing and to pay attention to how that piece'of writing 
is making itself heard. We must, in our conferences, help the 
student respect the piece of writing, pay attention to what it is 
trying to say, and experience th** proceis of helping it say it. 

We get the ctudent to talk abcut th»* paper and to talk about the 
forces which produced the dr-.i^. We do this in,conference, and we 
do it in workshop. I have come lo believe tRat the workshop 
yvorks best when it begins with a public conference between the 
writer and the teacher. The teacher gives the student the oppox-
tunity to talk about the piece of writing—what the student sees in 
it, what technical j. .oblem? the student identifies, what questions 
the student has for the readers—and encourages the student to talk 
about the process by which the writing is being produced. The 
teacher initiates the conference, but soon the class joins in, writers 
helping writer listen to the evolving writiug. 

There are few lectures and large group exercises—if any—in the 
writing class. What is there to say* until a .draft is heard? Who can 
predict the proper response to an event which has not taken place? 
There are, in fact, no classes; there are workshops in which writing 
is shared. The writers in the workshop study drafts in proces* to 
see what meanings are evolving and, thereby, leam to anticipate 
what may appear on the page as well as read what has appeared. 

In my own workshops I publish only the best work. The most 
effective teaching occurs when the students who have produced 
that work talk about hoŷ ' they have produced it. This is when I 
am able to show studenti what they have learned, and by so doing 
I constantly leam with them. 

How were you abla to get a first draft to work so well? 
Well, 1 don't know. It just seemed to go togetlier. • 
Well, what did you do before you started to write? 
Not much. I didn't make an outline or-anything. 
Did you think much about the p i ce of writing you were ?oing to 
do? 
Oh yeah, sure. I thinV about it all the time, trying out different 
things, you know, iik; you're going to say at the party, or to the 
5irl. Su>ff like that, kinda' practicing in your head. 

And we're into a discussion of rehearsal as I get this student, and 
others, to tell about how they do this in their minds and on their 
pages. I underline, extend, reinforce, and teach what at least some 
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of them have already done so tha^J^ey know what they've done 
and may be able to apply it to other writing tasks. Others in the 
class who have not tried it are encouraged to try it in the future. 

This is the way the writing unit unwinds. The attitudes r.pprop-
riatc to rehearsing, drafting, and revising are expressed* in 
conferences and in class by the students and the teacher. The skills 
of rehearsing, drafting, and revising are refined ^fter they ^ave 
worked successfully on an evol'-ing draft. Concurrently, the forces 
of reading and writing, collecting and connecting aje identified. 
The students and the teacher shkre their techniques ihr developing 
and controlling these forces, for helping to bring them into effec-
tive balance. 

The greatest hazard for the teacher'•is the natural tendency not 
to respect the forces and instead to supply the stucent with the 
teacher's information, to make the teacher's connection, to use 
the teacher's language, to read what the teacher sees in the text. 

'The teacher must remember,' in workshop and in conference, to 
stand back and give the student room so that the student can give 
the writing room to find its own meaning. The teacher should hot 
look at the text for the student^ not even with t^e student. The 
teacher looks at—and listens to—the student watching the text 
evolve. 

The teacher is not coy and does not withhold information that 
the student needs. But the teacher must practice the patience and 
restraint of the writer. The writer treats the evolving drafts with 
respect, trying to help the piece of writing work towards its own 
meaning. The teacher demonstrates this attitude by treating the 
student with respect so that the student will respect his or her own 
evolving writing. By asking helpful questions c." the student, the 
teacher shows the student how to question his or her own drafts: 
"What did you learn from this piece of writing?" "Where is the 
piece of writing taking you?" "What do you feel works best in 
thisjiiece of writing?" 

Evaluation of Writing 

I am always amused when people feel that a writing course is 
permissive, that anything goes, that there is no serious evaluation. 
The fact is there is much more evaluation in the writing course 
than'in the traditional content course. Evaluation in the writing 
course is not a matter of an occasional test. As the student passes 
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through the stages of the writing process and tries to bring the 
forces within the procen": into balance, there is constant evaluation 
of the writing in process. 

This evaluation begins with each word as it is<onsidered and 
reconsidered in the mind and then as it appears, on the paper. 
The word is reevaluated as the phrase is created and recorded. 
T\e phrase is reevaluated ,is the scn^ncc is createdandrecorded. 
The sentence is reevaluated as^/the paragraph is created and re-
corded. The paragraph is reevaluated as the page is created and 
recorded. The page is reevaluated as the entire piec^ of writing 
is created and recorded. And then the writer, having once finished 
the writing and put it away, picks it up and evaluates it again. 

In the writing course the writer's evaluation is shared With the 
teacher or with other v»^ters m the class. The evaluation is 
evaluated as the writing itself is evaluated, to r example: 

" I don't like the writing at all in this draft. It's gross. 
You think it's all gtoi^ 
Yeah. ^ ^ ^ 
Well, I don't think it'sr all gross. Some of it may be gross, but 
whS!t do you think is less gross? 
Well, I siippose that description of how to start the snowmobile 
works pretty well. " 
Yes, that piece of writing seems to Jtnow what it's doing. Why do 
you think it does? 
Well, it seems to be lined up pretty well. I mean, like it goes 
along, sort of natural.' 
That's how it seems to me. 
Think maybe I should make the rest try to work that way? It's 
kind of jumbled up now. 
Try it if you want. 

Each draft, often each part of the draft, is discussed with 
readers—the teacher-writer and the other student-writers. Evea-
tually the writing is published in a workshop, and a small or large 
group of readers evaluai*' ii. It is evaluated on many levels. Is there 
a subject? Does it say anything? Is it worth saymg? Is it focused? 
Is it documented? Is it ordered? Are the parts developed? Is the 
writing clear? Docs it have an appropriate voice? Do the sentences 
work? Do the paragraphs work? Arc the verbs strong? Are the 
nouns specific? Is the spelling correct? Docs the punctuation 
clarify? 

There is, in fact, so much evaluation, so much self-criticism, so 
nuich rereading, that the writing teacher has to help relieve the 
pressure of criticism to make sure that the writer has a bearable 
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amount The pressure'must be there, but it never should be so 
great that it creates paralysis'or destroys self-respect. Effective 
wiriting depends on the student's respect for the*J)otential that 
njay appear'. The student has to have faith in thq evolving draft to 
be able to see its value. To have faith in the draft means having 
faith in the self. /, • 

The teacher by the veiy nature of • writing course puts 
enormous pressure on the student. Th, ^ are deadlines. The 
student will write every day. Over my deslj han^s the exhortation 
"nulla jdics sine lin<5a," never a day without a line, which is attrib-
uted to Pliny and which has hung over Trollope's writing desk and 
Updike's. I give copies of it to my students, and I,practice it 
myself. There should, m the writing unit, be at least weekly dead-
lines. There is.an unrelenting demand for writing.^ 

Writing means self-exposure. No matter how objective the tone 
or how detached the subject, the writer is exposed by words on 
the page. It is. natural for studfcrits and for writers to fear such 
exposure. That fear .can be relieved best if the writer, the fellow 
st'jdents, and the teacher look together at the piece of writing to' 
see what the piece of writing is saying, and if they listen to the ̂  
piece of writing with appropriate detachment. 

When we write, we confront ourselves, but we also confront our 
subjf ct. In writing the drafts of this chapter, "How Writing Fiiids 
Its Own Meaning," I found meanings I did not expect. I suppose 
that I waVinvifed to do this chapter because of the definitions ^ d 
the descriptions of the writing process! have published in the past. 
I accepted the invitation because I had completed a new descrip-
tion which has since been published elsewhere. But in the months 
tint it has taken me to help this piece of writing find its own 
meaning I have found new meanings. This is not the chapter I in-
tended to write. The process described liere is different from what 
I have described before. This piece of writing revolted against my 
intent an<f taught me what I did not know. 

By the time this is published I will, I hope, have moved on. 
There are those' who may be concerned by what they consider 
inconsistency or disloyalty to my own words. No matter, I have 
no choice. The pieces of writing I have not yet thought of writing 
will become different from what I expect them to be when I 
propose them to myself. My constant is change. My teaching 
changes from year to ,year and day to day. I do not teach my 
students what J have learned in the past. My students teach them-
selves what wc are learning together. 

3() 
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Those of us who teach the writing process are comfortable with 
the constant change. This sets us apart from many people in the 
academic world who teach in a traditional or classical mode, 
believing there are truths which can be learned and passed on from 
teacher to student, from generation to generation. Their con^ 
ception has its attractions; it is the one I was taught. But my life as 
a writer and as a teacher of writihg leads me—as similar experience 
has iCTyithers—to.a different tradition which some call develop-
mentaTor truly humanistic. We do not teach our students rules 
demonstrated by "static models; wc teach our students to write by 
allowing them to experience the process of writing. That is a 
process of discovery, of using written language to find out what 
we have to say. We believe tlTts process can be adapted by our 
students to whatever writing tasks face them—the memo, the 
poem, the textbook, the speech, the consumer complaint, tbejob 
application, the story, the essay, the personal letter, the^ovie 
script, the accident report, the novel, the scientific paper. There is 
no way we can tell what our students will need to write in their 
lives beyond the classroom, but we can give our students a 
successful experience in the writing process. We can let them dis-
cover how writing finds its own meaning. 

:n 



2 The Prose Models Approach: 
Using Products in the Process 

Paul A. Eschholz 
The University of Vermont 

< Whenever we read a sentence and like it, we unconsciously store 
it away in our model-chamber; and it goes with a myriad of its 
fellows to the building, brick by brick, of the eventual edifice 
which we call our style. And let us guess that whenever we run 
across other forms-bricks—whose color, or some other defect, 
offends us, we unconswously reject these, and so one never finds 
them in our ediHce. 

' Mark Twain 
"The Art of Authorship" 

Certainly few people will take exception to the general rule that 
one good way to learn how to write is to follow the example of 
those who can write well. "You have to read, read, read," says 
Walter Ong (1979 p. 3). "There is no way to write unless you 
read, 'and read a lot." Professional writers have long acknow'edgfcd 
the value of reading; ^ey, know that what they read is'important 
to how they eventually write. In reading, writers see the printed 
word; they develop anfjcyc—and an ear—for.language, the shape 
and order of sentences, and the texture of paragraphs. The prose 
models approach to the teaching of writing holds that writers can 
develop end improve their v.iting skills through directed reading. 
Teachers who use this approach believe that one of the best ways 
to learn to write is to analyze and imitate models of good writing 
systematically. Such study, they feel, exposes students to impor-
tant new ideas and to the basic patterns of organization in non-
fiction prose as well as to other specific strategies or techniques 
that all goo'd writers use. 

Today there ^re many writingjirograms throughout the country, 
that use the prose models approach to help students achieve a 
better sense of purpose, form, and direction in their writing. Al-
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tliough extremely popular, the approach has received its share of 
criticism over the years, and much of the criticism is warranted. 
Critics seem nol to question the value ôf prose models; instead, 
their. criticism is directed at how and when teachers use prose 
models. I believe that prose models are jmpoxtant to every writer 
and that when appropriately integrated into the context of the 
writing process they become a powerful and effective teaching 
tool. ' 

* 
The Traditional Prose Models Course and Its Critics 

The method of the traditional prose models approach is simple: 
read, analyz.e, and 'vrite. A typical unit in a prose models writing 
class might proceed as follows. In preparation for writing an essay 
of comparison-contrast students are asked tb read Bruce Catton's 
"Grant and Lee: A Study in Contrasts," a classic example of this 
particular rhetorical mode. Next, students are asked to study the 
essay, answering questions about Catton's thesis, organization, 
paragraph development, sentence structure, diction, and so on. In 
class, the teacher focuses attentiop on the writer's purpose and his 
overall organization, perhaps analyzing several sample passages to 
illustrate Catton's "block-by-block" organizational plan or his 
effective use of transitions. Finally, each student is asked to write 
his or her own comparison-contrast essay, usiftg Catton's essay as 
the model. 

While greatly oversimplified, this description highlights the 
? ' sequence of major activities and emphases of the traditional prose 

models approach. Whether looking at the entire essay or analyzing 
a sample paragraph or two, the emphasis is cleany q«'the finished 
prpduct. While some teachers use the readings to initiate topical 
class discussions or to stimulate actual theme topics, most teachers 
use the readings to stress forrn. Their interest in form includes 
those aspects of writing which supposedly insure clear thinking 
and accurate expression: organization, thesis, paragraph structure, 
coherence, logic, exactness, and unity. Traditionally, the reading 
and discussion of an essay are necessary preliminaries to student 
writing. It is assumed that it is better to anticipate problems than 
to deal with them as they occur. In addition, students are often 
asked to complete brief exercises or drills that provide imitative 
practice and are designed to help them improve their style. These 
exercises follow three basic steps: students read the model 

' sentence or paragraph, analyze the structure of the model, 
pointing out distinctive stylistic features, and write a sentence or 
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paragrapli in close imitation of the model. When writing their 
essays, studoi.ts are encouraged to emulate the essays they have 
read and to apply what they have learned about good writing from 
their reading and their written exercises. 

During the coutse of the semester or academic year, students 
systematically study each of the rhetorical strategies and write an 
essay utilizing each form. Teachers who use prose models report 
several advantages to this approach. Students learn the various 
rhetorical modes; students become better readers; students also 
Icam what good writing is and, with varying degrees of success, 
apply this knowledge in their own writing. Finally, students may 
work 'through the difficult process of choosing a subject by using 
models as "theme-starters." 

It is not surprising that the prose models approach—in one form 
or another—has held sway in America's high schools and colleges 
for the better part of this century. English teachers feel secure 
talking about the important themes contained in the various 
readii)g selections; discussing diction, figurative language, sentence 
structure, and paragraph patterns; classifying prose readings into 
the traditional categories of description, narration, exposition, and 
argumentation; and correcting student essays for syntax, spelling, 
punctuation, and style. Such activities go well with lecture-
discussion courses which meet as a class three to five times a week; 
with the vanous textbooks (rhetoric and/or literary readers, hand- . 
books, and sentence or paragraph workbooks) that are available; 
and with the skills of the majority of English teachers who have 
been trained to teach literature and perhaps grammar, but 
unfortunately not composition. 

Criticism of the prose model s^'proach does not seem to be 
directed at the notion of prose models per se, but rather at how 
they are used in the classroom. Several critics fed that models 
tend to intimidate students and that the study of models makes 
students feel awkward and uncomfortable about writing. They 
claim that the models are too good; students are overwhelmed by 
the distance between them and the professional writer. James 
Moffctt (1970, p. 58), for example, feels that this situation 
threatens "some students by implying a kind of competition in 
which they are bound to lose." Students, it is argued, tend to feel 
at a disadvantage when forced to confront their blank paper after ' 
reading and andyzing a model. 

Other critics believe that models are' often inappropriate in 
terms of length, writing technique, and style. Why should students 
study a model that is many times longer than the essays that they ' 
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will write and, worse yet, remote from their own writing 
problems? Of what use, questions Donald Murray (1968, p. 220), 
is a model that "only vaguely illuminates a particular kind of 
writing proWem relevant to the student's own growth in compo-
sition"? Finally, is it reasonable or even desirable to have students 
imitate the styles of writers like Bacon, Milton, or Swift? While it 
can be argued that each of these writers has produced prose that is 
interesting to analyze rhetorically, their works are obviously not 
models of good contemporary prose and are therefore inappro-
priate for today's students. 

3ome critics question whether it is beneficial to have students 
read and analyze models before writing themselves. They question 
the underlying assumption that advance diagnosis of writing 
problems promotes learning. They feel that it is inappropriate for 
a teacher to intervene before the writing process has even started. 
These same critics object to the use of models to generate theme 
topics. They feel that assuming that students have nothing worth-
while to say and must be given something to write about before 
they can write grossly underestimates the capabilities of students. 

Still others argue that the careful study of models places 
unwarranted emphasis on form and not enough on content. By 
studying forms and organizational patterns first students come to 
see form as a mold into which content is somehow poured. 
Students do not get a realistic view of the complex and delicate 
relationship between form and cohtent in a piece of writing. They 
are likely to ape the models too closely and to produce mindless 
copies of a particul&r organizational plan or style. These critics 
argue that students have no commitment to what they are writing, 
and care only for how they write it. In short, these critics are 
suspicious of imitation and sec it as stultifying and inhibiting 
writers rather than empowering or liberating them. 

Most critics arc in agreement about one very real hazard in using 
the prose models approach. They decry the case with which 
reading becomes a substitute for writing. This substitution is es-
pecially likely to occur when literature teachers, because of 
enrollment demands, arc required to teach writing. Without even 
intending it, teachers in these circumstances end up •̂ eaching 
reading, according to Robert M. GorrcU (1977, p. 59). Advocates 
of the reading-writing course, he says, assert that 

the approach provides subject matter for wriHng, stimulates 
, students to write, and offers models for imitat ion. . . . In practice, 

it is perhaps more significant that teachers find the approach 
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more interesting and more compatible with the literary training 
that most of them have had, if they have been trained in English 
at all. More often than not, the reading-writing course becomes a 
reading course with a few more or less related theme assignments, 
or even a course in literary history or amateur sociology.. . . If 
the reading dominates completely, or is not related to «vriting, the 
course ceaMS to be a composition course. 

« 
Finally, a growing number of critics feci that the prose models 

approach to the teaching of writing-with its heavy emphasis on 
hilcs, patterns, and style—has focused inordinate attention on the 
finished product while ignoring the composing process. The 
product, they assert, is only a small part of a very complex process 
which begins before the writer's pencil touches paper. "Teaching 
writers to analyze the produqt," according to Linda S. Flpwer and 
John R. Hayes (1977, p. ^^50), "often fails to intervene at a 
meaningful stage in the writer's performance. It fails to teach 
because it has nothing to. say about the actual process and 
techniques of writing as a student (or anyone else) experiences 
them." 

The traditional prose model approach with its emphasis on 
product tends to dictate rules, structures, and patterns for writers. 
In essence students are encouraged to know what their ess^s 
should look like before they have written thf m. Emphasis on the ' 
product usually leads to difficulties with the process. Because they 
are given no sense of priority or sequence, because they do not 
understand vmting as a process, students are confused about how 
to write, and they typically try to tackle all aspects of a writing 
project simultaneously. They worry about the organization of 
ideas, spelling, paragraph development, transitions, factual infor-
mation, footnote and bibliography form, and style all before 
writing the first sentence of what should be an exploratory rough 
draft. 

When I began teaching writing at the University of Vcimont in 
the niid-1960s, we used the traditional prose models approach. 
Out students read and talked about the essays in their anthology, 
faithfully worked their way through the exercises in a standard 
college handbook, and wrote essays modeled after a new rhetorical 
form every week to ten days. These essays were then collected, 
corrected, graded, and returned so that students could make any 
necessary corrections. Class time was regularly devoted to dis-
cussing themes suggested by the readings, to close analysis of the 
readings, and to talking about writing. Although students regularly 
engaged in lively discussions during class meetings, teachers began 
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to question thtf success of these classes as writing classes. Why did • 
our writings classes bear a striking resemblance to our literature 
classes? Were wc teaching a writing course at all, or simply a * 
course in whichthe students wrote (and there is a big difference)? 
And, was the study of prose models really working when a student- , 
could ask, "How do I write a description when I don't evgn know 
what I want to describe or why I want to describe it?" We soon 
realized that while the ability to recognize rhetorical strategies in 
reading materials might influence a student's ability to organize, it 
does not necessarily guarantee that the studerit's writing will 
improve. 

At about the same time that' we were beginning to have our 
doubts about prose models, we began to hear talk of writing as 
process from people like Donald' Murray. At fust glance, our 
traditional prose models approach with its emphasis on the study 

' of written products seemed to be totally incompatible with—if not 
downright cpntradictory'to—this new view of writing. Yet, the 
ar^ments of the process people were persuasive. Our first 
•inclination was to abandon the prose models approach in favor of 
this very sen^ble process approach which togk the mystery out of 
writing for students and te'achers alike. But we hadvsecond^ 
thoughts. If writers-professional and amateurs alike—value 
reading and honestly believe that it helps them as writers, why 
should we be so quick to eliminate prose models from our writing 
cpurses? After carefully reviewing the criticism that had been 
levelled against the prose models approach, we concluded that the 
critics-were not objecting to the models themselves, but rather to 
the various uses that teachers made of the readings. We felt that 
prose modqls could still serve a valuable and necessary function in 
a writing course. We set out to discover ways in. which they could 
be used judiciously and purposefully within the context of the 
writing process approach. 

Our Freshman English Committee found itself asking questions 
that we had never bothered to ask before. What exactly is the 
value of reading for the writer? When in the writing process do 
writers start thinking about form? What is the connection between 
the arrangement of ideas and the discovery of the ideas to be 
arranged? At what point or points in the writing process should a 
teacher intervene? And, how could this intervention be best 
accomplished? In seeking answers to these questions arid others 
like them we found the work of Donald Murray (1968),'Janet 
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Emig (1967), RogefcGarrison (1974), William Zinsser (1980), and 
Donald Hall (1979) particularly helpful. And answers to these 
questions, in turn, helped us to redesign our freshman writing 
course. During the past six years, the Freshman English 
Committee at the University of Vermont has developed an intro-
ductory writing course in which prose models have been success-
fully integrated with the process approach. 

Combining Process and Models 

Although we still use an anthology of prose models and a college 
handbobk in our freshman writing course at Vermont, the course 
is now structured by the concept of writing as process. Classes 
regularly meet for oric or two fifty-minute sessions a week and are 
typically devoted to "conferencing" student papers with the entire 
dass or in groups of three or four. Frequently, students pair them-
selves up for peer conferences. On a fairly regular basis students 
spend an entire class period writing while the instructor conducts 
two-minute miiu-conferences with each student. These mini-
conferences are particularly helpful in dealing v^th specific writing 
difficulties as the students are actually experiencing them. Rarely 
are class meetings used to discuss model essays; perhaps three 
classes a semester are used for this purpose. In addition to class 
meetings, students are scheduled for one fifteen-minute 
.conference at least every other week. Students arc expected to 
write a minimum of three to five pages per week; most write 
considerably more. We no longer ask students to read several 
essays which illustrate a particular rhetorical strategy, or to 
analyze the essays and then write an essay modeled after those 
they read. 

. Despite our devotion to the writing process, students are still 
expected to do a considerable amount of reading during the 
semester. WhUc no topics arc assigned and no rhetorical directives 
are given,'students are encouraged to explore a number of topics 
that interest them and to experiment with various rhetorical 
strategies as the need arises. Prose models are introduced on an, 
individual basis during confcicnces. All writing—prewriting notes, 
discovery drafts, revisions, and final copies—go mto the students' 
writing ftjldcrs. At the end of the semester each student submits 

. his or her entire writing folder. Four papers which the student has 
selected as his or her best are evaluated. We ask only that the four 
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papers show the writer using at least three different rhetorical 
strategies. In summary, the five defining characteristics of our 
'writing course at the University of Vermont are: 

1. Students learn to write by writing, and they do a 
considerable amount of it each semester. 

2. Writing is taught primarily as a process. 
3. Individual conferences are used to teach writing because 

they permit the instructor to address the piirticular 
needs of each student. 

4. Students read widely at the same time that they are 
writing. 

5. Prose models, instead of being presented before the 
writing process begins, are introduced into the process 
as the student needs them. 

Although we spend very little class time formally discussing the 
reading that our students have done, reading is an important part 
of our freshman writing course. We expect our students .to do a 
considerable amount of reading during the semester. They are 
encouraged to read widely in their anthology, and we all make an 
effort to suggest additional books or articles by authors who vwite 
in a style and language that students can be expected to emulate. 
Frequently, I am able to match a student's interests with an 
appropriate author—for example, Richard Seller or Lewis Thomas 
for pre-med students. Annie Dillard or Rachel Carson for the 
environmentalists, and Roger Angcll or Bill Gilbert for the sports 
enthusiasts. 

The reading component has been retained in the writing course 
for several good reasons. Even though the ability to read well does 
not guarantee the ability to write well, through reading student-
writers come to an understanding that writing is the making of 
reading. Too often students fail to see that what they have written 
is for reading; they are what Mina Shaughnessy (1977, p. 223) 
calh "writers producing writing.'* These students come to a new 
awareness of themselves as writers as soon as they realize that 
there is a writer behind everything they read. And their writing 
shows it, too. 

Our students arrive at their standards of good writing from what 
they read. When provided with a steady diet of the best con-
temporary nonfiction, they come to appreciate what all good 
writing has in common. Many students are surprised to discover 
that the qualities which characterize good writing are the very 
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qualities that make them as readers want to read. When their 
reading is informative,.authoritative, clear, simple, economical, 
and orderly, they know that it is well-written. In good writing 
students hear the writer's 'voice, a voice that has something to say 
and has a reason to say it. Students also come to an understanding 
of the complex relationship between what someone has to say and 
how one says it. All of these experiences help students to dispell 
many misconceptions about writing. Further, they enable students 
to establish realistic expectations for themselves as writers. 

If students arc doing a good deal of writing while they are 
reading, it is not long before they are reading like writers. They 
become readers who, as Donald Murray (1968, p. 173) has pointed 
ou,t, "read with a special eye for craft." Consciously or uncon-
sciously students begin to collect their own models of'good 
writing. As students mature as writers, they become particularly 
interested in how other writers solve writing problems. Students 
report that while they are writing they recall certain things that 
they have read. They are able to utilize= many of the techniques, 
strategies, and structural designs gained from their reading. 

The effects of reading on writing, however, are slow to be felt; 
unfortunately, there is no such. thing as automaric carryover. 
Students must read widely and owfr a long period of time. But the 
rewards are satisfying. As Donald Hall (1979, p. 14) points out, 
"gradually we acquire the manners that make the good writing wc 
admire. It is like learning a foreign language by livii.g with a family 
that speaks it, by shopping in it, and' by listening to television 
shows with dialogue in it." 

Although we now teach writing as a process, we no longer feel 
that it is in conflict with our use of prose models. As Murray 
(1968) argues, if we are going to teach writing honestly, it is only 
fair that we look at what writers do and pattern our instruction 
after them. An understanding of the composing process tells us 
primarily that students learn to write by writing and rewriting and 
that students must discover what they have to say before they can 
determine how to say it. The process approach to composition 
helps to demystify writing for students. They find it comforting to 
know that there is a process, a series of steps, through which most 
writers find it necessary to pass most of the time. When the writer 
is trying to solve a specific problem in the composing process, 
however, prose models can be valuable if introduced appropriately. 

The individual conference is particularly effective in this regard 
beca\jse it permits the teacher to intervene in each student's 
writing process at times when the student can use the help most. It 
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is during these conferences that 7 make great use of prose models. 
I introduce, discuss, or suggest prose models that an indi^'dual 
student might find helpful in dealing with his or her par ular 
writing problenTi. To supplement the readings in the antholi / my 
students use, I maintain a collection of popular college readers as 
well as a file of clippings from such publicatipns as tl New York 
Tim" , Sports Illustrated, Newsweek, Time, Country Journal'and 
The New Yorker. Whenever I come across a piece of good writing 
—a striking lead, a particularly^persuasive argument, a notewortliy 
use of specific details, a convincing example, an interesting use of 
analogy, or an especially effective short dramatic sentence—I file 

'the particular passage.or essay away for use with students during 
conferences. I encouragfe the students to bring to class examples 
of effective writing that they have found in their reading. I then 
add thesd exampfes to my file fdftfse with other sfudents. 

Also, I maintain a modest library of contemporary nonfiction 
in my office for use by m^ students. It certainly is not compre-
hensive, but it does include z. sampling of current titles, as well as 
some .old favorites. The most popular titles of late haVe included 
the following: 

.loger Angell, Five Se ions (Simon & Schuster, 1977); The 
Summer Game (Popular Library, 1973) 

.* Michael J. Arlen, The View from Highway I (Farrar, Strauss & 
Giroux, i977) 
I',>ac Asimov, Earth: Our Crowded Spaceship (John Day, 1974; 
faw^ett, 1978) " , . -
Rachel Carson, The Sea Around Us (New American Library, 
1954); The Edge of the Sea (Houghton Mifflin, 1955, 1979); 
Silent Spring (Hough'on Mifflin, 1962) 
Robert Coles, Children of Crisis: ^ Study of Courage and Fear 
(Little, Brown, 1967); Migrants, Mountaineers, Sharecroppers 
(Little, Brown, 1972); The South Goes North (Little, Brown, 
1972); Eskimos, Chicanos, Indians (Little, Brown, 1^1^,; Priv-
ileged One\ (Little, Brown, 1978) 
Joan Didion, Slouching Towards Bethlehem (Farrar, Strauss & 
Giroux, 1968)4 The White Album (Simon & Schuster, 1979) 
Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek (Harper's Magazine Press, 

»1974; Bantam, 1975) 
Loren Eiseley The Night Country (Scribner's, 1971); All the 
Strange Hours (Scribner's, 1^^5); The^Star Thrower (Times 
Books, 1978;Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979) ' 
Nora Ephron, Wallflower at the Orgy (Ace, 19/3); Crazy Salfld: 
Some Things about Women (Bantam, 1976) 
Peter Farb, Word Play: What Happens When People Talk (Knopf, 
1973; Bantam, 1975) 
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James F. Fixx, The Comotete Book of Running (Random House, 
1979) 
Bernard Gladstone, The New York Times Complete Manual of 
Home Bepair (Times Books, 1978) 
Edward Hoagland, African Calliope (Random House, 1979); The 
Edward Hoagland Reader (Random House, 1979) 
Roger Kahn, The Boys of Summer (New American Library, 
1973); .4 Season-in the Sun (Harper & Row, 1977; Berkley, 
1978) 
Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, On Death and Dying (Macmillan, 1974) 
Peter Matthiessen, Wildlife in America (Penguin Books, 1978); 
Blue Meridian (New American Library, 1973); The Snoio Leopard 
(Viking Press, 1975; Bantam, 1979) 
John McPhee, The Pine Barrens (Farrar, Strauss Sc^Giroux, 1968, 
1978: Ballantinc, 1976); The Deltoid Pumpkin Seed (Farrar, 
Strauss & Giroux, 1973; Ballantine, 1976); The John McPhee 
Reader {Faxiai, Strauss & Giroux, 1976); Coming into the 
Country (Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 1977; Bantam, 1979) 
Harold J. MOrowitz, The Wine of Life and Other Essays (St. 
Martin's Press, 1974) 
George Orwell, Shooting an Elephant and Other Essays (Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich) 
Berton Roueche, Eleven Blue Men and Other Narratives of 
Medical Detection (Little, Brown, 1954) 
Carl Sagiti,Broca'sBrain (Random House, 1979) 
Richard Selzer, Mortal Lessons: Notes on the Art of.Surgery 
(Simon k Schuster, 1978); Confessions of a Knife (Simon & 
Schuster, 1979) 
Thomas Szasz, The Second Sin (DoubleHay, 1973); Heresies 
(Doubleday, 197S); The Myth of Psych therapy (Doubleday, 
1978) 
Gay Talese, The Kingdom and the Power (Doubleday, 1978) 
Studs Xerkel, Working (Pantheon, 1974) 
4Lewis Thomas, The Lives of a Cell' Notes of a Biology Watcher 
(Viking Press, 1974; Bantam, 19,'6); The Medusa,and the Snail: 
More Notes of a Biology Watcher (Viking Press, 1979) 
Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (Random House, 1970; Bantam, 
1971) 
E. B. White, The Points of My Compass (Harper 8c Row, 1979); 
One Man's Meat (Harper & Row, 1944, 1978); The Second Tree 
from the Comer (Harper &: Row, 1954, 1978); i4rt E. B. White 
Reader (Harper it Row, 1966); Essays of E. B. White (Harper & , 
Row,1977,1979) 
Tom Wolfe, The Pump House Gang (Farrar, Strauss &: Giroux, 
1968; Bantam); /?arfica/ Chic and Mau-Mauing the Flak Catchers 
(Farrar, Strauss ic Giroux, 1970; Bantam, 1971); Afai/v* Cloves & 
Madmen, Clutter & Vine (Farrar, Strauss & Giroux, 1976) 

' William Zinsser, On Writing Well ( H ^ e r & Row, 1976,1980) 
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Students appreciate having these book" available to them. I find 
that the collection generates a genuine excitement about non-
fiction among students which, intum, is reflected in their attitude 
toward their own writing. 

Intervening with Prose Models 

During the early stages of the writing process students* questions 
focus on the large issues of subject selection, gathering infor-
mation, purpose, and organization. Prose models can be used to 
help students solve problems in any of these areas. As students 
move through second and third drafts, their questions or concerns 
become m^e specific. In conference, students readily acknow-
ledge dissatisfaction with their beginning or ending, or realize that 
their tone is inappropriate, or see that the various parts of their 
essays are disconnected, or hear awkward repetitions when reading 
an essay aloud. Prose models can be used effectively in the context 
of the writing process to solve many of these specific writing 
problems. 

During the prewriting stage I use prose models very sparingly. It 
is at this stage that student writers need to be on their own in 
order to discover what it is they want to say and why they want to 
say it. But this is not to say that prose models should not be used 
at all during prewriting. Some students find it helpful to see what 
other writers have done with similar subject matter. If asked, I try 
to find an article or book in the area that tb v have chosen. 
Students report that the models helped them to see the many 
possibilities in their subject and to focus on a particular topic 
within the subject area. 

Once students have chosen a subject, focused on a specific 
topic, and gathered enough information to write a rough draft, 
they search lor a pattern of meaning in the information. Often the 
writer's purpose for writing, frequently presented in the form of a 
question, suggests a natural structure or organization. An informal 
or "scratch" outline helps the students to visualize a form—a 
chronological sequence, a spatial order, or some logical arrange-
ncnt. Because of their previous training, many students early in 

the semester feel that they need a thorough outline in order to 
write a rough draft. It is not long before they realize that the very 
informal scratch outline gives them enough sense of form to serve 
their purposes at this point in the writing r rocess. It is best, I feel, 
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to leave form tentative during the prewriting stage because it will 
evolve naturally as students discover exactly what it is they want 
to say. 

Thetc are, however, students who find a definite sense of 
structure absolutely necessary in the prewriting stage because 
structure restricts "the area of thougljt,' as Lucile Vaughan Payne 
(1966, p. 30) argues, "thus bringing mind and imagination into 
full play in relation to a single idea. Paradoxically, it frees by 
restricting." For these particular students—and their numbers are 
not great—it is helpful during the prewriting conference to discuss 
their purpose for writing and to point out appropriate essays or 
parts of essays that illustrate patterns they could emulate. Last 
semester, for example, Mary, a student who wanted to describe 
her two grandmothers who had lived in her family's house while 
she was growing up, found it helpful to read several model des-
criptions in Mary McCarthy's Memories of a Catholic Girlhood 
before writing her descriptions. The models helped her to sec that 
in order to create a dominant impression descriptive details had to 
be carefully selected and arranged. It was teropting to me to 
suggest °to Mary that perhaps what she had in mind was a compar-
ison/contrast of her two grandmothers. But I knew that it was 
important for her as a writer to describe each grandmother fully 
first, for in describing the grandmothers she might discover what 
it was^she wanted to say about them. 

While actually writing thtir rough drafts students will encounter 
problems that can usually be resolved in. a brief conference. 
Students can be sent to an appropriate prose model when a 
question of form occurs. Once they have decided what they want 
to say and why they want to say it, they must decide how most 
effectively to say it. Although questions of form arc most 
common, other interesting questions come up. Jim, a student who 
happened to be writing a personial narrative about a ski accident, 
came to my office somewhat disturbed one day this semester. His 
paper was a first person narrative, and he was extremely uncom-
fortable about using the first person pronoun in his piece. One of 
his high school teachers had told him never to use "I ." Together 
we took a look at Langston Hughes' "Salvation" and the opening 
paragraphs from George Orwell's "Shooting an Elephant." The 
models made their point very effectively, and Jim left my office 
reassured. 

Harry cameto my office for a conference on his second paper. 
He had been thinking about writing one on John, the owner of the 
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local barbership, and had almost completed a rough draft. While 
he liked his topic (it seems that John was somewhat of a neigh-
borhood curiosity), he was disappointed in the draft. Harry told 
me that his rough draft was flat and didn't go anywhere. He felt 
that he was forcing the description^ that he was telling not 
showing. After reading several short "profiles"—the kind that 
frequently appear in local newspapers and weekly magazines-
Harry realized that he should talk with John before attempting to 
write his rough draft. The factual information and human interest 
quotations that John gave Harry were just what he needed to pu^ 
life info his essay. 

Once my students have produced rough drafts, I feel that it is 
appropriate for me to intervene with a conference discussion of , 
form as it relates to content. As Richard Larson-(1976, p. 71) 
soundly advises 

instead of talking about "good organization" in the abstract, or 
advocating one plan of organization in preference to all others, 
the teacher should recognize the interconnections of form and 
content, »id help students quietly in the subtle and personal task 
of choosing a form that suits well their ideas and emphases. Sinc<s 
reliable criteria for such choosing are not available, flexibility and 
sensitivity to the values of different structures are attitudes to 
cultivate. Form may not be the message, but it interprets the 
message vtrhile 'relaying it. And we all need, basing our best 
judgment on sensitive reading of our drafts or finished essays, to 
consider how our jnessage is relayed and interpreted through its 
form. 

During a conference on their rough draft, students frequently 
discover that what they now want to say about their subject is nots 
what they had originally intended to say. Their purpose has 
changed and the new purpose demand^ a new structure. Such w^s . 
the case with Mary, the aforementioned student writing about her 
two grandnatothers. In considering her rough draft she discovered 
that she was not as much interested in describing each grand-
mother as she \yas in relating the similarities of these two very 
different women. Before starting a second draft, she would benefit 
from reading several of the comparison/contrast selections in the 
anthology. She knew that she had all the information she needed; 
it was simply a matter of reorganizing it to fit her new purpose. 

Prose models are particularly effective in dealing with problems 
of voice. In the early weeks of every semester, several students, 
especially those students \dio lack confidence in themselves as 
writers or those with some skill who want to play it "safe" for 
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awhile, will write "voiceless" papers, the type that other students 
respond to by asking, "Where are you in this essay?" This semester 
Marian came to a conference with a voiceless paper about her 
decision to attend ,the JUniversity pi Vermont over four other 
colleges and universities. After talking wiJh her briefly about the 
paper, I asked her to reacj it aloud. Next I asked her to read aloud 
the passage from Annie Dillard's Pilgrim at Tinker Creek in which 
a frog IS eaten by a giant water bug. Marian immediately recog-
nized what she had to do in her revision and did it. 

I spend a significant portion of class time having students read 
and discuss the various drafts of their own essays. Without any 
prompting on my part students often make useful references to 
their outside reading or to model student essays while discussing 
each o,ther's papers. They recall in great detail how an author 

' solved a particular problem and point out th*; appropriate passage 
for the student whose paper is being discussed. For example, this 
year Frank had trouble describing his favorite possession—his 
motorcycle. Because he was so familiar with it, he found it 
impossible; to "get tKe distance he needed. It was obvious to the 
students in the class that Frank's description lacked specific 
details. But how could he say something specific about something 
that was so familiar? One student read aloud the opening para-
graph "from Five Seasons in* which Roger Angell describes a 
baseball in great detail. The model hfclped Frank solve his problem. 

The number of ways that prose models can be used in the 
revision process is endless. If a student continues to have difficulty 
using specific information, I have found it useful to have the 
student read a paragraph or two that rely heavily on specific 
details, underlining each piece of specific information en-
countered. I then ask the- student to compile a list of specific 
information that could be used in writing his or her own essay. I 
haVe experienced some success in using paragraph-length models to 
Jielp students work on their openings, use figurative language to 
enhance a description, show and not tell, give fuU examples to 
support a generalization, and develop unified paragraphs. As 
students get closer to a final draft, their attention begins to focus 
on the little things that make a difference. Difficulties with transi-

'tions, diction, dramatic short sentences, parallel structure, and 
strong action verbs, for example, can be easily handled with short 
prose models. 

At all stages in the writing process, prose models have worked 
for me and for my students. The main problem with the tradi-
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tional prose models approach has been that teachers tend to 
present the models too early in the writing process. Too often 
students are asked to read and study models before they have 
written a word; a form is assigned before they know what they 
want to say. It has been assumed that problems are best solved 
before they ever arise; But writing does not wo^k that way. 
Students must be permitted to discover their own writing 
problems. Models can be a positive and useful device in teaching 
students to write better if they are though tfully'and purposefully 
integrated into the individual student's writing process. Writers c 
best learn from what other writers have done when they fini 
themselves in similar situations. Teachers (as well as students) need 
to read with a writer's eye and to develop a file of models that pan 
be used in their own writing as well as in their teachipg. With 
practice, any teacher will gain confidence and skill at using 
problem-specific prose models in the writing course. 
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3 The Experiential Approach: 
Inner Worlds to Outer Worlds 

Stephen Judy 
Michigan State University 

The development of. the personality is inextricably bound up with 
the development of language. 

' Andrew Wilkinson 
Spoken English , 

That is why I started to write. To save myself.. . . I had to seek 
out the truth and unrave{ the snarled Web of my motivations. I 
had to find out who I am and.what I want to b e , . . . 

Eldridge Cleaver 
Soul-pn Ice 

The neat thing about writing... is that paper allows us'to get 
our feelings in control, help ourselves understand exactly what 
we mean. 

Ingrid Crachiola, student 
Central Michigan University 

The experiential approach takes as its intellectual center the com-
plex relationship between language and thinking, and further, 
the relationship between experience and language and thinking. 
That language, thinking, and experience are, to use Wilkinson's 
phrase,"inextricably bound up" with one another has longsbcen 
recognized, but it is only within this century that the relationship 
has begun to be fully explored. For earlier rhetoricians and psych-
ologists, the connection seemed much simpler. In the nineteenth 
century, iot exampFc, language Was widely held'to be a "mirror" 
of thought or the "clothing" in which one "dressed" ideas. If the 
writing teacher accepted this conceptualization, his or her func-

. tions were comparatively si'nple. Errors in language represented 
errors in thinking and were to be eradicated. Stylistic infelicities 
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represented a failure to choose the proper garb for one's ideas and 
were to be corrected quickly, just as one would correct inappro-
priate ' table manners. Nineteenth-century teachers thus gave 
unusual attention to mastering the forms of language—rhetoric or 
grammar-and relatively less to actual practice. In no small mea-
sure, these attitudes toward language, experience, and thinking 
formed the basis of present practices emphasizing formal correct-
ness at the expense of ideas and content. 

In the twentieth century, psychologists—most notably Piaget, 
Vygotsky, Langcr, Jung—and teacher/linguists-Chomsky, Britton, 
Korzybski, McLuhan, among others—have differently described 
a more complex relationship between 'mind and language," be-
tween thinking and speaking or writing. While language obviously 
"reflects" thought, there is no one-to-.one correspondence between 
word and thought. Perceptions are shaped and influenced by past 
experiences and by the language one has learned. Thinking, which 
was once held to be a neatly lo^cal process, is recognized as a 
symbolic process, and as such, it involves inaccuracies that are 
introduced whenever one represents (or symbolizes) one thing bv 
another. Thinking, experiencing, and languaging are thus a kind of 
eternal triangle—but a flexible triangle, a rubber triangle—bound 
together, yet influencing one another. 

For most people, this rubber triangle is constantly growing and 
stretching. Every day the persori—adult or child—has new experi-
ences: seeing, tasting, hearing, reading, watching TV, and so on. 
Those experiences are internalized and in a language-based process 
synthesized to become part of the person's storehouse of expcri-, 
cnce. When one faces a î ew problem or concern, he or she draws 
on that storehouse and through the complicated activity labeled 
"thinking" (also a language-based process) comes up with " idc^" 
or "solutions." Finally, the person creates language about his or 
her ideas that both displays them for self-examination and allows 
them to be communicated to others. What gives this process its 
drive-its energy—is, first, that humans have an intrinsic need to 
sort through and understand their experiences, and second, that 
they need to share their perceptions v«th others. " 

Major Premises 

From the discoveries of linguistics, psychology, and rhetoric 
about the relationship of experience, thinking, and languaging. 
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I there follow certain major premises irlforming the expcrienct-
base^ approach to teaching compositions I present tiicse premises 
inform^y at the beginning of ^ my writing courses so that the 
premises do not remain my secret. 

The best student vniting is motivated by personal feelings and 
experience. That one shoiUd "write from experience" is, of 
course, a scholastic truism, ailvice given by just about every corn-
position teacher at one time or another. But in practice the maxim 
is often distorted. On the one hand, the students* experiences are 
often trivialized, as'in the infamous "My Summer'Vacation" 
theme that forces writers to present superficial or irrelevant expe-
riences. .On the other hand, teachers assume that because students 
are young, they have no significant experiences and ideas and must 
therefore be "primed" before writing. In one form, this^ack of 
respect for the students* e)fperience leads to "stimulus writing,'* 
where young people are "charged up" through the use of clever or 
gimmicky activities, then set loose to write. At its worst, it leads 
to the conventional research paper assignment where students 
struggle to master a large body of information that is duly (and 
often dull-ly) recorded on paper. 

Students of all ages have a wide range of experiences that can 
serve as the starting point for writing! hopes'and fears, wishes and 
ambitions, past events in their lives, even fantasies. What seems 
most important is that students recogtjize that whatever they 
write—be it personal confession or a description of how to pro-
gram 9. computer—should grow from fully synthesized experience. 
Writing from experience does not preclude either "serious** writ-
ing (e.g., exposition) or writing about new knowledge (research). 
To write well, one must know something well. Bad writing, 
whether in personal or abstract language, results when one has not 
worked with (and played with) his or her ideas and experiences. 

An obvious implication for the teacher of composition is that 
students need to draw on and develop their base of experience. 
The teacher must provide time for students to talk about, to 
expand, and even to releam or reexamine their experiences. 
While students occasionally need to write Impromptu themes, 
especially on examinations, their writing will be considerably 
better if the teacher provides ample time for thinking and plannilig 
prior to writing. 

Writing from experience takes place in rr.r.ny modes of dis-
course, including creative forms, but by no means excluding 
expository and academic modes. I want my students at any 
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level—elementary, secondary, college—to compose in as many 
different forms as possible. I would like them to write poems, 
•plays, stories, essays, and, if they are up to it, novels. I also want 
them to conipose in nonprint forms, through film, video, or sound 
tape. As McLuhan has argued, "the medium is the message." It 
is clear that the same or similar messages come out differently in 
different media. A poem says things differently than a song does. 
An essay opens up possibilities not available to the writer of'an 
objective report. Language forms, conventions, arwb rhetorical 
styles place some limits on what a writer can say, tfut they also 
open up possibilities ^ r saying more or less the same thing in 
different ways. 

I am convinced that writing in many different modes'is, in the 
long run, practical for students, even though in "life" the student 
may be limited to writing the academic exam or the business 
memo. When school and college writing programs give the students 
a sense of the full range—the play—of discourse, those students 
are better equipped to deal with even routine writing tasks. 

Writing from experience often^ but not invariably, requires that 
students mite for a readership. The readership will often be 
somefine other than the instructor. Some writing is private, done, 
as Cleaver says, "to seek out the truth and unravel the snarled web 
of my motivations." Writing allows one to set down ideas and con-
template them in peace and quiet before going public (or deciding 
to remain silent). The success of the writing journal in both school 
and college writing courses attests to the need of.young people for 
this kind of private writing. Nor does the need diminish with age. 
Therapists and counsellors of adults have recognized the value of 
journal writing, and many use it as part of their program. 

At the same time,-people naturally seek out an audience for 
their writing. Students* initial shyness about making writing public 
should not be confused with a desice to keep things private. Even 
journal writers have a craving to let others read and respond to 
their work. In many classes, the students voluntarily break the 
shroud of privacy that their teachers have offered for journal 
writing. What begin as private journals become copimon class 
reading before long. • 

The teacher should be a reader of student writing, but/not the 
only reader. Students' comments to one another can be at least as 
helpful as the teacher's, while at the same time being less threaten-
ing. When students write for "real" readers—their classmates or 
people outside class—they pay more than usual attention to 
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mattsrs of form, style, and correctness. Writing for an audience 
allows students to see such matters as an aid to reaching readers 
rather than simply as a teacher's concern or obsession. 

The structuring of writing is learned as one shapes ideas and 
experience, first, for himself or herself, and second,.for an audi-
ence. "Form'' in writing has traditionally been presented as some-
thing independent of a writer's content, indeed, as something 
which exists before content. For instance, generations of students 
have been taught an idealized form of the paragraph, theo'told to 
match their writing to that model. For over a century, young 
people have been shown the formal outline and told to maJce their 
compositions fit in. In contrast, I tell my students that form 
grows from content and is inseparable from it. One doesn't 
simply pick a form and match ideas to it. Rather, the writer looks 
at experience, meditates about it, thinks over the aim and purpose 
of the piece, considers the background and interests of the audi-
ence, and gradually begins to evolve strategies for shaping—for 
/orm-ing—his or her work. True, there are conventions of form and 
style in writing—from the "paragraph" to the "stanza"—and the 
writer must be conscious of those traditions and the resultant 
reader expectations. But the fiat holds: Create a form that will 
work for your content and this audienceat this time; don't look 
about for a ready-made structure. 

Many good writers report that the discovery of an organiza-
tional pattern is a mystery. Ideas gather an/percolate; the writer 
thinks over some beginnings and endings; he or she may start and 
discard some drafts. But eventually, the "eureka" moment hap-
pens. A workable plan occurs or presents itself and the writer is 
off and running. That process of organizing can't be taught, but it 
can be fostered, catalyzed, and practiced through an experience-
based approach. Certainly teachers should avoid setting up false or 
inaccurate structural models. 

As students explore the full range of discourse forms and com-
pose for a variety of audiences, form and correctness can be 
explored. These days many observers charge that composition 
teachers tend to ignore correctness in favor of something called 
"self-expression." Teachers who consider themselves part'^bf the 
"experience-based" approach often find themselves under attack 
in this light. In one faculty meeting after another, I have heard 
something like this: "Thq;c^ are some teachers in this school [or 
university] who tell students that misspellings and improper usage 
arc perfectly OK; the only thing that matters is what you think." 
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But try as I will, I have yet to discover a teacher who admits to 
holding that precise philosophy. I doubt tltat such mongers of un-
bri31cd creativity exist. I know of no teacher who claims that cor-
rectness absolutely "doesn't matter." Most teachers try to place 
correctness in reasonable proportion to content and expression. 

The debate over correctness is much too complex to discuss ̂  
here, since it involves socio-political concerns as well as linguistic 
matters. But it is important to recognize that an experience-
based approach does not ignore correctness. Rather, it treats cor-
rectness in the context of actual cpniposing experience for genuine 
audiences. Students take correctness into account when writing 
for audiences other than'^he teacher. Their concern for mechanics 
and usage is part of the problem of preparing this paper "here and 
now" for this audience at this time. Errors are best dealt with on a 
"need to know" basis, with the teacher supplying editorial advice 
and suggestions as required to help the student find success in 
reaching his or her readership. 

Learning to write "correctly"—and more generally, learning to 
become conscidus and deliberate about form and style—is a 
gradual process. I believe that the schools are in much too^ig a 
rush to try to solve every young person's problems of form in-
stantly. From the time they enter scho^, children have every 
error, every flaw, every blight pointed out tb them. The net effect 
has been to create generations of students who "can't" write, 
which means simply that they cannot relax sufficiently to write. 
A good experience-based writing program, one which diversifies 
writing modes and audiences, will create enough good, solid writ-
ing experiences that in the course of twelve or more .years of 
schooling, students will master the forms of correctness they need 
to know to function effectively in their unique worlds. 

The Writing Workshop 

There are many ways the premises of an expericncc-b?sed ap-
proach could be worked out in classroom practice. To exemplify 
one way, I want to describe an experience-based college course 
which I taught recently. It was a sophomore-level course at Michi-
gan State University called simply, "Writing Workshop." The 
catalog description reads: "A writing workshop designed to help 
students improve their writing abilities. The coune provides 
opportunities for students to write with different purposes in a 
variety of modes." 
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Given such a broad description, the students enrolled with 
diverse expectations. Some took the class simply because an 
intermediate writing course was required for their major or minor: 
"Take a writing course. Any writing course." Others enjoyed writ-
ing and were interested in extending their abilities; the promise 
of a writing "workshop" appealed to them. Many—the majority-
enrolled because they were not succeeding as writers within the 
university, and they wanted help beyond what their freshman 
course had given them. The students presented a range of ability 
levels. Dan was a bright political science major who could write 
fluent gobbledygook and had received too much praise for slick, 
but empty, prose from earlier teachers. Bob was an agriculture 
major taking the course to meet a requirement, not because he 
saw any earthy [sic] use for it. Helen, an adequate writer, had 
centered her life on her mepibership in the marching band and 
would write only about her music. Diane was a bright, advanced-
placement freshman who had opted out of freshman writing. 
Though she was a good writer, she was caught up in being away 
from home and suddenly in love with a junior from Detroit and 
could write about nothing but that. None of the students in the 
course was an English major. 

I began by explaining my premises for teaching writing. I knew 
from past experience that at one point I would have to do a sales 
job: convincing the students th^t writing in a variety of modes and 
on personal topics would help them with their university courses. 
"I promise you," I said, "that before the term ends we will spend 
time discussing the particular problems you face as a psychology 
major or music major or physics major. We'll talk about how to 
write better examinations and term papers. But before you can be 
a good writer in your major, you have to become a good writer, 
period." 

Most of the students tentatively accepted that argument. Some 
didn't and the best I could do was ask them to reserve judgment. 
In the end, I believe most were persuaded. 

My second selling job was a far more difficult one: persuading 
the students that they had something to write about. Like most 
writing students from grade six on up, these students believed—or, 
more accurately, had become convinced-that they had nothing to 
say. Given a set assignment—"Analyze the major causes of the 
Civil War"-they could struggle through on the h::sis of textbook 
knowledge, but given an invitation to write—"Write about some-
thing that is important to you"—they felt they would founder. 
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To overcomv. this problem, I gave them an interest inventory. It 
presents a number of topical categories and asks the students to 
free associate, writing down what comes into their heads. The 
topics include friends,^nemies, people you admir^ special places, 
fond memories, not-so-fond memories, worries, strange-but-true 
stories, sports, university life, books, television,. music, film, 
and what matters most. None of the students had any real prob-
lems coming up with five, ten, or more items under each cate-
gory. "Those," I e iplained, "are your starting points for writing. 
Everything on that Y\st—memories, films, friends, energies—1% the 
beginning of a story or essay that another person will be interested 
in hearing or reading." 

They were dubious, of course, but we plunged in, and for the 
next several weeks they,mined those lists .or writing ideas. We 
dijcussed "Where do first drafts come from?' I described some of 
my owTi idiosyncracies and struggles over diafting papers, and 
compared quotations from "name" authors who described their 
writing agonies. We reviewed some basic "getting started" strate-
gies that seem'to work for many students: Peter Elbow's "free-
writing"; strcam-of-consciousn.ss writing based on a key >vord or 
phrase; talking aloud to oneself; bol-ruwing a lead sentence (in 
which the \vHtcr uses another person's opening sentence, but sub-
stitutes his Or her own content). Many of the students' writings 
were short, sometimes just a paragraph in length. About half the 
writings were don^ in class, about hcdf outside. The length of the 
pieces gradually mcrcascd as the students grew more and more 
confident of their ability to use their own experience as the stuff 

, of writing. . / 
Because of the terrible sclf-consciousncss college students (and, 

I'm afiaid,, most novice writers and many pros) have about their 
work, I did not at first, ask the students to r e d one another's 
papers. I read everything. Sometimes I read outside class, in which 
case I wrote notes b.ick to tiic student; olte.i I ic.id in class, simply 
collecting css.iys and reading thcin b,ic k to tlie class without 
revealing tiie authoi's name. That oral reading sometimes invohed 
oral editing as well, MU\ I would m.il'.c/a few ininoi revisions .r I 
read if, on the spur of the moment , / thougiu ihcv would claiify 
a paper. The point of these "in"«Tant leplavs" was to show the 
students that even at tiie rough draft stage tjicir writing could be 
lively and interesting. I mac' oint of empiiasi/ing what struck 
me as especially well CM —• i or id' as. 

Eventu.illy the studen' one a;iothcr's woik. There Vv'as 
only one grouiui rule: re, . . . .vt'ie to respond to but not criticjue 
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the paper. They were to describe their own reactions to the events 
and emotions.presented on paper, not to offer formal evaluation. 
Initially »the students read and responded in pairs.' >»s the term 
progressed, the discussion grcmps grew to four or five students. 
Eventually, papers were presented to and discussed by the entire 
class. 

The culminating activity for this first phase of the course was 
the writing of a major paper dravying on personal experience. 
(There were no firm limits for length or number of words. The 
students generally wrote between five and ten pages) I encouraged 
them to write something along the lines of a sustained reminis-
cence or memoir because new writers seer 'o appreciate the dis-

" .tance between themselves and their experience that writing in the 
past tense allows. To prime the pump, I brought in excerpts from 
three books describing childhood memories: Harper Lee's To Kill 
a Mockingbird, Lincoln Steffens' The Autobiography of Lincoln 
Steffens-, and Marie Twain's Life on the Mississippi. Wc talked a bit 
about the techniques of these writers, but we principally tried to 
soak up the tone of theye rich, detailed, loving remembrances. The 
students talked over their preliminary ideas with one another and 
with me. « 

After time for the wridng of initial and second drafts, the stu-
dents submitted their papers, which were, I thought, quite good. A 
piece on marching with the band was written at this time, as were 
reminiscences of family life, school, church, the first term of 
university life, even early childhood. One student,' borrowing from 
Evgeny Yevtuschcnko, submitted a chapter of his "precocious 
autobiography." At least some of the students were willing to read 
their pieces to the whole class. In Uptaught (1970), Ken Macrorie 
describes telling his students that each of them will, during the 
term, write something that will truly knock his or her classmates 
for a loop. Some of my students had that experience that day. 

For the second phase oi_ the course, I borrowed an idea ex-
pressed by J.-W. Patrick Creber in Sense and Sensitivity (1965, 
p. 23) that "much , . . iharticulatencss ha. its roots . . . in ablunted 
sensibility." Young people, he claims, fail to perceive and synthe-
size their experictrces fully. (I suspect he could agree that many 
adults have the same problem.) As a result, he says, they write 
thinly, in cliches. In the language of the experience-based ap-
proach, this means that people do not so much lack experience as 
they lack the ability to see and appreciate 'ts fine details. 

This second phase of the course was titled "Interweaving the 
World," drawing on a phrase James Miller, Jr. and I used in Writing 
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in Reality (1978). I sent the students outside the classroom to 
study and write about their environment. They engaged in "peaple 
watching" and wrote character sketches; they spent hour., in 
places around town—libraries, the student union, taverns-observ-
ing the environment and learning to turn their perceptions into 
words. The course took on a journalistic flavor. The students were, 
like newspaper writers, to find stories in'their daily lives. 

At this point, the ^ange of discourse forms from which the 
students could choose was widened. (To date, they, had written 
only narratives^-and personal essays.) "But," I explained, "there 
are many different ways in whichf you can put experience into 
words. Sometimes an observation will work better as a poem than 
as a story. A personal experience can be depersonalized and 
turned in'-^ a piece of fiction.-A simple observation of characters 
and setting c ̂ n lead you to develop a play." 

I urged the students to try some new forms, to try some crea-
,tive writing. To case their anxiety, the writing Iri this phase was 
called "experimental." Some of the students were immediately 
ready to take a risk and wrote in genres that were, for them, 
complet -ly new—fiction, fantasy, poetry. (I did not dwell at any 
length dn the formal cnaracteristics of these genres; rather, I relied 
on the students' intuitive sense of rhetoric developed through their 
reading;) Other students were less willing to gamble and continued 
to Write first-person narratives and descriptions. However, with 
one or two exceptions, all the students genuinely explored the 
ianges of discourse, moving away from the familiar to test out new 
ways of putting their ideas into language. Most of those who tried 
were successful, especially when they were able to get editorial 
help from their classmates. 

At this time I encouraged the students to respond as informal 
critics to one another's work. Since the papers were "experi-
mental," it was appropriate for the writers to seek help from one 
another. I argued from deep convicti,on that their responses could 
become as helpful to the writer as anything I or another teacher 
might say. The students were initially to concern themselves only 
with content, rather than with grammatical or mechanical correct-
ness. Their motto was a piece of advice from a graduate student at 
Michigan State: "When you edit, don't try to be superhuman. 
Don't try to fix everything. Just apply yi JLT strengths to the places 
where the paper needs the kind of help yoil can give." 

A great deal has been written about the advantages and draw-
backs of peer- and small-group editing in recent years. There are 
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problems. Symc students use it as .in opportunity for an ego trip 
at the expense of iheir colleagues. Others don't have ilic \sn-itir'g 
skiHs to help their pee:s. Some are too inhibited cither tn pr'.-scrit 
a critique or to receive criticism. Others have been indocti mated 
into believing that only the teacher's advice counts. NVvcrthcIess, 
pcer-cdiling does help students move outside *'..ir O"A., writing to 
view it with a degree of detachment. Most important, it helps 
writers leani to function independently so tha^ when they write 
outside the confines of a composition course, they have the skills 
and the confidence to serve .•« their own editors. 

As A culminating activity for ti.'s second phase of tho course, 
the class put together a magazine, is.-'ch student selected what he 
or she took to be fhc best piece of writing done for the course to 
date ahds working with a small group, edited it for publication. i\ 
da\ vv̂ as devoted to discussing correctness, the need for it in pub-
lished work, and the distinction between revising a wo.'-k, which is 
changing content and language, and co/}y editing, which is cor-
recting problems in syntax, style, mechanics, and usage. 

The university budget being what it is, the publication '.tself was 
not elaborate. The p^ges were mimeographed, dittoed, ar.d photo-
copicd-each student was responsible for bringing in multiple 
copies of Jjis or her work. An art major in the cla.';s cut a linoleum 
block and printed a number of covers on heavy paper, A short 
poem by one of the students was chosen for the cover, and this 
was overprinted beside the linoleum block usin^tlie mimeograph. 
The whole booklet was held together with brads. Publication day 
was, "n a* sense, a non-teaching day, because both students and 
teacher simply sat and read, all enjoying their accomplishrncrus in 
their own ways. 

The third phase of the course was given over to helping the 
students work on academic writing pjoblcms., Go6d WTiting in 
college (or in the "real world") is not created by a fundamentally 
ditferent process than the narrative and perceptual writing in 
which the class had been engaged. Tco often college writing 
courses present academic writing as formula writing, especially in 
the scientific and technical fields. This group of students re-
sponded to the notion that good academic writing, like a good-
poem or short story, grows from a fully synthesized expericnc*', a 
deeply known and even felt experience. 

The students studied, each in his or her own discipline, the 
basic 'kinds of writing that aEC required and the way that writing 
is generated. .Many of the students interviewed professors in their 
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major area. Virtually all collected papers they had previously 
written, and some interviewed other students irj their subject-area 
classes. In each instance, they raised the question: "How do ideas 
in the discipline find their way into language?" 

The students reported back to the tlass. A chemistry major 
showed how a professor's experience in the laboratory—something 
having to do with amino acid interface chemistry—was refined and 
developed into a theory, te/ted through further experimentation, 
presented as a speech at a major convention, and eventually pub-
lished as a paper in ihc Journal of the American Chemical Society. 
A history major told how a historian blends primary and second-
ary sources to form a historical construction, first in his or her 
mind, then on p'aper for a historical journal. A music major treated 
music itself as a language and demonstrated how one of her ideas 
for a musical composition had been translated, first into black 
notes—"words"—on a page, then into actual music: "language." 
In the process of conducting this research, the students observed 
many of the conventions of writing in their disciplines, and more 
important, came to understand why those conventions had come 
into being. This, in turn, had practical implications for their day-
to-day college writing. 

Next the students worked on a subject paper of their own. It 
could be a paper that had been assigned for another course, or it 

^could be an original paper on a topic which interested them. By 
having studied the processes of exploring, researching, and writing 
in the disciplines, they were better able to understand and con-
form to the constraints that are unique to the subject. 

The students refined their editing skills further by again work-
ing in small groups. For this assignment, the students could play 
the role of the "dumb" editor, that is, one who knows next to 
noth" ; about th.e topic. While playing dumb, the respondents 
helped writers see precisely where and why their messages were 
nr were not coming through. 

Most of the students worked on papers that had been assigned 
for other courses. In several instances, students were worried that 
they would be guilty of plagiarism or of not having "done the 
work myself." So they checked out our project with their pro-
fessors, who, in every instance, were delighted that their students 
were able to got help outside of class. 

In the final phase of the course, I circled back to where I had 
begun: to the self as the center of the writing process. Again 
borrowing a phrase from Writing in Reality, I spoke with the stu-
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dents about "Writing and the Ultimate Self and related their 
efforts to the Brihararanyaka Upanishad, which says?, "By knowing 
the self... through hearing, reflection, and meditation, one comes 
to know all things." This served to remind the students that 
experience is at the basis of all writing. It is "the ultimate self" 
that one puts down on paper. As Donald Murray (1968) has said, 
writing is an ethical act. It comes from discovering who one is and 
portraying a vision o | the self, as clearly and honestly as possible. 
i also quoted William Faulkner's Nobel Prize acceptance speech: 
"The poet's voice need not merely be the record of man, it can 
be one of the props, the pillars to help him endure and prevail." 

For the final writing assignment, the students did something 
that would have been a disaster at the beginning of the course: 
write a paper on anything. they chose. The only ground rule 
was that the paper had to reflect their vision of their "ultimate" 
selves, which is to say, the paper had to be 6n something they felt 
strongly moved to say. They took off in many directions. One 
student finished up several chapters of his precocious autobiog-
raphy, exploring his relationship to his parents in depth. The band 
student did a careful piece describing how one gets two-hundred-
and-fifty people marcuvered into the shape of a Mississippi Riv -
steamboat or a likeness of Darth Vadar in fifteen seconds or les. 
while everyone plays "Here Comes the Showboat" or the tlieme 
from Star Wars. Tht art major wrote a'nui.ber of poems and 
illustrated them. A science major picked up on some work he had 
done for a science fair in high school and did additional reading 
research about it. 

The students might have run off multiple copies of these papers 
for a second cla^s magazine, h •*. the papers were too.diverse to fit 
legitimately between covers. Instead we turned to bookbinding. 
Using a method that is comn on lore for many teachers, I showed ^ 
my students how to cut, stifrH, and glue cardboard and cloth to 
make an attractive hardbounri cover for their final writing. 

"I want you to remember this piece of writing and save it," I 
said in presenting the project. 

J bcjieve they will. S 

Individual Growth and Language Growth 

Many readers will recognize that my course followed the inncr-
worlds-to-outcr-worlds pattern that one finds described in the 
works of Piagct, Crcbcr, Mo'ffctt and others. In ihcir discussions it 
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is ap'plied to children as they grow from childhood to adult-^ 
hood. At first, children arc egocentric, with a limited ability to 
project themselves beyond their own concerns. Eventually they 
move toward other-centcredncss which allows them, as young 
adults, -to objectify and abstract from their worlds and to relate ' 
to the feelings of others. As they grow psychologically, their 
language matures as well, so that sophistication in language fol-
lows and emerges from sophistication in perceiving and dealing 
with experience. 

This pattern can usefully be repeated as the structuring 
principle of a writing course. The embryologists say that "ontog-
eny recapitulates phylogcny," that the history of the individual 
repeats the evolution of the species. The inner worlds/outer 
worlds pattern, valid as it is for human growth in a broad sense, 
works nicely for individual writing courses as well. 

The same basic pattern, with appropriate modification, can be 
used with younger students. In my secondary school textbook 
series. The Creative Word, (1973, 1974) each book (or "course") 
begins with the private exploration of personal experience and 
moves toward public writing dealing with a broad range of topics. 
What makes each course different is the psychological and linguis-
tic maturity of the students. The intent is to offer the student at 
any level an opportunity to explore and.experiment with both the 
richncss'of hi:, or her mind—the ultimite self—and the fuL dimen-
sions and resources of composition. 

The course I have outlined is, in many respects, eclectic, draw-
ing on and incorporating concepts from many schools of thought 
in the teaching of writing. It treats writing is process in such a way 
that the "experience-based" approach is consistent with the 
"writing process" apjSroach advocated by Donald Murray. Also, 
the course assumed a leam-by-doing philosophy; that writing is 
learnt J through actual practice, not principally through rule study 
or error correction. Peer editing z.n& self assessment were key con-
cepts. Students learned to evaluate and analyze their own writing, 
rather than depend on others to do it for them. The course aimed 
at integrated language study by incorporating literature and by 
treating the students' own writing as a form of literature. I intro-
duced interdisc'^Unary concerns, so that composition touched on 
many subject areas and was not limited to something called 
"English." Finally, rhetoric, considerations of invention, form and 
arrangement, style, and audience, were a natural part of the 
course. 
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An eclectic approach need not—must not—lead to an atheoreti-
cal hodge-podge. The- clccticism of the experience-based approach 
finds its unity in the student/writer. In the long run, what matters 
for them is not the absolute quality qf what they write, but 
whether or not the writing experience contributes to their growth 
as hun\an beings. If growth in the individual takes place, growth 
in language will naturally follow. 
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4 The Rhetorical Approach: 
Stages of Writing and 
Strategies for Writers 

Janice M. Lauer 
University of Detroit 
Marygrove College 

Rhetorical theory and research on writing, an evolving body of 
knowledge, shows that writing is not the mysterious process it has 
sometimes been taken to be but rather an art that can be taught 
and learned, Aristotle speaks of such an art at the beginning^f his 
Rhetoric. 

Moit people do so [make use of Rhetoric], of course, either quite 
at random, or else merely with a knack acquired from practice. 
Success in either way being possible, the random impulse and the 
acquired facility alike evidence the feasibility of "idudng the 
process to a method; for when the practiced and the spontaneous 
speaker gain their end. it is possible to investigate the cause of 
their success; and such an inquiry, we shall all admit, performs 
the function of an art. 

Today the art of rhetoric extends beyond oral persuasion to en-
compass written discourse, including such aims as the persuasive, 
expressive, and referential. Rhetorical theorists, incorporating the 
work of other disciplines which analyze the communication 
process, ,have been investigating the nature of the writing process 
from its planning stages through to the forms of different types of 
written products. With their help, our understanding of the writing 
process increases. Our methods of teaching writing must change to 
reflect this growing knowledge. 

Some Pedagogical Premises 

The approach described in this chapter represents one of many 
possible applications of rhetorical thcpry and research. It is based 
on the following tenets: 
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Writing is a unique way of learning and discovery whose first 
beneficiary is the writer. 

2. The writing process extends from a writer's sense of exigency 
through discovery of insight, to development and revision of 
discr>u'se, and on to interpretation by the audience. 

j.Vv'riting encompasses identifiable stages which are neither 
mechanical nor totally linear, but often recursive and over-
lapping. Some stages are conscious and hence admit of 
deliberate improvement; others are not conscious. 

4. Writers adjust their work in these stages to compose dis-
courses with different aims—expressive, persuasive, refer-
ential, and literary. 

5. The art of writing involves maintaining a balance among the 
writer, the audience, and the subject in each unique rhetor-
orical situation. 

6. Rhetorical powers are different from conventional skills 
(grammar, spelling, and punctuation)—the former are capac-
ities for choice guided by rhetorical principles and context; 
the latter enable adherence to the rules of a given language. 

While these tenets do not dictate any specific teaching method, 
they do suggest important general directions for pedagogy. For 
example, if writing is a unique way of learning and discovery, then 
writing assignments should be set broadly enough to allow 
students to find genuine starting points and to explore questions 
that they deem compelling, whether the writing deals with 
personal experience, public issues, or literature. The pacing of such 
writin"; experiences should allow students time for both conscious 
and prcconscious activity throughout the complex stages of the 
process. Also, teachers of writing should provide guidance during 
the process if students arc to acquire fhe art of writing. 

Offering such guidance in no way reduces writing to a mechan-
ical performance because an art always employs advice, 
principle, or strategy' in a way unique to each new situation. 
Students who work intelligently in the conscious stages of com-
posing follow no magic formula which guarantees them new in-
sights and successful papers. Each writing occasion calls for a 
different interplay of their individual background and talents with 
a unique rhetorical situation—audience, subject, setting, media, 
aim. Teaching writin;]; as rhetorical art neither offers a recipe for 
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good writing, nor, at the othei; extreme, abandons the writer to 
struggle 4|one. ' 

Another implication of the tenets is that writers adjust their 
wprk in the stages of composing to create discourses with different 
aims. Composition should be taught so that students gain facility 
with different kinds of writing. Most important, they should learn 
how the powers they are developing (articulating a starting point, 
exploring, .focusing, analyzing audience, and drafting) operate to 
create these various kinds of writing. In contrast with a product 
approach to writing, which inevitably must focus on the differ-
ences between types of discourse, the rhetorical approach 
concentrates on the similarities in the process of composing many 
kinds of papers. 

The sixth tenet addresses the problem of teaching students with 
mixed backgrounds. Because rhetorical powers are different from 
conventional skills, students who come to college with control 
over grammar, spelling, and punctuation may still need to be 
helped to acquire rhetorical power. Unfortunately many of these 
students have been led to identify the art of writing with correct-
nesŝ , a misconception perpetuated by objective tests which 
exempt them from writing courses because they control the 
conventions. On the other hand, students who lack conventional 
skills should not be relegated to courses in grammar as substitutes 
or as prerequisites for instruction in the art of writing. Rather, 
remediation belongs ii* the context of courses devoted to 
developing rhetorical power. When students labor to communicate 
valuable insights in genuine writing situations, they see the 
importance of control over conventions and benefit more from 
remcdiarion. 

Theoretical tenets such as those discussed above offer broad 
directions for teaching; they do nol provide specific strategies to 
guide students in their work. Such strategies a»e necessary to move 
theory into practice, but they are not to be confused with the 
stages of the composing process. Stages constitute the process 
itself; strategies are procedures to guide students through these 
stages. Instructors using this pedagogy must commit themselves 
to helping students with the conscious stages of composing 
specified here, but tlie stra''*gies outlined in what follows are 
completely open to modification. Some instructors might find 
them useful; others might refine them cr devise their'own. 
Students, in turn, should be encouraged to use them in highly 
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individual ways. The presentation of stages and strategies is 
exemplified by one freshman's effort to write an expressive paper. 

Finding and Articulating a Starting Point 

Writing, like all creating, begins with an exigency, a sense of 
dissonance, aiv awareness of ambiguity, the urgency to know some-
thing unknown (Young, 1979; Festinger, 1965; Rothenberg, 
1979). It starts with questions, not answers. Students who are 
used to being rewarded for right answers need help t0''awaken 
their questioning minds. Assigning a paper triggers dissonance—but 
often an artificial one, a disequilibrium which paralyzes instead of 
mobilizing. ̂ Writing instructors should try to pose writing.contexts 
in v'hich students can find personal exigencies. When students 
identify experiences, issues, or ideas that puzzle them, that exceed 
or fall short of their expectations or that clash with their values, 
their writing |)rocess starts as a personal quest for insight. To set a 
direction for the search, however, they need to push beyond a 
sense of discomfort to some understanding of their "felt" 
dissonance. They must verbalize it. The instructor can coach them 
to use a two-part strategy: (1) state the elements in the subject 
which clash with their values or exceed their expectations; 
(2) formulate a question to direct their search for a resolution, 

Mary, the student whose writing process will be used as illus-
tration, was assigned "the private world of relationships" as a 

•writing context. She btgan by identifying a relationship which had 
troubled her 'for some time—a ','ost friendship with a girl named 
Debbie. She moved beyond this feelliig to state some aspects of 
her friendship which conflicted with her values. Then she posed a 
question to determine what she needed to'know to resolve her 
unease. • "̂  

My values My relationship • 
lasting friendship ' Debbie was niy best friend but 
the self-assurance and lack of the friendship didn't last - t-
concern for the future that she shot herself * 
Debbie had 
Question: Why, after being so close, did our lives go in different 

directions? Why did Debbie commit suicide if she was 
so self-assured? 

She sliared her starting points with the instructor and the class in 
an effort to determine vviicthcr the question captured her 
dissonance and offrrcd direction for inquiry. 
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Exploring Using Heuristics 
To stimulate memonj,and intuition in the search for answers, good 
writers use heurijunc thinking, guided guessing which prompts 
them to recall what they already know and to discover new assod-

• ations. Taking multiple perspectives, they examine their subjects 
broadly to expand their views and to prepare for insights. This 
approach suggests a strategy (adapted from Young, Becker, and 
Pike, 1970), which directs students to explore their subjects from 
three perspectives: (1) as static: with unchanging, distinctive 
features; (2) as dynamic: in process, changing; and (3) cis relative: 
placed in classifications with othei- things, compared and con-
trasted, ^nd associated through analogies. Mary was encouraged to 
use this strategy to explore her relationship with Debbie, recording 
her ideas in concrete and specific language. Her exploration de-
veloped the following material. 

Static View 
she WM a friend-^a "best friend" for awhile—I envied her—she 
seemed to self-assured, she never seemed to worry but took things 
as they came' while I was always wofied 
Debbie had the following features: 
blue eyes the color of blue Fostoria crystal that sparkled—long ' 
thick blond hair that hung in waves on her back (sometimes the 
roots were light brown)—developing breasts-she wore size B and 
C cups v̂ hen we were all still flat or nearly so—hetckftfies, color-_ 
coordinated shirts, blouses^md sweaters_(:^<|tfcould telhby fabric, 
the lines of the clothes, the workmanship they weren't expensive) 
she lived "south of 6 mile" a phrase analogous to "wrong side of 
the tracks" among the old families; houses there were small, 
frame or brick, two bedroom with none of the luxuries available 
in the University District (no four or five bedrooms, library, 
formal dining room and breakfast room)—we had the luxury of 
space—privacy i-
our relationship: 

" ' we went to school together; Debbie was bored by it, sneaking 
down the alley or over to White Tower for a cigarette 
spending the night; sitting up late, smoking cigarettes, exchanging 

^confidences (we never talked about the future though—it was 
about Leo and had he called, who was he going with now, we 
carried a torch for him.for four or five years, both of us or Steve, 
or Matt "the Phantom" so skinny he would slip in and out of 
places unnoticed til he was there or gone)' 

Dynamic View 
became friends in sixth gri^de-wcnt to the same school—in high 
school wc went to different schools but spent a lot of time 
together—we drifted apart toward end o£ high school—trading 
in old friendships for new ones 
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cfeeping down the stairs and out-of-doors to me?t some guys and 
party in the middle of the njght, we seldom got caught 
she'd invite me home from school for lunch—her mother sitting in e 
the dark (shades 'drawn) in the living room, beer in one hand, 
cigarette in the other watching the afternoon movie or a soap 
opera--two places neatly set in the kitchen with place mats, 
plates, soup bowls, silver, napkitis, sandwiches already made for 
us and hot soup waiting in a saucepan on the stove 
Debbie dancing-to some rock group—her body shifting, gliding, 
every part jnoving effortlessly, relentlessly to the driving beat of 
thebass guitar ^ ^ • 
Debbie—witH laughing eyes, welcoming her older brothers home 
on leave from the navy 
Debbie—hiding under the bed in an upstairs room from the • 

, police, called into a party which got too rowdy, a beer brawl, 
while 1 stood quaking in the hall and lied to the policeman (who 
thought I was too young and frightened to have been a partic-
ipant) "I didn't see anyone come up but I was back there"; my 
knees scarcely held me up; he flashed his light in the closet care-
fully looking behind the clothes, and into every comer of the 
room, before leaving 
I saw her once when I was eighteen in Sandy's Coney Island 
(stayed open til 4 a.m., a hangout for drug culture children, 
with its black ceilings, poster-covered walls, juke-box playing acid 
rock so loud you could hardly hear over it) 
Debbie's hair was tangled, mousy brawn, worry lines around her 
dull blue eyes, perspiration-covered face ''Do you have* 'an/ 
money? Mickey's going to cop (means buy). 1 need $20.00." 
"Only'35 0 " (a junky-heroin addict) 
I never saw her again 
from a friend a year later I heard she shot herself in the head 

Relative Vieia 
1. Contrast 
Debbie: 
she was working-class -greaser (teased hair, heavy make-up, 
cheaper clothes)-school bored her, criticised my vocabulary as 
having too many big words-lived for the day, the moment, acted 
on instinct, emotion 
Mc: 
I w,is middle-class flat, short conscr\'ative hair, rtot much 
makeup, expensive tailored clothes-secretly enjoyed classes, 
reading books-bclicvcd in sohd middle-class, delayed gratifi-
cation, never could rid myself of the n,i"ging thoughts about 
possible consequcnccs-although i tried for years 
2. Classification 
d 1930s detective no\cl would call her a "tougli cookie"-a 
sensitive friend, she never laughed a loyal friend 
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3. Analogy / 
like a coconiit, rough, prickly exterior, tough to crack, warm 
sweet milk on the inside 

,When the students have explored as fully as they can, the 
instructor-revrcws their work, pointing to, avenues pf, further 
inquiry, encouraging a more specific and concrete record of ideas. 

Discovering'and Stating a Focus 
With a compelling starting point and a thorough exploration, 
students have ? chance for an insight, a new und 'todingof the 
subject under scrutiny. Because insight*: sprin ^ irom the pre-' 
conscious, students need time for incubi'tiun, time between 
exploring and drafting. They also noed hel;: with converting, an 
insight into a 'ecus in order to determine if it eliminates the dis-
sonance, answers the question, fits in with past insights. To do this 
testing, the instructor may suggest? that each student use the 
strategy of formulating the insight into a two-par focus:'(l) the 
subject or part of the subject that appears important and (2) ihe 
point of significance, the new understanding. If this articulation 
satisfies the writer, be or she has a Working focus for a paper. Mary 
formulated her insight into the following focus: 

Subject 
My loss of friendship 
with Debbie and her 
eventual suicide 

Point of Significance 
were due to hef^biiity to live 
accorditig to the impulses of 
the iiioment and her inability 
to see future consequences 

The -cudent should submit ct least one focus to the instructor who 
can help determine if the formulation clearly expr^-sses the signifi-
cance the stodent has been socking and n' w wants to communicate. 

Planning for Aim and A udience 
Meaningful insights give students something worth sharing with an 
audience. Some situations dictate the ai;diencc. Others allow a 
choice. In any case, writers must take stocK of their audiences, 
looking for bridges of communication and ways of reducing 
tlircat. To help with the analysis of the audience, students c;m be 
given an a Kliencc guide. Such a guide would direct them to: 

1. study the audience in itself: 
a. its poluicai and social background, education, expertise 
b. its valuv system 

C'J 
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2.. determine the audicrtcc's knowledge of the subject and attitude 
towarcl'it 

3", decide the role the audience will play in' relation to their voice as 
writers: peer to peer, authority to subordinate, other 

Mary chose heraudience, analyzing it with the guide: 
1. Audience: I want to write this for myself because I've asked 

, myself why her and not me over and over again 
a. middle-class, teen-ager, high school education, p^rt of the drug \ 

cultpre 
b. values—people over property intellectual growth, friendship 

2» no opinion as to cause' until I'd finished the exploration, just 
vague impressions and memories >-

3. rmywriting as a peer to a peer, a'participant"trying 'o sort through 
all4he memories in a more objective way 

Orcc again, the instructor should review the students' work, 
pointing out aspects of the audience that need further analysis, 
noting potential bridges for communication. ' ' 

Writers also need help in determining their aim (Kinneavy, 
1971), that is, the concern of the discourse with the ai^dicnce 
(persuasive aim), the writer (expressive aim), the subject matter 
(referential aim), or the form itself (literary air ). Often this aim is 
set by the writing situation or assignment. Research and critical 
writing, for example, usually require a referential aim. Mary's 
paper had an ê  pressivc aim whicn giyded its development artd her 
stylii. c choices. 

Organizing and Developing the Paper 

To assist witli tl;c difficult task of organizing, tea'"hing writing as a 
rhetorical art shows students that the patterns of iout modes of 
discourse (Kinrrcavy, Cope, and Campbell, 1976)—description, 
narration, classification, and evaluation—can be used to structure 
papers having any of the aims. Because these patterns admit of 
endless variation, tncy cquij) students with more flexible ways of 
organi/jiLj thai) tiic stfaightjackct of the five-paragraph thenic. 

The writer's work in earlier heuristic stages provides resources 
and v.'retiion for development. The exploration already contains 
much tiiat will support a focus. The aim focus, and audience w. 
guide'the solcttion of material.. In this case Mary relied heavily on 
her exploration for supportive. details and examples. As she 
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drafted her paper, she worked on choices of diction and syntax 
appropriate for an expressive aim. Because she had struggled 

, during exploration to record her ideas, in specific and concrete 
language, she had a stock of diction from which to draw for her 
fust version (see next page), which she organized using the n?x-^ 
rative mode. 

Critiquing and Rewriting 

Having created first versions with as much craft as they can 
mlister, students need time and advice to tackle revision. Criticism 
from peers and role playing of intended audience by the instruc .̂ 
can provide valuable guidance for revision. To direct such 
critiquing, a Critical Guide may direct students to comment on the 
writer's (1) adherence to focus, (2) development of the aim for the 
audieiicc, (3) organization and coherence, (4) choices of syntax 
and' diction, and (5) maintenance of conventions—grammar, 
spelling, and punctuation. 

Revision differs under this approach frdjii the extencive drafting 
of "free writing." Here the "freer writing" of the earlier stages has 
already led to a working focus. Revision is not, therefore, drafting 
for insight. Nothing pievents students, however, from recasting a 
focus at this stage, if rewriting so prompts them. 

A, small group responded to Mary's first version, indicating tnat 
they felt her developmcht was sufficient to give the audience an 
insider's view of the relationship and its changes. They advised her 
to relate her first two paragraphs more directly to her focus and 
to repair the break in tlje narrative organization made by the 
introduction of the classification of "tough cookie." They likr'', 
her concrete diction but felt she should ch'-ck for redundancies. 
Finally, th''v argued over the first paragraph, some feeling it was 
an intrusion of an artificial introduction into a narrative-mode, 
others liking the initial summary. 

On the basis of these and other comments, Mary revised her 
paper, including among the changes the elimination of the first 
paragraph and the repair of the narrative by inserting the classifi-
cation into the narrative framework: 

At tlicsc parties Debbie didn't seem to worry about the future. 
She might have been -ticscribcd in the 1930s as a "tough cookie" 
because she lived according to tlie impulses of the moment. 
It vc got . . . 
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A Loit. Frlcmi 

D«bbU IM« • (rlfitd duclnj th«c part of adolcictnc* vhen < glrlfrlind 
stun* aori to gir ls than paruita, tuchar*, or avan boyfrlanda. Vt took 
thsaa tarrifylnt. axhllarating flrat stapa toward growing up togather. but 
Datbla navar (inlahad tha Joucnay. Sha ahot haraalf ttt tha haad and dlad 
ba/ora aba turnad twanty-ona. 

I can't raaaabar whan wa flrat aat but wa bacaaa frianda dui;{ng'alxth 
grada. babbla waa baautKul than with iparUlng ayaa tha color of blua 
Foatorla crystal an^ long thick blond hair that hung In wava* down har back 

^(aoBatlsas tha'roota wara light brown). Sha w r̂a eolor-cpordlnatad aklrts 
and awaatara which you could ta l l by tha fabric, tha linaa and workaanahlp 
iMra not axpanalva. Undarnaath har awaatara you could aaa har daveloping 
braaaca—B and C cupa whan I waa a t l l l f lat . I lookad ordinary, no î! "crlpt, 
with aouay brown hair and glaaaaa. Soaatiaaa Dabbia would aat ay hair, taaaa 
It up, coab it out, halp aa apply haavy black ayallnar,' blua aya-ahadow and 
aaacara and than I felc oldar, sopKlatlcatad lika har. 

Although wa want to tha'aaaa achool togatnar I can't recall avar 
talking about it with Dabbia. School barad har and aha aoaatlnas critlclzad 
•y vocabulary for big worda. Sha oftan Invttad aa for lu:ich though, and wa 
Wlkad frcM acfiool to har houaa "south of 6 aile" a phraaa analogous to the 
"wrong aids of eha tracka" aaong tha local aristocracy. Tha housaa thara 
vara not as large as ours and tha pa9pla not M9 wealthy. Vhen wa arrived, 
Debbie's Mother wiuld be sitting in the shada-drawn living rpos, a cigarette 
in one hand, a b^r in tha othai, watching the afternoon aovle or « soap 
opara on telvrCiion. In the kitchen two placia would be neatly sat with 
pUca mats, silvar, places, soup bovla, and glasses. Va helped ourselvaa to 
tne sdndwichas waiting on the counter, the hot soup sinaaritig in a saucepan 
on tha stove and a glass of milk. After lunch we fntaked down the alley or 
over to tha White Tower for a cigarette before returning to achool. I took 
cutck shallow drags on «y clgaratte and stubbed i t out hastily, certain that 

,sonesne would sas us ssK>kln$̂ . 
Whan high school'began Debbie and I went to different schools but wa saw 

even tore of each other. Aftar achool we usually aet at soaa friend's houss 
ts listen to 4S (pa records. I can s t i l l see Debbie danrlr; to aona rock 
group, her body shifting, gliding, every part aoving effortlessly, relcntleasly 
to the driving beat of the bass guitar. Sha tried to teach ma but I vss 
atikw^rd, ill-at-eatw end e slow learper.^ > . 
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On waakand avaning* Oabbia oftan aptnt tha night at ay houia. Ua aat 
up lata, aaoktag clgatattta, axchanglng conftdtncea. Wa navtr talkad about 

_ rh* (utura though; It waa about Stav* or Hatt "tha rtuntoa" vho vaa to 
tklnny ha could apptar and b* goo* unnoticad or noac,oftan about Lao. Wa 
aach had dacad Lao for aavjral yaara and w ' d talk about who h* waa going 
with now or It ha callad or If va had aaan hia aoaavhara. Whan ay partnt* 
vara aound aalaap wa would craap down tha ttalra, out eh* door through tb* 
qutat nlght-tlaa acrtata to whatavar party wa* going on that night. 

Oabbt* aighc hava baan daacribad in X}M 1930* datactlva noval aa a 
"tough cookia." Sha lived according to tha lapulaa* of tha aaatnt. She 

^ didn't <aaa to worry about tb* futura. If wa got a ridn to a party In .ha 
jtuburba Cabbla ar haraalf whlla I worrlad about how >i»'i gat hoaa If 
/w* w«r* out la th* alddl* of th* night Oabbia' had a good tla* whlla I waa 
j aura ay parnta would find out or w«'d gat plcktd up by tha pollca for 
/ breaking curtaw. Utually ay faara war* naadl*** but-one* the pol.c* war* 
call** Into a party which got too rowdy, a "beer brawl." Dabble hid under 
the bad In an upatalra rooa while I acood queklng In the hall and lied to 
the policemen (who thought I looked too young end frightened to hava been a 
participant).. "No one eaae up here." He flathad hia light In the clotet, 
carefully looking behind the clothea and in avary corner of the roon before, 
leaving. Dabble crawled out froa under tha bed laughing at ay quavering 
vole* and colorlea* fee*, for her tha danger wae over while I apcnt daye 
fretting over what aight have heppenad. 

1 can't reiMaNr when w* atoppsd being "beet frlanda"; it happened 
gradually. When I waa alghtaea I aaw Debbie In Sandy'a Coney Zalend, a 
hangout for drug culture "freeka" with black ceillnge, poeter-covcrcd walla, 
and a Juk;-V>» that played acid-rock ao loud that you could hardly hear over 
tha Butlc. Ot'bble'e hair wee tangled, aouay brown, and there vt... worry 
linea around her 'ill eyea. Her face waa covered with periplretlon and I 
could tall aha needed a fU. 

"Co you have an/ aoney? Mickey'* going to cop and I need S20.00." 

"Only 33c. You can have that If you want." 

Sha left aoon tfter and 1 never eaw her au'ln. A year later aoaeone 
told aa iha wee dead. Soaetlaaa when I think of her now I yonder If <he 
never worried becauae It didn't occur to her that anythtrg could go wrong 
or If the didn't care if It did. 
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After revision, students may submit this second version for evalu-
ation, together with their work in the previous stages. To respect 
the complexity of the process, the instructor should> provide 
students with assessments of their woik in the planning stages as 
well as in each category^ of the Critical Guide, such >is focus, 
development, organization, style, and conventions. Giving students 
multipie evaluations on • a revision differs significantly from 
branding their first effort with a single grade. Instead of reducing 
their work to a compromise, factor evaluation praises thei'' 
successes and identifies their weaknesses. Grading then becomes an 
important instructional tool. 

Implementation 
I ' . 

Structuring a course based on this approach requires neither 
elaborate 'materials nor esoteric methods, but instead relies on 
such basic teaching techniques as: 

1. introdac^ng students to each stage and strategy, using student 
examples 

2. holding practice sessions in class so students can try the 
strategies on sample Objects 

3. engaging the students outside of class in the actual process 
leading^to their own finished papers 

4. responding to students' work at each stage as they progress 
These methods determine the pacing of the course, the nature 

of the classroom activity, and cspec'ally the content of assign-
ments. Each class session concentrates on prcparine students for 
their current phase of writing. The pacing allows students 
sufficient time for careful work in each stage, for incubation, and 
for .teacher responses. All assignments engage studeats in phases of 
an evolving paper. 

Teaching writing as rhetorical an changes the roles of teacher 
and student. The insjlructor acts as a guide and cnabler, rcsnondlng 
t» students' work at each stage, commending, advising, and cn-
cuufjsiging during the process, rather than merely criticizing the 
fin'shcd produLt. Students are no longer mystified by unstated 
cxpcttatiuns biii become more confident and deliberate in(|aircrs 
A-M\ sy!iibu!i/.crs once initiatrtl into the art of effective writing. 

• ' • • • ; 



5 The Epistemic Approach: 
Writing, Knowing, and Learning 

Kenneth Dowst 
University of Iowa 

A few years ago, a young woman in my general composition class, 
a freshman, composed this essay on "College Life So Far": 

I've never really been away from home before, so there cer-
tainly was a great deal of apprehension about coming out here. 
Very little of the past two months here have helped me io adjust 
comfortably. 

Somehow, thanks to my messed up advisor, I am the proud 
possessor of 19 credits plus marching band. You may gasp', if you 
wish. The pressure of this much work is unbelievable. Band takes 
up at leasKninc hours a week, and I'm never caught up in my 
work due to lack of time. That doesn't add much to my concen-
tration ability. 

A dittoed copy in my files signals that wc had discussed the essay 
in class, but my memory of the event, perhaps mercifully, has 
failed. I have no idea what I wrote in the essay's margins, how I 
addressed the piece (and allowed it to be addressed) in class, what 
I then diagnosed as its principal strengths and weaknesses, or even 
what I had hoped to accomplish by the assignment that gave rise 
to it. I do have a faint idea of what the author might have learned 
from composing the essay and attending to our criticism of it: that 
"messed up" needs a hyphen. I suspect that at the time I had no 
clear idea how to handle this essay, that by instinct more than 
conviction I took a morc-oi-less "formalistic" approach. 

Today I would take towards that essay, and towards the 
teaching of writing, what could be called the "epistemic" 
approach. I would set the activity of composing language as a 
means of imposing a useful order upon' the "blooming, buzzing 
confiision" (as William James describes it) of one's various and 
perhaps conflicting sense-impressions—and, at a higher level of 
cognition, upon one's experiences, thoughts, and bits of factual 
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knowledge. The activity of writing, seen in this light is the activity 
of making some sense out of an extremely 'complex set of personal 
perceptions and experiences of an infinitely complex world. 
Experimenting in composing with words is experimenting in 
composing understanding, in composing knowledge. A writer (or 
other language-user), in a sense, composes the world in which he 
or she lives. Obviously, the epistemic approach has some dis-
tinctive features; what may be less obvious is its close relationship 
to the more orthodox approaches. 

"Epistemic" and Other Ways of Talking about Writing 

We can easily see the similarities and differences of epistemic and 
other approaches by considering an essay like "College Life So 
Far" in terms of a standard model of discourse. The most con-
venient model is the familiar "communications triangle" which 
arranges the four essential elements of all discourse: 

WRITER READER 

REALITY 

This model is often used to classify theories of discourse (as in 
M. 11. Abrams' The Mirror and the Lamp, 1953) or to discuss the 
aims and modes of discourse (as in James Kinneavy's-4 Theoty of 
Discourse, 1971). It can alsp serve to classify approaches to 
teaching writing. Any .approach will deal to some extent with all 
four of the triangle's elements and' will emphasize the central 
clement of language. The various approaches can be distinguished 
by their relative emphasis on writer, reader, undreality.lo classify, 
is uf c.nirsc to simplify. In suggesting the essential features, of an 
approach I will have to ignore at first many of its subtleties and 
the vva>s in which, if pursued far enough, it begins to intersect 
will other approat hcs. But as a beginning, some simple distinc-
tions inav be useful. 
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The fonpalistic approach focuses mainly on the characteristics 
of the language of the text in itself. This approach is favored by 
parties as diverse as Strunk and White, James McCrimmon, 
Richard A. Lanham, and proponents of sentence-combining and 
T-unit analysis. Formalistic criticism of "College Life So Far" 
would investigate the essay's" style, content, and structure, both in 
themselves and in relation to conventional rules. It would consider 
whether or irot the two paragraphs should be made into one, 
whether a concluding sentence is called for, how well the-gencral-
izations are supported by specific statements, how complex is \he 
syntax, and, of course, how flawless are the grammar arid 
mechanics. The prim.ary goal of a formalistic course in writing is 
the production of well-made prose.artifacts. 

^ The referential approach sees written language primarily as a 
representation (or even "imitation") of a -preexisting and 
knowable reality. This is the approach taken by conventional 
journalism. It is often taken in technical writing courses orVther 
courses in which^writing is combined v^th the content of another 
discipline. Referential criticism emphasizes the'canons of logic and 
evidence, the unearthing of "the facts," acturacy, and objectivity. 
Ilcfcrential criticism of "College Life So Far" would address 
questions such as. Is, the essay a fair and accurate representation of 
freshman life at this university? Is the "messed up advisor" in fact 
to blame for the writer's predicament? Are there any other 
agencies, besides, the six "courses and band, that ar^ responsible for 
the writer's troiibles? In a sense, such an approach sees the ideal 
language as transparent, letting the real nature pf thjngs shine 
through the v?ords dearly and without distortion. The primary 
goal of a referential course in writing is to enable students to 
compose those words that exactly fit (and do not obscure) the 
actual struf ture of things and events. 

The expressive approach, such as that popularized by Ken 
Macroric', Sees language primarily as the expression of the personal 
perceptions, feelings, and thoughts of the writer. Expressive 
criticism would address questions such as, Does the piece convey a 
s^se of how an individual is pei:'iving and reacting to experi-
ence? Can you u.idcrstand, care about, empathize with what the 
writer seems to be feeling? In the case of "College Life So Far," I 
would give a qualified "yes" to these questions; my students, I 
think, would give a more enthusiastic "yes." The primary goal of 
an expressive course in writing is the honest expressing of personal' 
truths. 
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The rhetorical approach, whether iraditioniil or "New," 
emphasises three elements of the communications triangle: writer, 
language, and reader. It treats the text as an instrument created by 
the writer to persuade the reader to undertake the actions or to 
adopt the attitudes that the writer desires. ("New Rhetoricians" 
extend the traditional concept of "persuasion" to include "per-
suasion-to-attitude" or even, as in Kenneth Burke (1965), "in-
gratiation" or the achieving of "consubstantiality.") Rhetorical 
criticism of "College Life So Far" would address questions such 
as. What sort of audience would be most likely to be persuaded 
(however the term be defined) by this composition? What sorts of 
appeal is the author making? What sorts of appeal would be most 
effective Upon the actual primary audience of the essay, an English 
instructor and a class of freshmen and sophomores? By what 
means could the writer make her audience feel even more sym-
pathy for her plight? The primary goal of a rhetorical course in 
writing is to increase students' ability to adapt their messages to 
the values and tastes of their audiences. 

These seem to me to be the orthodox approaches to teaching 
writing: formalistic (emphasizing language), referential (empha-
sizing language and reality), expressive (emphasizing writer and 
language), and rhetorical (emphasizing writer, language, and 
reader). The new and less-fainiliar epistemic approach correspond-
ingly emphasizes writer, language, and reality. To be sure, in 
practice and in advanced theory each of these approaches incor-
pprates some elements of the others, yet each does make available 
a unique combination of insights. I prefer the epistemic approach 
because the insights it yields arc especially useful in dealing with 
students' writing-useful to teacher and student alike. This will 
become evident shortly, when we cast an epistemic eye upon 
"College Life So Far." Before doing so, however, we should under-
stand the epistemic view of writing in general. 

Writer, language, and reality: the order of tiiese terms is 
meaningful, for tlie epistcmically-inclincd teacher understands that 
language in a sense comes between the writer's self and objective 
reality, modifying the former as it gives shape to the latter. The 
approach assumes what Jerome Bruner concludes, that man "docs 
not respond to a world that "xists for direct touchir.g. Nor is he 
locked in a prison of his own subjectivity. Rather, he represents 
the world to himself and acts in bch.df of or in reaction td his 
representations. . . . A cliange in one's conception of the world 
involves not simply a change in what one encounters but also in 
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how one translates it" (1962, pp. 129, 159). One knows, then, not 
what is "out there" so much as what one tells one's self is out 
there by means of symbol-systems paramount among which is 
natural language. Primarily (though not exclusively) by means of 
language—thought, spoken, or written—one represents the world 
to one's self: one translates raw percepts into a coherent experi-
ence and transmutes discrete experiences into more abstract sorts 
6f knowledge. By seriously experimenting in manipulating 
language (on a page, for instance), one experiments in knowing, in 
understanding the world in different ways. 

A corollary is that a way of knowing the world involves a way 
of conceiving of one's self. As Bruner notes, "Man's image of 
himself, perforce, is not independent of his image of the world. 
Weltanschauung places limits on and gives shape to Selbstan-
schauung. It is characteristic of man not pnly that he creates a 
symbolic world but also that he then becomes its servant by con-
ceiving of his own powers as limited by the powers he sees outside 
himself"•'(1962, p. 159). (These wbrds, as we Shall see, may be 
particularly relevant to the plight of the seemingly-helpless author 
of "College Life So Far.") The way we use language, then, seems 
not only to reflect but in part to determine what we know, what 
we can do, and in a sense who we are. To say this is not to deny 
that phenomena really exist, and not to assert that powerful 
natural and social forces may be abolished with the sweep of a 
pen. It is rather to say that our manipulation of language shapes 
our conceptions of the world and of our selves. 

Such a view of language and knowledge suggests that viriting 
can be an activity of great importance to the writer. Whi^^ne in 
effect composes his or her world by engaginJr^ilWfJr^ort of 
language-tising, it is by means of writing that OTC stands to learn 
the most, for writing is the' forr: of language-using that is slowest, 
most deliberate, most accessible, most conveniently manipulable, 
and most permanent. While a person's short-term memory can 

, hold at any time only six or seven "bits" of information, a written 
paragraph can hold thousands. It can fijc them wiiiie a writer 
experiments in connecting bits in various ways, in replacing some 
with others, in supplementing them with others, in rearranging 
them, in abstracting'and generalizing from them. A writer can 
tinker with a paragraph for minutes or hours, until it expresses to 
the writer's satisfaction patterns of cause and effect, evidence and 
conclusions, interrelationships of data, relevance and irrelevance, 
denotation and connotation-patterns that establish the "world" 
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in which the writer knows and acts. Such patterns are far too 
complex and coherent to be created by mere thinking or mere 
speaking, 

'^cntral to the epistcmic approach are three closely related prop-
ositions: (1) we do not know the world immediately; rather, wc 
compose our knowledge by composing language; (2) how we can 
act depends on what we know, hence on the language with which 
wc make sense of the world; (3) serious experimenting in com-
posing with words is experimenting in knowing in new ways, 
perhaps better ways. A teacher who assents to these propositions 
can attain an uncommon but important perspective on student 
writing. 

The author of "College Life So Far," for instance, has com-
posed (with, it appears, very little experimenting) a world in which 
she is powerless, a victim. It is a world in which otlier people do 
things to her (her academic advisor, she asserts, is responsible for 
her registering for nineteen credits; band "takes up" nine precious 
hours of her week) or else fail to do things for her ("Very little . . . 
have [sic] helped me to adjust comfortably"). Her grammar does 
her no good and some harm. The real trouble with all those passive 
and copulative verbs is not (as formalists might observe) that they 
are less "vigorous" than active verbs. The trouble is that these 
constructions preclude the writer's discovering, exploring, and-
evaluating ways she might act to improve her situation. What 
difference might it make to the writer, I would want to ask, were 
she to rewrite the sixth sentence so that it began, say, "I choose to 
devote to band . . . " ? How else might "that sentence begin? Per-
haps, "I've been making the mistake of spending . . . " ? The writer 
does not rely on grammar alone to compose this unhappy world. 
Other verbal structures, for exan^'le, the pattern of cause and 
effect, contribute to this vision. We read that the freshman's 
inability to concentrate and to complete her work arc caused by 
"unbelievable" pressure and lack of time; that these problems are 
c. used by her having been made the possessor of six courses plus 
marching band; and that the ultimate cause of all these problems 
is the personal instability and/or incompetence of a certain 
"messed up advisor." The absence of a third sort of verbal 
structure likewise assists in this conception of an oppressive world. 
The writer has not composed—at least has not composed here on 
paper-any verbal connection between her unhappy experiences of 
the past two months and any previous experiences (direct or 
vicarious) of the same sort; hence slic can find no guid;incc from 
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the past. Such con.nccting of different experiences, such desig-
nating of phenomena or events as "of a sort" or as relevant to one " 
another in another way, can be achieved only by creating lan-
guage. In sum, it might be said that the writer's language docs not 
just describe her problem: her language is a real part of her problem.. 

A "referential" critic might suggest that the essay does not 
reflect the real structure of things and events at the freshman's 
college. This is an appealing and convenient way of talking, but, it 
seems to me, cpistemologically unsound. I'would say instead that 
people know the world only by using language to define, organize, 
and generalize from their limited sense-perceptions (and other 
language). Even if the world does indeed have a definite structure 
—a moot point->wc can never perceive that structure directly and 
entirely. We can only experiment in composing verbal models 
more or less useful in making some sense out of our incredibly 
complex—yet, it seems, pathetically limited—perceptions. 

The trouble with "College Life So Far" is not that it is inac-
curate, exactly, but that it is not useful. It is even enslaving. It is 
a model of a world in which the writer is in no way responsible for 
any of her problems and in which she is completely powerless to 
affect what becomes <)f her. The activity of composing this essay, 
one can infer, has only reconfirmed and reinforced the writer's 
victim'seye view of the world. Were the activity undertaken less 
hastily and more thoughtfully—were it to involve some serious 
experimenting with composing specific statements to support 
generalizations, experimenting with connecting one datum with 
another, one idea with another, experimenting with composing 
syntax, experimenting with naming—then the writer might well 
have come to "sec" reality in new and better ways that would 
suggest some actions she could profitably take. But the nature of 
the course, the assignment to 'whici. the writer responded, her 
activity of composing, my response to the essay: none of these 
enabled or even invited the student to find any connections 
between her writing, her knowing, and her ability to act in a 
complex and confusing world. 

This particular failure to learn and to teach took place some 
years ago. Today I still fail to enable some of my students to sec 
writing as an activity wi'h profound epistemic and ethical dimen-
sions. But at least. I no longer fail to set up the invitation. Nor do I 
any longer sec writing primarily as the production of well-made 
artifacts (as formalistic pcdago.gy assumes); nor primarily as a 
means of self-expression (as expressive pedagogy assumes); nor 
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primarily as a means of describing things accurately (referential 
pedagogy); nor primarily af a means of communicating mo.re or 
le^s persuasively (rhetorical pedagogy). I now see writing, the mo?t 

, deliberate form of language-using, as above all a means of knowing 
and a means of coming-to-know. 

Practitioners of sophisticated versions of the other approaches 
may in fact agree that language-using is closely related to knowing. 
They may disagree with "epistemic" teachers mainly over the 
amount of emphasis the assumption should be given. For example, 
the formalist Richard A. Lanham concentrates primarily on the 
crafting of style .(that is, diction and syntax); yet Lanham recog-
nizes style's connection to knowledge and identity. "To play with 
styles," he notes, "is to play with roles, with ways of thinking and, 
thus, ways of being" (1974, p. 124). Similarly, Kenneth Burke 
(1951, 1965) and other practitioners of "the New Rhetoric" make 
use of some .central "epistemic" ideas. To persuade, they argue, a 
writer must first come to understand how—that as, by what sort of 
language-the audience "sees" things, and then must address the 
audience (literally) on its own terms. The writer must compose 
language" that enables him or her to conceive of the world as others 
may see ft. "Persuasion" may change the world-view of the writer 
even mbre thin that of the audience. The predominantly ex-
pressive pedagogy of James E. Miller and Stephen Judy also 
recognizes that language can do more than express preexisting 
feelings. According to Miller (1973, p. 3), "language must serve 
the individual, in a fundamental way, in the exploration and 
discovery of himself and his world." 

SucK ideas about the fundamental role of language are at least 
periphcnjl to other approaches. The epistemic "approach moves 
these ideas from tlie periphery to the center, and thereby provides 
a distinctive and meaningful way of discussing writing-and of 
setting up aVriting course. 

In a wrilinl^class, indeed throughout a university, the principal 
interest of teachers and students is not in lowcr-levc! cognition—in 
an iiulividual's perceptions and experiences, as such—but in the 
composing of sophisticated, abstract systems of discourse that 
select among and connect certain perceptions and experiences, 
connect them into patterns of relationships so as to produce ' 
meaningful guides to future study and futu'e action. Any such 
system uf discourse, wlicthcr "chemistry," "history," "literary 
cnliiisra," ur "composition," involves a limited vocabulary 
(irprcbcuting a distrctc set of concepts) which provides a limited 
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set of categories for clissifying observations and experiences and 
indeed for establishing the sorts c ' ' servations that one should 
make and the types of experiences i.iat one should pursue. Any 
discourse system involves', as well as a vocabulary, a syntax, a way 
of relating one concept to another and also a set of conventions 
for composing larger units of discourse (for example, criteria of 
evidence and proof, criteria different in rhetoric than in law, 
different in law than in chemistry). Any di' -ipline can be seen as 
a system of language, a way of conceiving, talking about, and 
perhaps making predictions about the world. 

At no place in the entire spectrum of knowing—not in con.plex, 
abstract, elegant discourse-systems such as advanced science ar.a 
philosophy; not in the midrang' of composing conversation, 
expository essays, and sophomor*" lab reports; not in the simplest 
acts of perceiving and experiencing-do we know anything purely, 
objectively, immediately. At every level of cognitive activity what 
wc know is bound up with how we use language. "Epistemic" 
writing courses explore.the implications of these conclusions for 
the activity of expository writing. But the in .icafions extend far 
beyond the writing class. The insights about the workings of 
language that students obtain in such a course arc applicable not 
only tq^tandard edited English but to the other, special languages 
of a university as well. Tl\us, as VVil'iam Coles suggests, an cp'-
stemic course should "make it possible for a future phv.«' ist, say, 
through his attempts to improve himself in English, i become 
more responsible to himiclf as a user of the language of physics^' 
(1974, p. 10). 

To make possible such responsible larguagc-using is no easy 
task. A I rath T cannot simply re:id Biuncr to stude; 's and then 
exp'.timmcdi .c improvement in their writing. ^<An epistemic" 
course is usually c';signtd with some care to help students manip-
ulate language ir. ways that enable them to- discover for thcm-
sclvc«,, and in :hi.lr own terms, what it means to manipulate 
languasjc. 

The Epistemic Course and -ts Assignments 

'^iftrcn yars ago Pvichard Ohmann noted what may be the chief 
reason why, even after Eni,!ish 101, Johnny still can't write: The 
trouble with composition courses is less often in the substance of 
what is taught than in the intellcctuj framework provided for that 
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substance, and in the Tiotivation offered for mastering it" (1964, 
p. 22). While the epistemic approach is not the only way to avoid 
the trouble that Ohmann so acutely describes, it is a very good 
way. Like most othci approaches it teachc, the "substance" of 
invention, organization, and .style; however, it adi'tcsses these 
matters always in terms of a well-developed fram work of epi-
stemic and pedagogical theory. It offers as motivation the insight 
that how you'̂  compose with words directly affects what you 
know, what you can dp, and in a sense even who you ar'. 

Much of the pedagogical framework wa: first erected in 1938, 
with Theodore Baird's famqus "English 1-2" at A.nherst CoUeg 
It was further developed by two colleagues and (one might say) 
students of Baird, Walker Gibson and William E. Coles, Jr. Each of 
these three has his distinctive style, procedures, and beliefs as do 
the many other epistemi<. writing teacheis;yet our courses do have 
enough in common to warrant speaking of a single approach. 

The pri'iripal goals of tlie epistemic approach are enal'ing 
students to 3ce the extent to which their "worlds" are determined 
by their language, and helping scudents to manipulate languar'— 
especially written English--in ways conducive to discov.-'- '̂ >. d 
learning. No co.-.ventional textbook or "reader" is used. The 
principal instructional material is a carefully designed Fequr^ce of 
writing assignments. Most class periods are spent in guided dis-
cussions of students* writing, almost always reprinted ?uion-
ymously. Students write often and much:, one or two—in some 
courses, even three—brief essays a week. T'.ese essays are explor-
atory and personal in nature. In order to encourage honest ex-
ploring and risk-takl g, the teacher does not usually "correct" or 
"grade" students' w-iting. Rather, the teacher writes a few 
comments or (perhaps more frequently) questions in the attempt 
tu help tlie writer sec and articulate the signiticmce of what he or 
she has done, or has failed to do. The teacher directs class-discussions 
with a sinular aim. The course progresses over the semester frorii 
lesser to greater complexity of idea dnd statement. The path of the 
()rot;rcs.si(m is determined by the individual teacher and, to an 
extent, by the students. The familiar cook's .tour through the 
nio.dos of ilistourse (o., worse, from the sentence to the paragraph 
to the theme) is not uir'-Ttakc... 

'Ihc most im[).)ftant part^of this framework, it seems to me, is 
tlic absi^iitiuats. In an epistemic course, a writing assignment is 
not just a work Didcr. It docs not order students to produce a 
(.oinpusition fur the piuposc of demonstrating 'what tl.ey have 
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managed to. learn about writing. It is designed not to test but to 
teach-a design that may be worthy of imitation in any writing 
course. As an epLstemically-oriented writing teacher, I can see 
yet another virtue to the approach, for if language shapes what we 
know, and if writing is the mos', considered and manipulable form 
of language-using, then a well-construe ..d writirig.^assignment can 
lead to new "knowledge in a very direct way. It can be a heuristic 
device of impressive power. 

A typical "epistemic" assignmenl calls for some writing activity 
'that students can do with a reasonable ilcgrec of competence-
describe a bloci; near the campus. Jay, or tell about a time in 
which they changed their mind, or describe a church facade before 
and after reading a •reatise on gothic architecture. It also asks a 
question, in addressing which students must explore the signifi-
cance, to themselves as writers, of what they have done. This 
pattern corresponds exactly with the pedagogy Jerome Bmner 
advocates: any teaching exercise should lead you (the student) to 
perform a certahs task and then "to -limb on your- own shoulders 
to be able to look dcvt̂ n at what you have just done—and then to 
represent it to yourself... .Our task as teachers is to lead students 
Jo dcvelbp concepts in order to make senjc of the operations they 
have p*crfDrmcd" (1965, pp. 101-J02). John Dewey advocated the 
same process. For him the ideal process of education is the experi-
ence of certain activities followed, by the »"relective revic!/ and 
summarizing" which yield "the net meanings which are the 
capital stock for dealing with future experiences" (1938, p. 87). 

Education .(for Dewey, for Bruner, for epistemically-inclined 
writing' teachers, and of .,ourse for many others) involves .norc 

'.than increasing the numjb.er of data that dilrect or vicarious experi-
• ences leads dne to know. No less importantly, education involves 
composing, language to connect one datum with another, one 
experience ".\||th an6ther. Thi<! establishes pattern^ by which one 
can m'ake sense of known dAta and in terms of-which one can 
discover new data as well. A typical epistemic writing assignment 
assumes with Dowey that all .-'teaching and learning (is} a contin-
uous process of reconstruction of experience" (p. 87). It directs 
students to follow the expcricnc. of composing witlj some "re-
flective review and summarizing" of what they have been doing. 

Many variations arc possible within this general form. Ih'e 
following "cpistcmif." assignments differ significantly in style and 
specific purpose,, and are drawn from very different ..ourses. 
Assignn<ent 2 of a sequence composed by Walker Gibson, pub-
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" lished in his" Seeing and Wrilitig (1974, p. 36), enacts iKe' typical 
Gibsoninn concern with "peeing": . '' , ' 

Look carefully at the ink blot (on tlie book's covci] for 
several minutp' What do you see there? Write out your inter-_ 
pretation so th. /our reader can sec what you sec. " ^ 

(Among the interpretations others have made pf this ink, blot 
arc: two statues, two birds pecking food, a flower, a butterfly, 
two pelicans facing each other.) . ^ 

^ow force .^ourslif to injike a different interpretation—a 
different "Vcading" of these shapes. Write out your new inter-
pretation as before. 

Of the several inter{>rctatiori$ now' before you-yours and 
those of the other oBservtrs-which one io you think is the best 
one? As y''̂  anuver that question, wha' uo ; ou mean by "best"? 

Assignment 9 of the sequence Wi'liarn Coles "describes in The 
Plural I (1978, p. 89) suggests Coles's interest in the composing of 
personal identity and his inclination [ "hichlie shares with Baird, 
1952) *b let students decide for themselves the perspective from 
which their "reflective review" will be made: 

"Come, there's no use in crying like that!" said Alice to 
herself rather sharply. "1 advise you to leave off this minute!" 
She generally gave herself very good advice (though she very 
seldom followed it), . . . (or this curious child was very fond of 
pretending to be two people: 

Lewis Carroll 
' ' \ Alice's Adve^tiires in WoyfSerland 

Describe ? situation in which you gave yourself what you con-
sider to be very good advice that you did not follow.. Who was 

, there? What was said and done? Did you pretend to be two 
people? Be sure to explain your answer 

(Coles intends th; multiple questions as heuristics', they need not 
'>c answered serially or even directly.) My own inclination is «.o 
•.lefinc a little more explicitly than Coles the larger issues that th<-
assignmciit's initi.d task raises. Hcie is Assignment 21 (the four- v, 
tcenth writing assignlnent) of'my expository writing course: 

Describe a block of Iowa City, creating in your essay the most 
admirable persona that you can (You define "admirable.") 

When you have finished, look back over yoiy essay and try to 
figure out the priijciple-of-sclection-ol details to-report that you 
had been following. (You may or may not have been fully con-
scious of the principle as you were composing.) 

Explain this principle and its rck»ti<inship, i any, to the 
qualit> of your persona. 

S^' 
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Then explain how you would reply to lomfone who accused 
you of having been a bad reporter, of having been so concerned ' 
with making yourself look good on paper that you weren't true' 
to external reality. 

My assignment ends with two requests for "rsflective review 
% and summarizing" that directly address the nature and significance 

of the composing process. Gibson's and Coles's Lnal questions do 
the same less directly, more subtly. Gibsoii invites students to 
confront the role of laj.guage in shaping v;hat we sec". "The .aim 
here," he expllii»5s, "is toxasta little healthy doubt on the assump-
tions wc make about what wc see and the Woild Out'There. Seeing 

> is be!ievii\g?" (l1)74, n. v). Coles mvites students to explore the 
reluionships of language and identity: "The question 'Did you 
pretend to bt two people?,' coming off the quotation from Carroll 
as it does , . . . seems to me to be-a suggestive way of inviting 
students to deal with the^aradox of n^ultiplicity in oneness as a 
writing problem*'(1978, p\ 86). 

Whatever the, nature and style of the; final question, it should 
have three o? the characteristics of thosr above. First, it should 
call for a generalization of Sf Tie sort, one proceeding from the 
writer's "leflectivc review" of his or her experience in addressing 
the writing task-- tfiat the first part of the .assignment .sets up. 
Secondly, the question ihould be directly relevant to the activity 
of composing with -words, so that in addressing it a student stands 
to learn something.about writing. Thirdly, it should be a real 
question, not" a phony one. It should have no single right answer 
that ihc teacher knows and the student is supposed to figure out 
or guess. While it may and perhaps should .direct students* thoughts 
in a certain general direction (e.g., the relationships among selcc; 
tion of d^ails, accuracy, and persona, in my assignment), it should 
allov^ and encourage students to make whatever particular dis-
coveries their intellects, inclinations, and experiences \\\ composing 

"lead them to. 
The assignments invite the student-writer to engage in the 

learning process according to Dewey's and Bruner's model. Ex-
actly what is taught, and what learned, depend on the writer a.% 
well as on the assignmt.. i. "Hence,"explains Baird (1952, p. 194), 
"our assignments are liko a scenario rather than a syllibus, an 
argument of a play rather than the play itself, and to be under-
stood a particular assignment should always be placed in tlie 
contest of a classroom . . . and read in terms of the student's 
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actual performance.... They are stimuli, spring boards, invita-
tions to stand on the e"dge of an abyss, bear traps, land mines, and 
often enough they don't work." 

An Assignment-Sequence y 

In <in epistemic coune, an assignment is part of a sequence of 
assignments that spiral around a central idea, progressing from 
relative simplicity to relative complexity of thought and ex-
pression. In an initial assignm^t, the students address a certaih 
issue related to the general theme of the sequence. ("Amateurism 
and professionalism" is the theme-of the sequence Coles describes 
in The Plural / ; "seeing and. writing" is the theme of Gibson's.) A 
subsequent assignment 'jrovides enough data and questions to 
complicate the issue in various ways, so that the students must 
reformulate their positions. Later assignments introduce new data, 
new questions, new perspectives. At increasingly sophisticated 
levels the students expand their ideas, refine thenvand make new 
connections between ojie idea or experience and another. Assign-
mentc elicit refining and reconnecting by their thematic related-
ncss, sometimes by their explicit directfSns ( " . . . Now go back 
and address the question posed by Assignment 2"), and often by 
their allusivcncss, one to another. 

One. sequence I have developed is the basis of an elective course 
in <;xpository writing taken mostly by sophpmores and juniors of 
fairly good fluency in written English. With only a little tinkering 
the sequence, like Coles's and'Gibson's, would be appropriate to 
students of greater or lesser skills. It comprises twenty-four 
assignments related to tht theme of "Good Prose." About sixteen 
of these call tor some out-oPclass wridng; the nuniber can be 
varied. As much ^ possible, I've made every assignment relevant 
to every other assignment, and I've underscored their relationships 
by making thehi highly allusive, one to another. But the spiral is" 
not perfectly seamless; the secuence cwi be seen £is having two 
parts. 

These parts, a dozen assignments each, are compltmentary. The 
first group prepares the way by addressing what may beVrong 
with ill-conceived, sloppy langya^e-using. The second- group 
addresses the positive, creative epistciViic aspects of language-using. 
We bcgm by addressing what I think is tl̂ e greatest obstacle to 
students' seeing writing as <t hicaningful activity, hence the greatest 
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obstacle to their writing we}!. This, is the habit of crdiiking cut 
svhat Coles calls "Themewriting": conglomerations of (at best) 
half-believed, half-true commonplaces and stock phrases, pro-
claimed without reservation, more or less well-organized and well-
punctuated (often less, but why care?), arranged in the shape of 
an essay. These safe and meaningless artifacts do nothing^for a 
readcir and even less for the writer. So long dg*students see their 
own writing as a trick to be pulled-a t.ick having little connection 
to the v/ritcr's personal thoughts, beliefs, and feelings—no real 
teaching of writing is lively to occur. 

While Themewriting (a.k.a. "Engfish," "Instant Prose," "Black 
Rot," "Dulness") is a problem recognized by writingteSthers of 
many persuasions, it looks especially bad from an epistemic 
point-of-view. What is wrong with such fakery, it seems to me,' is 
not only its expressive falsity, its rhetorical ineffectiveness, and 
often its formal inelegance: by representing the world and their 
experiences in easy language that they know is far inadequate, 
Thcmewritcrs forswear the possibility of learning anything from 
their composiug and even, risk misleading themselves (as false 
creeds may scjnd truer the more thay are recited) beginning the 
course by exaiuining "themewriting is a good way .o start talking 
about students' writing, to begin chipping away at an obstacle to 
good writing, to introdu'ce students to an epistemic view of 
composing, and to prepare the way for the more overtly epistemic 
assigiirncnts '.vhich follow. , " 

I begin by passing out and reading aloud a seven-page essay .on 
"The Philosophy and Structure of the Course." It explains', what 
the course will attempt to do and how it will attempt to' ^o it, 
and advises students of the importance of composing their} own 
connections between one assignment and another. It also urges 
the students to face squarely and to -..rrk at "coming to terms"T 
with any confusion or uncertainty they may feel in addressing 
the difficult and re:il questions each assignment poses. 

A'signmcnt 1 introduces the central therne of "good prose": 
You have elected to ;ake English 8\V: 10, presumably, in order 

to imocovc your 4i)ility to write good prose. Yet what is "good 
prose to one person ir.ay be "a waste of ink" to mother. 

Jn your opinion, as of this timt, what is "good pro. ;"? And 
what c-^actly is »; good for? 

And in youi vn opinion, ai of this time, what is "bad prose"? 
And wdat'i so bad about it, rc.-Uiy? 

Ad(liC»4 th-rse questions in wh,'>tcvcr way you C'^n make most 
mea.iingful. You wiU note that no UUimatc Ansv.er is being 
r-qucsted. (VVhy not, do /CM suppose?) 

SO 
\ 
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This assignment typically results in one or two essays, often 

from the students with the least-developed jvriting skills, that 
contain what look like some genuinely personal bpiniohs. Most of 
the essays will be hard-core Theme Writing, interchangeable imita-
tions of third-rate handbooks. Generally the essayists will fail to 
enact most of the rules they propound—a fact on which some 
class-discussions and later assignments can be ba^d. ("Descriptive, 
colorful words should be used," advised one typical essay, which 
used none.) The essayists' OWT̂  opinions, as of this time, will 
generally be that good prose "conveys" a writer's thoughts with 
correctness, conciseness,' and above all clarity. This foundation 
will be embellished with exhortations to add concluding para-
graphs, to avoid fragments, to get the reader involved, to make 
transitions clear, and above all to communicate. Bad prose will be 
defined as the opposite of good prose. 

Subsequent assignments in\ite students to reexamine these 
platitudes by asking them to c6nie to ternts with writing that 
obeys the prescriptions of clarity, correctness, transitions, and 
apparent conveyance of thoughts ,yct nonetheless is insipid or 
thoroughly unbelievable.. For in-class discussions rely at first 
mainly on essays from a previous class, changing to my students' 
own essays-reprinted anonymously, of course-when I find some 
with some praiseworthy spots. I introduce Themewriting as a 
concept by inviting students to compose some—and then to engage 
in som.e Dcu'eycsc[uc "rrflcctivc reviewing" of what such com-
posing entails. Assignment 4 paraphraijcs the basic contentions of 
the students' initial essays:. 

Compose a clear," wcll-organijcd, concise, grammatically 
correct essay one that efficiently conveys ideas to a reader— 
on the subject of a good education. Let each statement you 
make in this essay be true, more or less. Let this essay be in tlic 
fp/m flj^honincss th'at you may cali "bullshit" or "an English 
paper,'^Tform. that 1 prefer to call "Themewriting." Note that 
you are not asked to write ai ything that you actively believe to 
be false. 

Yoa mav (or nvay not) have composed 'such a document 
before. You may possibly even have been rcwartled in some way 
or other for doint^ so, (What would you say the rewards of such 
writing are, exactly? Your professor, incidentally, once received 
a brass plated trophy and some local fame in exchange for a 
(omposition entitled "Optiinism: Youth's .^lost valuable Asset." 
As you sec it. docs one stand to gain anything besides trophies by 
siH h wruint;^ Wliat do you think one stands to lose ') 

Wlien \i)u have roinplcted this css,i.y on a i;ood ediicition, 
please address the following questions: 
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1. Assuming you've followed all the instructions for writing your 
essay-and I can't imagine any reason you wouldn't be able to 
—would you call that work an instance of good prose? 

2. In your own opinion, as of this time, what is good prose? 
3. Complete the following definition so that it accurately de-

scribes your essay on education and similar works: 
"Themewriting: A sort of prose . . . " 

A little later, in Assignment 7, I invite students to ̂ compose a 
genuine essay, not a Thenicwritten one. It asks that they come to 
terms with why they are now here at this university. They must 
also explain why their account should be considered something 
other than Themewi;iting. Two or three of the essays I receive 
will be truly fine; most will be Themewriting in a mock-personal 
voice with â few specific details thrown in. Probably all of the 
writer^ wiir say that their essay is not themewriting because it 
is "personal" and because it makes specific statements, not just 
generalizations. 

Assignment 8, -̂̂ gun in class, complicates matters further by 
asking students to spend no more than ten minutes fleshing out 
with a few specifics a pair of mock-personal, fake essays on college 
life. For example: 

~> 
. , . . These [(a) hot-shot professors with their big reputations / 
(b) immature TA's] care toe much about 

' and not enough about . For 
example, in my " „ " class, ^ 

Not that a lot of the courses are worth taking in the first place. 
I mean, when you're majoring in , like I am, what 
earthly good do you get out of irrelevant and 
(adjective] (but required!) courses such as and 

31 

This essay's format is a conflation dcriv̂ ed from two or three 
actual essays received for Assignment 7, as is its mate's, which pro-
vides for & more positive approach: 

I came to the U. of I. because I want to major in . 
as preparation for a career as . Iowa may not be 
the best in the country in this field, but its program at least is 
highly regarded, . . . 

Actually, I like it here pretty well. Iowa is big enough 
, yet small enough •• 

.. I've gotten to meet a lot of people different from tho.e 
m my home town ( [name]) . . . 

m 
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In subsequer:t class periods w^'ll try this game with other pieces of 
student writing, good and bad. "Assignment 8 ends by inviting 
students to articulate, in writing, what conclusions they can make 
from their experiences in class, and to see what connections they 
can draw between these fill-in-the-blank representations of the 
wqdd (and of personal experience) and other representations they 
have seen or composed in the course. 

By mid-semester most students, often to their own surprise, 
will find themselves and their classmates using written language to 
create interesting and useful new orders out of their various per-
ceptions, experiences, and ideas. ThcmewTiting will not vanish, but 
it will decline substantially. No one will have found the Ultimate 
Answer to the question of what is good prose, but most of us will 
have discovered that writing can be more than fakery, can be more 
than avoiding mechanical errors, can even be a means of dis-
covering things one didn't know that one knew, or simply didn't 
know. 

The second half of the sequence; the final twelve assignments, is 
closely related to the first. Here students explore more directly the 
episteniic implications of language-using. We explore the^e not for 
the sake of gener^ knowledge—this is after all a course in compo-
sition, not m philosophy—but for the sake of understanding some 
of the activities that are involved in composing good prose. Here 
students confront issues such as what it means to name some-
thing; who determines "relevance" (Mother Nature? the individual 
language-ujer? someone else?); the basis on which a writer decides 
what phenomena and events to mention in a composit'">n, and 
what ones to ignore (and what difference it would make, deciding 
this one way rather than another); what the term "best" means, as 
in the best way of organizing material (see Gibson's Assignment 2, 
above); how such decision affect persona and apparent accuracy 
(see my Assignpient 21, above); and so on. 

Assignment 17, a sort of culmination of all that comes before 
and a'preparation for subsequent assignments, lays the ground-
work for examining the activities cf naming and of selecting. 

/ou have discovered that it is possible to tallt Intelligently 
about a piece of prose in a number of different ways: its degree 
of clarity, its degree of honesty, its freedom from error, its 
diction and syntax, what its writer may have learned in com-
posing It, what a reader might learn in reading it, the nature of 
the persona, the relationship of one's persona to one's self (as one 
likes to imagine it), the relationship of one's persona to the ideal 
self that one would like to become, what the essay invites the 
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reader to become, and of course—recall the essays on A Good 
Education—the relationship of the writer's representation of 
reality to reality-as-the-reader-understands-it. Eleven ways, at 
least. 

Here are two essays. Talk about them (on paper) in the way(s) 
that seem most profitable to you. Afterwards, discuss any con-
nections you might see between your way(s) and the others. 

(J) A young woman, about twenty-five, sits on a red-white-
- and-blue bench, eating a sandwich on rye bread, oblivious to tiie 

roaring and fuming buses on Clinton Street. She is wfearing siarf 
around her neck, just a hint of makeup and lipstick, and (despite 
the chill of the afternoon) a short, thin dress, Hershey-bar brown. 
Next to,her sit a paper lunch bag and a copy of Arnold's Culture • 
and Anarchy. She gently bites into the sandwich and curls her 
legs up beneath her. ' 

(2) A girl sits on a dirty wooden ben;h in the cold afternoon, 
eating a baloney sandwich.'She is about twenty-five, thin, with 
frizzy hair, not much makeup, and wearing an inexpensive dress. 

. Her hair and dress are the same shade of dull br»wn. A bus roars 
by, filthy, dirty, also colored dull brown. The girl dtosses her thin 
legs and bites into the baloney. 

In the next few assignments students describe the "world" and 
the persona each of these paragraphs create ihcy attempt sub-
stantially different descriptions of the same scene by selecting 
other combinations of details to report. They can then explore (as 
in Assignment 21) what the concept of "accuracy" in writing may 
or n'ay not m*ean, focus directly on the activiiy of naming some-
thing, and con- '̂der what happens when something is named one 
way rather than another. Here is Assignment 23: 

And no matter what phenomena you select to report, you'vi 
got to name them. Think back to the lady on the bench. Consider 
these issues: 

^ Is she a young woman or a girl (or a lady)? 
Is her dress dull brown or Hershey-bar brown? 
How about that proteinaceous object in her hand: is it a 
sandwich on rye bread or is it a baloney sandwich? 

Then explain what you mean, exactly, when you use the verb, 
"is." 

The final assignment begins with two quotations from Dewey: 
"Teaching and learning [arcj a continuous process of recon-
struction ol experience" and, "The value of an experience can be 
judged only on the ground of what it moves toward and into." It 
asks students to review the materials they've encountered and the 
experiences they've undergone in the course, to reflect upon them, 
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and then to assess, in writing, what they've managed to teach, 
thcfnselves about writing. Finally, it asks students to speculate on 
the uses they might make, in the near future, of what they have 
learned. 

The Rhetoric of Epistemic Teaching 

A well-constructed epistemic course is not only theoretically 
sound: it works in practice. That is to say, the writing of most 
students improves in many ways over the semester—improves at 

" least moderately and in many cases substantially. Yet it would be 
foolish to suggest that epistemic pedagogy is the profession's sole 
and last hope for solving the problem of student illiteracy, or to 
suggest that an epistemic perspective yields a full and perfect view 
of the field of human discourse. The approach is not without its 
limitations. 

Its most substantial limitation may be the relatively small 
amount of attention it is able Vo pay to the rhetorical aspects of 
composing, to writing as persuasive communicating. The right-
hand side of the communications triangle, the side that contains 
"READER," is dealt with much less thoroughly than the left. To 
be sure, an'spistemic course is not arhetorical. Students do address 
their writing to an audience (their professor and classmates) and 
do respond as an audience to their classmates' writing. Yet it is 
true that the emphasis is principally on what writing can do for 
the writer. 

But it must be remembered that the epistemic approach is not 
the only one students will ever have taken. Before most students 
spend fifteen weeks or so in an epistemic course they will -hfave 
spent perhap"> twelve years in courses based on the assumption 
that writing is only communication—or, perhaps more accurately, 
mainly communication, partly the obeying of seemingly arbitrary 
and seemingly meaningless rules,~and partly the romantic or 
thcrcapcutic expressing of person;d thoughts and feelings. "Good" 
and "average" students come to college, already knowing, though 
not dways enacting, most of the basic techniques 6f effective 
communication; they come already knowing most of the rules, 
including some their professors will never have dreamed of. Some 
come already "knowing," alas, that it's the (allegedly preexisUng) 
thought or the thing, not the, verbal expression, that's important. 
What students don't know is that they are able to and ought to 
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compose words that have some real importance, some real 
meaning to themselves and others. And they don't know why they 
should bother to try to write honestly, let alone why they should 
spend the real effort it takes to write really well. 

I would suggest, then, four reasons why a w.-U-dcsigned epi-
stemic course is likely to make a substantial improvement in 
students' writing. It is pcdagogically sound. It makes available 
insights that are useful and important. It balances somewhat the 
excessively formal and rhetorical orientation to writing that 
students have acquired. And finally, and ironically,, it's good 
jhetoric for persuading our student audience to take the activity 
of writing seriously. By way of enabling students to see their 
writing as having a real • connection''to their knowledge, their 
freedom, and their selves, an epistemic course addresses the most 
crucial question about writing that students will ask: "Why 
bother?" 
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6 Basic Writing: 
First Days' Thoughts on 
Process and Detail 

Harvey S. Wiener 
CUNY LaGuardia 

Right from •he start—in the "remedial" or "developmental" 
course offered to college students—beginners at writing need 
everything all at once, all the skills in language, form, and struc-
ture that each task demands. Yet instructors of beginners know 
that to try to teach everything at once is to be stuck in a quagmire 
of good intentions. Like a piece of good writing, the basic coui-se 
needs a design thatfis clear and logical; and that means that'teach-
crs must map out ane journey to competence (though there might 
be many) by stanung somewhere, by ending somewhere else, by 
putting some th^irtg^nand leaving some things out, and by decid-
ing bn an order of in^i?htion. 

In this chapter I will deal with beginnings, for writers just 
starting out in any rigorous way, and for the teachers just starting 
ouf to teach them. Few of the sti'ategics I will name are original 
with mc-cxperienccd teachers move quickly into the same terri-
tories—but I hope to afchicvc several goals by their treatment here. 
Simply by stating these strategies I want to suggest first days' 
thoughts for the teacher new to the still largely uncharted regions 
of instructing beginners. Also, I want to propose with specific exer-
cises ways to .achieve those early goals of instruction. Further, and 
although this will challenge some stubborn classroom practices, I 
aihn to point out what to omit from the business of the first days 
in class. 

But first consider briefly the kind of student sitting in basic 
writing courses these days. Mina Shaughncssy in Errors and 
Expectations, defined V/ith scaring models the range of.idiosyn-
cracies among Open Admissions writers, adding to the writing 
teacher's vocabulary the indispensable phrase "Basic Writer" 
(BW). Shauglmcssy's remarkable book rebuked forever the long-
standing concept of "bonchead English" and redrew lin^s for 
respectable courses in writing for the unprepared. For Shaugh-
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nessy, BW names the student \ hos e writing shocks through 
unpredictable error, through twisted, opaque prose. Yet the BW 
is a student with a logical mind and with reserves of talent for 
learning. 

Although institutions across the country that draw large Open 
Admissions audiences arc concerned with writers similar to these— 
in degree, if not exactly in kind—the basic skills classroom is 
by no rfaeans peopled only with students labeled as BW's. Shaugh-
nessy (1976, p.' 137) herself, with typical insight, wrote: "One 

-school's remedial student may be another's regular or even ad-
vanced freshman." That remark, if anything, is more true now as, 
in a new decade, the "back-to-basics" movement continues to 
dominate education. The student body is defined by diversity, 
of course, because in an independent national college and univer-
sity system, each institution sets its own standards for college 
literacy, and these are defined by faculty, by students, and by the 
needs of the community. 

In this light, the term beginning writer is preferable to basic 
writer. By beginners, I mean those just starting out to learn about 
writing in any serious way. My term covers Shaughnessy's BW's, 
certainly; but it also covers writers on campuses like Brown and 

•Penn State and Stanford and Wisconsin, writers without the range 
and depth of piroblems noted at the 6ity University of New York 
and other schools with widely varied student populations, yet 
writers not viewed as ready for the .freshman English course on 
their campuses. 

One of the initial tasks for the instructor of beginning writers 
is to oversee investigation into the process of writing. Beginners 
need help in visualizing and in experiencing the stages of crea'.lon 
from the moment a task for writing is defined until the moment 
the writer submits finished pages for someone to read. This con-
cept of"»tages is essential for the novice, for whom a word or a 
sentence set down upon a page with appropriate agony is sacro-
sanct. As Shaughnessy (1977) points out, the beginner thinks only 
am(tleurs—nc\cT the accomplished writers—change things. Thus, 
much early work must deal with talk and demonstration of how^ 
writers behave. 

Beginning with the Process 

Beginners need to consider these various stages of writing: 

r j"; 
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getting an idea to write about (This sometimes means starting 
from scratch and identifying and narrowing a topic of the 
writer's own choice and interest; or, it at other times means 

" limiting a topic within the framework of a class assignment.) 
detenriining how to support the idea; whether the writer has-
sufficient resource, to develop it and if not, where to turn for' 
detail ' • ' . 
getting ihe thought down and changing it as it refines itself; 
adding ideas, combining ideas, ripping open sentences at the 
beginniftg; in the middle, and at the end in productive explo-
ratioiv * 
preparing the thought for someone else to read 

Discussion with the class of the steps v/riters take to carry out'a 
task will reveal a range of surprising misconceptions. "Based on. 
your past experience with courses in school," I always say on the 
first -^ays, "tell everything you usually do from the time you get a 
writing assignment until the time you actually hand it in for 
someone to read." As discussion ensues, I corroborate or question 
assumptions that arise, and I ask for more informatiop. 

"You mean you start writing as soon as you sit down at the 
kitchen-table? What do other people in the class do?" 

"You start writing sentences immediately? I start by making,a 
list of everything I can'think of." 

"What do you do if you get writer's block?" 
"What kind of paper and pencil do you use? Do they matter to 

you? I must use long yellow sheets and pencUs. Some people work 
at their rough drafts at the typewriter, but I can't." ,̂  

Though the work habits revealed in these"Conversatlipns often 
make me weak-kneed, I try to honor the subjective responses to 
this talk of process by acknowledging strong points offered by 
one student and then another, and by steering the discussion so 
that, ultimately, I have touched upo.n the various stages in any • 
written effort. I am not establishing rules here—conditions vary for 
every task and with every individual—but I am laying out possibi-
lities, increasing awareness. Since process is our theme throughout 
the semester, there will be lots of opportunities for adjustment 
and expansion of the concept. At the outset though,. I want to 
impress the class with the idea that despite wide differences, most 
writers go at their tasks in definable ways. , 

For the most productive 'instruction in the writing process, 
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Students need to see what alvriter's work looks like at as many 
stages as possible. That's why it's important for a writing teacher 
to see himself or herself as a teaching writer, willing to share 
effort and criticism. Those who have produced articles or books 
need to put them on display. I bring my own haphazard jottings 
and outlines to class or I duplicate the pages of a rough draft from 
my own last written piece and show it to my students. If ^t's been 
published, I produce copyedited pages, galley or page proofs, final 
products.-..^ 

Litde will impress students more than a pock-marked sheet of 
their teacher's, own rough drafts scarred with erasures and cross-
outs, with thcMoops and' arrows 9II writers use to excavate their 
territory. I lool^with the class line by line at the starts and stops 
on a rough draft of my own or of some other writer, at the choices 
and rejected phrases, at the insertions and excisions. I ask students 
why they think the writer did what he did on each line and if 
there is a change they might make had they written the piece. 
Ahother good idea in this vein is to find a page of rough dr: It 
fr'om a well-known, writer. Whether it's a Keats ode, a stanza from 
ERot, a page from Dickens, a sheet of Lennon's music, I try to 
show how tentative and exploratory arc a writer's thoughts when 

. they reach a page for the first time. 
Recent attention to prewriting as an essential area of instruction 

insists, all for the good certainly, that a writer leam the sundry if 
often desperate options for stimulating, dislodging, tracking, and 
developing ideas as he sits alone at the desk amid the anguish of 
solitary creation. First days' instruction must call attention to 
those options and must investigate them. Beginners need to know, 

J of course, abouc thinking through a topic, about getting up from 
the chair and wandering about if the idea does not come quickly. 
All writers first think, about their subjects before doing anything 
else. If that s^ms too obvious a point, it is not ob\rtous to begin-
ners who tend to see a writer's spill of words onto the page as 
magical, inspired, and not at all rooted in careful thought. Thus, 

J the thoughts and their pains, the sudden flashes and their inter-
mittent pleasures are states in the writing process tiiat must be 
identified for the beginner. Also, those helpful techniques in 
exploring and developing topics for writing—free association, 
brainstorming, timed writing, subject trees, scratch or detailed 
outlines—demand attention too. 

Both before they- write and while they write, experienced writers 
advance through prewriting and draft stages at least partially by 
means of some internal dialogue about their intended thought, 
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about what reveals itself in ink, and about how intention modifies 
and is modified-by the written statement. But that is a conversa-
tion beginning writers have rarely practiced. Good instruction, 
therefore, insists on doing out loud in class what a practiced , 
writer does quietly at home by hiniself. Instruction in prewriting 
should attend to external models of awaittng, to private discus-
sions about writing and its process, and to models students can 
internalize as essential parts of their ov«i procedure. Eventually,, 
guided practice in the informal collection of ideas can move 
towards the lists or clusters or outlines from which the rough and 
subsequent drafts grow. ' , . 

Predictably, this attention puts a high premium upon class-
room discussion as an essential element in early writing assign-
mentsljpr beginners. Students need to share experiences which 
might lead to an effective written piece; and students need to 
listen to what others in the room say as they grapple with the 
activity, as they look for and evaluate elements of idea and detail. 

For writers to take full advantage of class discussion, each as-
signment must be crystalline in its requirements. Until much later 
on in the writer's development, I refrain from assigning the kind of 
open-ended task that allows completely free range of topic selec-
tion. Though it may seem thoughtful to lay a world of choices at 
the student's fee* I have found that only carefuHy defined and 
structured writing assignments (with lots of opportunity for 
creative activity within those structures) allow incremental learn-
ing that can build upon prior achievement and that cafi be mea-
sured, even if only modestly. The more time spent, therefore, in 
thinking instructions through, in laying out exactiy what students 
must do, the better^the results on an assignment. 

Once instructions state expectations precisely, the assignment 
is ready for class discussion. Let's" assume that the assignn^ent is 
description, that the students will describe a place, and that some 
generalization must control' the details offered in support of the 
topic. Now the class can talk the exercise through. One approach 
I often use is to put on the chalkboard oil overhead projector a 
list of incomplete sentences that either suggest some opinion 
about a place or that encourage the student to oUtxsome opinion 
about it. Here are some possibilities. 

The noisiest place I know I s , . . 
A summer place I lemember most i s . . . 
A room that always scared me was . . . 
My brother's (sister's) room is . , . 
My supermarket i s . . . 
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With a list of at least ten like these I allow some thinking time; 
and then I go around the room, asking each student to select any 
sentence and to complet? it aloud« After each response I en-
courage students to explain, extracting detail as I question or— 
better still—as other students in the class question. 

"Why do you say your son's room is messy?" • -
"Things are all over the place." 

. "What kinds of things?" 
"Oh, a baseball glove and some marbles." 
"Just where are they?" 
"On the floor near his bed." 
"If you were writing about that, what colors and sounds iriight 

you add to help someone know the room?" 
Having introduced the need for sensory diction, I ask students 

in the class to help out by suggesting possibilities for concrete-
hess and visual language. As many students as possible in a session 
should be" called on to offer a few sentences cf detail. Eveiy 
member of the class should speak about the assignment in some 
way. Although many of the students will not write about the .sub-
ject they have discussed, they do collect ideas from one another; 
they listen to others coming to grips with the exercise; they dis-
cover ways to expand ideas through questioning. It should be 
made clear that the students will be expected, to do all this on 
their own when they grapple in solitude with a writing task. 

This kind of classroom discussion is, of course, only one model. 
I might simply say, "This week's assignment is the description of a 
place, one that is particularly lively, one that has some meaning or 
importance to you. Let's talk about places in your lives tljat might 
fit into this category. You might think of a kitchen, your bed-
room, a library. Let's have some people in the class talk about 
places of meanmg in their lives." Here, too, students talk, and I 
encourage and raise questions. "Why do you name your kitchen? 
Show \vith words what kind of place it is. What colors are the 
wallj? -Arc there curtains? What docs the table look like? What 
noises would I hear if I were in your kitchen? What one word 
wouM you use to give your overall impression of the place?" 
Here, impression and evidence, generality and detail, proceed 
together, interacting and refining each other as the student sp/aks 
and the rest of the class listens. i 

To encourage more independent discussion, I divide the class 
into groups of three or four. Tlien I give clear directions: "Each 
person will describe some important, unforgettable place to the 
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rest of the people in the group. One person as secretary will take 
notes as others talk; the rest of the group will ask questions which 
will lead to sharp sensory pictures. Yoj^ might want to ask about 
location, color, sound, action, people. Don't take more than a 
couple of minutes with each speaker. After each group is finished, 
the secretary will describe briefly what was said for the rest of 
.the class. And we'll all listen-for the clearest description." 

These are only suggestions; the point is to bring the class to 
such a pitch of interest and excitement about the topic throu^ 
sharing ideas that these ideas will spill over onto a page once 
formal writing begins, A second point, of course, is to supervise 
activities—thinking through the topic, asking questions about it, 
searching for detail, weighing the validity of a generalization—that 
the inexperienced writer can practice alone before writing. >• 

Another essential exercise in prewriting for beginners is examin- [^ 
ing and analyzing gtudent essays written in response to the assign-
ment by others in the past. After explaining aii essay and after 
supervising class discussion, an instructor can provide •hrough stu-
dent models tangible examples of writing that meets the goals 
for the'activity. But the examination of models must be more 
than someone reading and others merely listeninlg, with benign 
but superficial and unconstructive comments afterwards. When 
considering a model, students must be clear about why they are 
considering it. Pointed questions asked beforfchand can direct 
concentration: "Listen to this description ^y Lawrence Skibicki. 
Afterwards, be prepare<i to answer these questions: What is,the 
topic statement? Which sensory appeal to sound did you find 
most original? What transitions help the reader move from thought 
to thought?" Without asking too many questions, instructors can 
focus upon important concerns awaiting the writer on the essay 
assignment. 

For beginning writers, models from students, as opposed to • 
professionals, have special value. A favorite among teachers, 
perhaps, the professional model is at tilnes^more a threat than an 
opportunity for emulation. Models by students say something 
important to the novice:' "Here is a piece written a while back by 
someone in a class like thi" one. It may be better than your a 
writuig now, but it's not something you cannot reach if you apply 
•the principles we've been discussing." 

I have concentrated so far upon two important dimensions of 
the writing process. First, I have pointed to the kind of exposure 
to prewriting strategics required by beginners on the first day or 
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two of the course. That exposure includes the various stages 
through which writing generally proceeds and the various pre-
writing options available for vvriters to stimulate invention and the 
successive production 'of drafts. I have also proposed that pre-
writing for early assignments should involve active discussion as 
models for dialogues beginners can internalize .and ^an use when 

'*'tliey face a writing challenge unassisted. In a sense this second 
suggestion ^ets me a bit ahead of myself. Before offering formal 
essay exercises, a course for beginners should deal with some 
critical skills in language. I want.neither to neglect them nor to set 

_ them out of place. 
Most teachers assert the priority of language skills right from 

the start of the term. Unfortunately, however, in an attempt to 
help beginners develop competence and faciUty with language 
many.beginning instructors attend to correctness as the first and 
major task. They turn exclusively and almost by instinct to inten-
sive work in grammar and the structure of language. Starting the 
term off 'with instruction in parts of speecn, followed by drill 
aimed at error, is wrong for,many reasons but especially because it 
is a miscue. It says that the first order of business in learning to 
write is building a command over systems for describing and using 
language instead of building a command over language itself. 
Basic'writing courses I have examined on many campuses are still 
dark forests of nouns and verbs and adjective clauses,. with stu-
dents as hunters circling the prey and fixing it with names. This is 
true despite the generaJ and longstanding disfavor of such ap-
proaches among theoreticians in writing instruction. Erika Linde-
mann ia a fine book soon to be published by Oxford University-
Press sums it up crisply: 

We cannc/t improve our student's writing abilities if wc focus 
exclusively- on the code, on grammar or on ihe surface features of 
the written product Students who cannot find anything to say, 
even though they write not the first misspelled word, can be as 
ineffective as communicators as students who have brilliant ideas 
But ignore the reader's need to have them presented in reasonably 
punctuated sentences. 

Details 

For effective communication, students should wor'' closer to the 
writer's craft by focusing as soon as possible upon the nature and 
invention of precise language and detail instead of upon labeling 
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subjects, veitis, and objects. Few skills demanded from writers are 
as important as skill m the use of detail. To expand an observation 
by means of concrete diction is one of the hallmarks of clear, 
persuasive writing; and the absence of specific detail can easily 
brand a written effort as superficial. 

Though instruction in the use of detail is important for all stu-
dents, teaching novice writers about it is a special challenge. 
Students must, of coune, leam to marshal evidence in support of 
an idea. But they must first leam how to constmct that evidence 
with language, how to turn perception, idea, and observation into 
words, how to use words to convey exactly the information the 
writer wish;s them to convey. Beginners must also expand an 
often limited supply of language suitable for standard expression, 
if they arc to report accurately the sensory data the mind and 
body program instinctively. Instruction in detail starts on the most 
basic levels of language awareness, vocabulary acquisition and shar-
ing. Classroom activities need to focus upon words as carriers of 
precise information. 

Because the beginner's main disadvantages in vocabulary are 
both inability to remember forms and definitions of words and 
a lack of judgment in using words appropriately, Shaughnessy 
(1977) suggests three kinds of learning when Xhe student ap-
proaches vocabulary: learning about words, learning words, 
learning a sensitivity to words. • ^ 

It is in her last category where I believe early course instructi^ 
. is essential and where it lays a foundation upon which a tcnn's 
program can build productively. Teachers cannot work too soon 
nor, too much with, for example, the notions of general and 
specific langjuage, in order to give students a feel for the range.of 
meanings words -allow. A study of groups that move from general 
to specific is highly productive: / 

1. food 1. plant 
* 2. meat ^ 2. herb ^ 

3. fteak 3. flower 
4. sirloin 4. tulip 

How do meanings change from 1 to 2 to 3 to 4? What advantages 
serve a writer using 4 i. stead of 1, 2, or 3? Students should 
examine lists of words, supplyq^g specific ones for general ones, 
arranging them in their order of specificity. 

Along with distinctions in language specificity, beginners also 
need an undetstandin'g of denotation and connotation; by sub-
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stittfttS^ for a key word in a sentence another with similar defi-
' nition but with different connotation, instructors can offer 

illustrations: 
The doctor treated my mother. 
The physician treated my mother.. 
The specialist treated my mother. ^ 

How does the meaning of the sentences vary with the change in 
word? ^^ . ^ - - " ^ 

With the need established for specific language and for aware-
ness of shades of meaning, the beginner's attentiota should turn to 
cojjcrete sensory language and imagery. ProBing the close-by 
physical environment first, beginners must learn, as a starting 
point for control over detail, how to generate language that evokes 
the senses. Teachers must explain the v;ay the mind acquires data 
through the senses and the way a good writer attempts to turn 
his perceptions into language that arouses the reader's imagina-
tion. This calls for a review of the storehouse of words that name 
sensations: hot, rough, bumpy for touch',smoky, sweet, dusty for 
smell; verbs like clatter, thud and whisper fov sound; or plunge, 
hobble, creep for actions—and innumerable others. Beginners will 
see easily how colors establish immediate visual recognition, how 
words for sounds fill the language*. Lists 6f seqse words orgeuiized 
into appropriate categories help expand working vocabulary. 

Once writers investigate and experiment with sensory language 
they need to develop skill at imagery, the sustained sensory 
pictures that capture time. A good beginning asks students to 
compare words with images of different levels of concretcness, at 
first without attention to complete sentences: 

1. a car 
2. a green ForiJ , 
3. a green Ford rattling to a stop 

How has the writer in 3 achieved a higher level of concreteness 
than in 1 or 2? What word in 3 adds color? Which adds sound? 
What words could the class substitute for the color word, the 
sound word, even for the highly specific noun? Expafriment with 
turning the image in 3 into sentences thatNpaint ev^n more exact 
pictures: \ > 

4. At dawn a rattling green Ford sputtered through the snow on 
High Street. 

5. At a'red light on "Broadway and Eighth, a rattling green Ford 
screeched to a halt last night. 
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Which do readers prefer—3j 4, or 5? Why? What details in 4 and ^ 
5 create different pictures despite similarity of subjects? 

Students can suggest their own images for familiar-objects and 
can then build those images into full sentences. (H>.re is a means 
of assessing early on the classes sentence sense without a form^ 
lesson in grammar.) When building sentences, students should 
draw upon the lists of sense words. Verbs that state specific 
actions are of particular value in these activities. After examining 
sentences with vague verbs like walk and is students can substitute 
strong verbs that name actions clearly. Another productive exer-
cise asks the class to examine a short paragraph alive with sensory * 
language but with all' the sense v̂ Jprds removed, blanks in their 
•places. Under each blank a word Uke sound or color or touch 
signals the kind of sensory appeal the writer aimed for; students 
then insert their own words. Afterwards jhe two samples—stu-
dent's and original—laid side by side provide valuable insights 
into word choice and individual creativity. 

After exploration and practice of sensory language some begin-
ners develop problems with overmodification. Frequently a 
student learning about sensory language will fill his prose with 
adjectives. How could.the class change this—The tall, thin-legged, 
nervous^ red-haired woman rushed away—so that the adjectives do 
not cluster before the noun? Sometimes a different, more expan- * 
sive, structure provides flexibihty; sometimes a more specific 
noun will do it. An alternative like this one might better serve the., 
writer: As the wind blew her red hair, a tall woman rushed away 
nervously, her thin legs wobbling. Practice likd this in converting 
the smothered-noun image lays foundations for later activities in 
sentence expansion and embedding, foundations that require no 
extensive grammatical brickwork. ^ 

Often efforts at infagery provide modifiers with few pictorial 
qualities. No matter how clear the instructions, writers learning 
about detail £.re,pften more apt to tell than to describe. As a 
result, work in distinguishing differences in phrases like these is 
essential: 

1. a cute girl with^a pleasadt smile 
2. a blonde gill with freckles and within open-mouthed smUe 

Though cute and pleasant aim for pictures, they miss the mark.. 
The image they are intended to draw is not yet transformed from 
the writer's mind into visual language. Just what does cute mean 
to members of the class? Pleasant? Registering those words, would 
student's minds have called up the same images that appear in 2? 
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Almost certainly not, and that provides another essential key to 
the craft of the writer: unless he or she describes an observatioif'^ 
precisely^ adjectives that interpret can frequently set a reader's 
resultant images at odds with the writer's. Only by inference from 
the verbal picture should a reader Inbw that a child is cute or that 
her smile is picasaht. 

• As if excessive use of interpretive adjectives were not problem 
enough, the beginning writer's supply of tHose adjectives is sorely 
limited to a grouf) noted for their vagueness: good, nice, cute, bad, 
hi^er, lower, less,- worse, many, a lot, much, hard, easy. By means 
of exercises in word options, in careful observation, and in the 
recording of observed phenomenfa through sehsory' language, 
students can develop a trust in their own sensory perceptions. 
The writing of clear, precise images is the heart of the matter, of 
course. It is a skill that most students can learn, even if they dem- . 
onstrate their skills only intermittentiy at first. Once secure in 
the construction of sensory detail, students can then learrt to 
control it in a paragraph or an essay, eliminating images' that do 
not'pertain to an established generalization. 

Not always, but often in the beginner's movement toward 
command over concrete diction there follows a sequence starting 

-with opinions not substantiated by detail, to opinions backed up 
with details that are really editorial, to, finally, opinions rooted 
in original observation. Despite* a student's ability to write images 
in classroom •:xercises, learning to incgrporate imagery as an 
element of supporting' detail is a slow process. A set of sentences 
like 1, 2, and 3 following, for example, can help to encourage 
expansion: 

1. The city has many problems. One problem is the bad trans-
portation. It's terrible. Another problem is sanitatipn . . . . 

While keeping in mind what has been learned about specific lan-
.guage, supporting detail, and imagery, the student, revising, gener-
ates sentences such as the following which seem to meet the 
request for detail: 

2. The city has many problems. One problem is the subways. The 
trains are dirty and unpleasant. The floors are filthy. Another 
problem i s . . . 

Now that's an improvement. Naming iubway and trains, the vmter 
moves into the territory of concreteness. Dirty, filthy, unpleas-
ant—siihough they are too general to evoke a picture and are 
examples more of telling than of showing—take the writer some-
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what beyond the realm of unsupported assertion that appears in 1. 
Still, no clear details draw the reader into the writer's mind. 
Review, more work on expanding/pictures with sense words, 
repealed instructions to individualize a scefte can in time yield 
sentences li^c 3 following, much more consistent with the goals of 
writing rich in supporting detail: 

3. The city has many problems. One problem is The subways, 
which are dirty and unpleasant. Yesterday on the Flushing local 
cigarette butts and crumpled pages of The Daily News lay «very-

_ where. Streaks of black and yellow paint covered the windows. 
On the only empty scat iit the car sat a paper bag wet from cola 
that dripped to a brown puddle on the floor. 

It takes a while to bring a beginning writer as far as the few 
consecutive sentences in 3. But to view those in 2 as" a good 
enough end point for achievement is no service to the beginning 
writer. True, there is an attempt at presenting sensory data; but 
it is too insubstaiitial to be accepted as a finished effort.' 

After instruction in the writing process and in the use of detail, 
tike course can proceed to the traditional rhetorical mode, starting 
with paragraphs or description and narratioii. Throu^ou. the 
course writers will work towards developing their skills in the use 
of detail. As they learn to convey observations in the language of 
sound, color, action, smell, taste, and touch, students can move to 
a higher and higher level of- concreteness. As instruction develops, 
they can learn to offer other kinds of details—statistics, cases, and 
other forms of reliable testimony—but these skills arc often hard 
to treat adequately withm the initial course given the ran^e of 
skills that need developing. 

For beginners, then—for teacher and student—process and 
detail are springboards for reliable,development during the course. 
These basic elements heed investigation before anything else, 
certainly before issues of correctness demand attention. It is only 
when beginning writers are convinced that they have something 
meaningful to say and that they can develop • their sentences 
through a scries of exploratory stages—only then do efforts wit' 
the conventions of written language sound a responsive chord 
.among students just learning to take writing seriously. 

Portions of this essay will appear in The Writing Room: A Resource Book 
for Teachers of English, New York: Oxford University Press, forthcoming. 
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7 The Writing Conferience: 
A. One-to-One Conversation 

Tliomas A. Carnic^lli 
University of New Hampshire 

The conference method of teaching' writing has become increas-
ingly known and accepted ia recent years. A conference may be as 
short as thirty seconds, or as long as the two parties wish to talk. 

• It may be held in a comer of a*cJassroom, in a hallway, or cafe-
teria, It may be conducted by telephone. But all the forms have 
thi. same essential feature:' only two parties, a teacher and a 
student, not a teacher and a class. The conversation between these 
two parties, rather than statements or written comments by only 
one, is the strength oi the conference method. • 

The conference method is regularly discussed at conferences 
and workshops and in the professional .literature, where testi-
monials to its effectiveness have become quite common. Rather 

• than sin^ply adding my own testimony to the list, I've sought to 
provide evidence from a new, and perhaps more objective, source. 
I've collected thf opinions of" the other parties An the writing 
conference, the students themselves. 

The Freshnlan English program at the University of New Hamp-
shire'has relied on the conference method for the past eight years. 
Each student has a weekly, or b1-Mjce''ly, conference thro -'hout a 
fifteen-week semester. At 'the end of the semester, each course 
section is evaluated by the students- on a form which reqyires" 
detailed written comments, not mere check marks. In preparing • 
this chapter, I have read all the student comments from the 
linety-two section^ offered in the 1977-8 academic year. Sintc an 
average of twenty out of the twenty-Six students per section 
actually filled out the form, I have examined approximately 1,800 
student responses to conference teaching. This sample was more 
than large enough'to provide a clear and consistent picture. I did 
not perform a statistical analysis of this material, but simply 

'-feeorded typical and recurring comments. To compensate for my 
own bias, 1 made a special effort to record any negative comments. 
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Negatii'e comments were, however, comparatively rare. Tne 
great majority of the students liked the conference method, and 
felt they had Jcamed a great deal from it. These student com-
ments, both positive and negative, provide uhusually cleau: insights 
into why the conference method works^and how it can be used to 
best advantage. To supplement the discussion of the student 
responses to conference teaching, I present a transcript of a fairly 
typical student conference—one which resulted in a satisfactory 
paper. Lest this example of conference teaching seem "too good 
to be true," I dlso present a transcript and analysis of a New 
Hampshire conference that failed. Conferences are not a panacea. 
Conference teachers fail every day, just like any other kind of 
teacher. Yet our failures can be as instructive as our successes. 

A Definition of the Conference Method 

L's impossible to discuss the individual conference in isolation. 
Conferences are parts of courses; tliey work "better in some types 
of courses than in others. When I refer to the conference method, 
I mean the use of conferences within a course based on certain 

. teaching principles. These principles are essential to the most 
effective use, of the conference itself. 

The first principle is that writing should be taught as a process. 
For my purpose here, I'll simply use the well-known defi.hition of 
the writing process as three stages: prewriting, writing, and re-
writing. Traditional writing instiaction usually stresses only the 
wril.ng stage: the student is given a topic and writes a first draft; 
the teacher gradds the draft, then assigns another topic. There is 
little or no time for prewriting or rewriting. Only the paper, the 
product, receives the teaciier's attention. Teachers who use a 
process approach stress all three stages, with special emphasis' on 
tlic third. In a process approach, ..tudent papers are treated as 
drafts, as papcrs-in-process. Revisions arc counted as new papers, 
and students are encouraged to work on the^same paper for several 
weeks, rather than being forced to drop a promising subject and 
dig up a new one. Weekly papers are not graded. Grading is done 
at the end of the semester, and is based on several revised papers 
of the student's own choice. 

Conferences arc cspceijilly effective in a process approach be-
cause they occur when the student needs and appreciates,the 
teacher's h<flp. If the student "can't think of anything to write 
about," a prewriting conference can help identify some promising 
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subjects. If the studenthas found a decent subject but has wrjtten 
a dead-end draft, a conference can suggest new questions to ask, 
new possibilities to explore. Students are highly receptive to help 
in rtiid-process because it responds to problems they have actually 
encountered, not ones they may possibly encounter, and it allows 
then) to work on those' problems before submitting the paper for a 
grade. A conference in mid-process is immediately useful. In 
contrast, a confer'-nce after a paper has been graded is an autopsy; 
it dwells on past »^ilures, not future possibilities, and it provides 
advice to be used in some nebulous "next time." A student sjtting 
there staring at a poor grade, will not be very receptive to that 
advice, may not even hear it. Conferences after grading may have 
some value, but only in a process approach can the full value of 
the conference be realized. ^ 

Even if a conference is offered at the right time in the writing 
process, it may not be effective if the teacher does not follow the 
second essential teaching principle: "First thipgs first." A con-
ference teacher must have a reasonable set of teaching priorities in 
responding to student papers. A student's first draft is likely to 
have a multitude of problems., everything from confused ideas to 
comma splices. If the teacher tries to address all of them in ;; single 
conference, the student will end up confused and discouraged. The 
conference will be far more useful if the teacher focusses on one 
or two of the most important matters and makes sure the student 
understands them. Other problems can always be discussed in sub-
sequent conferences if they are'still present in the revised drafts. 

The priorities I use and recommend are borrowed almost whole-
sale from Roger Ga:rison (1974): content (ideas and information), 
point of view (purpose, persona, audience), organization, styld' 
(diction and syntax), and mechanics (grammar and punctuation). 
Content and point of view are my "first things" jccause they seem 
to me the jbasic elements of writing itself, which I define as 
someone (persona) communiqating something (content) to some-
one else (audience) for some reason (purpose). I address the other 
elements on my list only after I feel thx; basic problems of content 
and point of view in a paper have been adequately dealt with. I 
might, for instance, sec the-same paper, two or three times bcfoty 
paying much attention to style or grammar. A full defense of my 
particular spt of priorities is unnecessary here. My point is simply 
that a conference teacher m\ist develop a set of priorities based on 
a reasonable understanding of what writing is. Not even confer-
ences will help the tcacJKr who treats grammar as more important 
than content. 
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Conferences, a process approach, and a reasonable set of pri-
orities—that is my full definition of die conference method., 
Courses jnay vary widely in specific details, but, if they adhere to 
this definition, "they are using the same basic method of teaching 
writing. 

iThere are two common formats for writing courses based on the 
coijference method. One, which might be called the "short confer-
ence" or "conference only" format, is best exemplified in Gar-
rison's freshman course. In this course, conferences are eveiythihg. 
After the first week or st>, class meetings are abolished and the 
classroom becomes a writing workshop, where the teacher holds 
conferences in one comer while the other students sit and write. 
Papers are kept short—no more than six or seven paragraphs. 
Conferences are also short, running from three to five minutes on 
the average. In fact. Garrison sometimes manages to hold up to 
twenty conferences in a fifty-minute class hour. He achieves this 
amazing pace because he treats only one problem per conference 
and he sees the same paper so often—sometimes in four or five 
drafts—that he can respond *() it very quickly. In essence, Gar-
rison's format relies on short papers and on short and frequent -
conferences to teach students to write. 

This format is the most feasible way to use conferences when a 
leacher has a large number of students and no practical way to 
meet with them outside of class hours. It has been used i-
fully' in many two-year colleges, and is especially suited tc om-
munity colleges where many of the students live off-campus and 
hold full-time jobs. It has also been used successfully in high 
schools,'although it is no mean feat for a teacher to ke^p aroom-. 
ful of young students quiet while conferring wjith individuals in a 
comer. 

Where the teaching load is not so heavy and whcftTstudents are 
readily available outfide of class hours, another, less Spartan 
format can be used. The freshman course at New Hampshire is a 
convenient example. Conferences are the most important part of 
the course, but they are not the entire course. Classes do meet 
regularly, although often one of the class hours is used for confer-
ences. Classes are used to critique student papers, to do certain 
writing exercises, and to discuss writing in general. Papers and 
conferences are both considerably longer than in Garrison's 
format. Students are required to write five pages a week, and to 
attend a fifteen to twenty minute conference at least every other 
week. Enough extra time is set aside so that every student may 
have a conference c\ ery week, and many choose to do so. Confer-
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ences are usually held in* the teacher's office. Essentially, this 
format relies on longer paj^ersr-longer but less frequent confer-
ences, and on classes to teach students to write. 

'I hold no brief for one format against the other. While I happen 
to enjoy classes and would hate to give them up, I believe they are 
far less important than conferences in teaching writing. If a 
teaching situation requires a choice between classes and.confer-
ences, classes should definitely go. Whether short papers^cofobined 
witli short, frequent conferences are more effective than longer 
papers and longer, less frequent conferences is not for ine to say. 
Teaching conditions and personal temperament should determine 
which format a given teacher should use. Both have proven suc-
cessful for teachers who have used them. They are, after all, 
adaptations of the same teaching method,' not two separate 
methods. Virtually everything I say about conferences at New 
Hampshire will apply equally well to conferences in the Garrison 
formaL/ ^ ^ 

A Rationale for the Conference Method • 

There are many good reasons for using the conference method. 
Some were readily apparent to the students in my study. Others 
are best understood and appreciated by teachers. I have grouped 
them all together under five main headings. 

Individualized instruction in writing is more effective than 
group instruction. The individual nature of conference instruction 
is what impressed the students in my study the most. While I 
wasn't seeking to make statistical sinalysis of the student re-
sponses, one statistic was easy to compile: not one of the 1,800 

• students found classes as useful as conferences. Some of the 
students put the matter quite bluntly. "Without conferences^ the 
course would be meaningless." "Conferences arc helpful, but class 
is a waste o^time." Of course, if the classes were really bad, such 
comments don't say too much for the conferences. Most students 
found at least some value in tiieir classes, but even those who liked 
their classes the most found them less useful than the conferences. 
"Although valuable information was disseminated during class, I 
learned about my writing in my biweekly conferences." "As far as 
the classroom is concerned, much is learned about general writing 
practice, but as far«as individual writing is concerned, the confer-
ence cannot be replaced. Here is where the most learning takes 
place." 

\ 
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This type of comment appeared again and again. While many 
different activities are used in our classes, not one was singled out 
as especially hdfpful, not even class discussions of student papers— 
by far our n^ost common classroom activity. Students seemed to 
perceive all class activities as devoted to "writing in general" and 
found none of them directly relevant to their individual writing 
problems. These responses may be disheartening, but they are not 
surprising, at least to me. After years of laboring to design useful 
and interesting writing classes, I'm under no great illusions about 
what classes can accomplish in a writing course. Writing classes can 
be moderately useful, perhaps more useful than Stu4ents imme-
diately realize, but they are certainly not essential. Lea'fning to 
write is a uniquely personal process; students learn to do it pri-
marily by working on their own papers. 

The strictly psychological value of individual writing confer-
ences was also apparent in the student comments. A number of 
students expressed deep insecurity about themselves as writers and 
appreciated the privacy of the conference. "You're never afraid of 
being embarrassed because it's between her and yourself." "Here 
you can discuss your writing alone with thfc teacher. You don't 
have to fear criticism from otlier students." Most students were 

" impressed by the personal interest their teacTicrs showed toward 
them in conference. "The ponfprenccs give me a sense of individ-
uality, that my paper means something to someone other than 
myself." Such advantages could be derived from individual confer-
ences in any course, but they are particularly important in a 
beginning writing course, where so many students have such low 
opinions of their own abilities. 

The teacher can make a more effective response to the paper in 
an oral conference than in written corn.nents. A teacher who reads 
pa|)ers at home and rfelies on written comments is working in a 
vacuum. If the task were simply to assign a grade, this practice 
would be sufficient; but,,if the task is to help the student revise 
the paper, the teacher can benefit greatly from the student's actual 
presence. 

A conference is far more effective than writteji comments as a 
way of communicating with students. The tongue is faster, if not 
mightier, than the pen. It is possible for a tcilchcr to make more 
comments in a conference than in arfepqual amount of time spent 
writirtg. It is easier and more efficient to talk about complex 
problems than it is to write about them. That's why teachers give 
up and write "See me" on certain papers. Written comments serve 
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very well for correcting small points of grammar or style, but it is 
difficult to clarify a large problem of content or point of view 

, without talking to the student. The presence of the student allows 
the teacher to tailor a response to the student's needs. A point 

• that might take five minutes of painstaking writing to explain can 
be dismissed in ten seconds if it's apparent that the student fully 
understands it. A comment that might seemobvious to the teacher 
may require a more detailed explanation than could have been 
anticipated. Finally, the presence of the student enables the 

^ teacher to be more tactful, or more forceful, as the studfent's 
attitude warrants. The conference 'teacher can better judge how 
much to say, and how to.say it. 

A teacher reSding a paper at home is deprived of two invaluable 
resources: the student's information and the student's opinions. A 
conference teacher can use these resources to respond more 
accurately to the paper. Students come to conference with an 
enormous amount of information about their papers. They know, 
more or .less, what they Were trying to accomplish in the paper. 
They know the problems th^y encountered in writing it. They 
know what they meant in specific words and sentences.'They 
know other ideas and facts* about the subject that they couldn't 
manage to fit in. All of this information can be immensely useful 
to the teacher in diagnosing the paper and in suggesting new 
possibilities or entirely new topics. The student's opinions of the 
paper are equally valuable in shaping the teaeher's response to it. 
The student provides another mind, another perspective on the 
paper. The very process of discussing the paper with the student 
tan help the teacher understand it better. If the discussion turns 
up significant disagreements, so much the better, A good argument 
from the student can help the teacher clarify or modify an in-
adequate response. 

Not 'urprisingly, this last advantage of the conference was not 
apparent-to the students in my study. Students assume that the 
teacher^ the expert, always knows exactly what to do with a paper 
after reading it. They have not been trained to believe that they, 
can actually- contribute to the teacher's understanding of their 
work. They can, and do, contribute in conferences, whether they 

i realize it or not. 
The student can learn more from an oral response than from 

written comments. For most students, a writing conference is a 
new experience. They've never discussed their writing with a 
teacher before. They've simply received written "corrections," 
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usu£^Iy in red ink. Apart from the special demerits of the red 
ink approach, which is universally detested by students, written 
comments in general have serious disadvantages when compared to 
criticism g i v ^ orally. Written'comments are more impersonal. 
They are ofteif^ore difficult to understand. Most importantly, 
they arcistricify one-way communication; the student has no 
immediate chance to question or disagree. 

Students are more receptive to criticism given orally because 
thtfy can appreciate the spirit in which it is offered. They can sense 
the teacher's support and concern, and realize that even negative 
comments are intended to be constructive. It is difficult for a 
teacher to demonstrate the same degree of personal concern in 
written "comments alone. Even the most tactfully phrased written 
comment may seem destructive to a beginning writer. 

Written commerrts can be ambiguous or confusing to students. 
If students cannot understand a teacher's response, they may 
simply ignore it, or else follo\v, it without knowing why any 
change is necessary. In a conference, of course, this problem can 
be outflanked. If the teacher's response is unclear, the student can 
simply ask for an explanation. Many students in my study stated 
that the conference helped them understand the teacher's response 
to their writing. "During conference,, she helps me find a/better 
way to 'write it so that \vc understand why it should be done, 
not just that it should be changed." Some of the teachers here 
write comments on papers and return them prior to the confer-
ence—a practice I don't much like, for reasons that should be 
apparent. The comments of some of their students say a great 
deal about the limitations of written criticism. "The instructor 
can comment all he wants, but the corrections don't come to life 
until he shows you exactly v.nat he means in conference." 'The 
triticism has been constructive. It helped a great deal when I could 
see what he meant by going to conferences. If 1̂  had just read the 
comments without explanation, I might liave felt the criticism was 
destructive." 

A student who has worked long and hard on a paper needs the 
chance to defend it. Not all students are willing to take that 
chance, but the conference makes it readily available. A number 
of students in my study praised the opportunity to "disagree" 
or "argue" with the teacher. Most saw argument as a kind of 
adversary proceeding, leading to a compromise. "Sometimes her 
criticism iusn't been correct, but then when the problem was 
discussed wc came to a compromise. I'm willing to stick up for my 
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writing, and if she disagrees, III argue my point.'i While teachers 
tend to take a less pugnacious view of argument,, seeing it more 
as a joint opportunity than a battle, this differsnce in attitude has 
nO'practicjd-effectrlf the student "wins"' the argument, the 
teacher "wins," too.vThe student gains confidence as a vwiter and' 
•self-critic, as well as respect for the writing course itself. The 
teacher gains a better insight ,into the paper and, more impor-
tantly, tfie student's active involvement in thojprocess of criticism. 

Written comments do have their uses, even in the conference 
•method. They're more ^permanent than oral comments, not 
dependent on the vagaries of memory. Several students in the 
study commented on how difficult it was to remember what went 
on in conference. "The criticism was worthwhue, but I wish I had 
written down the suggestions—.there jusf isn't time to do so in 
conference." There's a simple' solution to this problem. Eijher 
the teacher or the student can make notes on the paper during the 
conference. Students don't mind marks on their papers—if they 
have had a hand in making them. 

Conferences can promote self-learning. When the teacher's 
response is given firsd whether ondly or in vmting, the student is 
put in a reactive p^ition. Even though the student may ask 
questions and raise objections, the teacher's response usually 
determines the focus of the confererice. This is a useful type of 
conference, and it may be the most effective in many teaching * 
situations; yet it does not fully exploit the greatest single advan-
tage of the conference method. Conferences are an ideal way 
to promote self-sufficiency and self-learning iij students. To 
encourage their students to maktf fully independent judgments, 

' some teachers prefer not to give any response to the paper until 
after the student has responded first. They try to make the student's 
response, not their own, the focus of the conference. 

This is the most common type of conferenCTUt New Hamp-
shire, and the students in the study provided some good des-rrip-
tions of it. The teacher attempts, through questioning, to lead the 
student to make some conclusions about the paper. *'He concen-
trated on my reaction to the paper. Just with" gentle hints, I was 
surprised at what mistakes I saw myself." The teacher states an 
r Mon directly only after the student has done so, q^ at least 
n . to do so. "She gets me to criticize it first, which usually 
cc r<:rs most of her criticisms, and then she adds on." The teacher's 
opinion is offered in response to the student's and serves either to 
confirm it or suggest that it be modified. The student may accept 
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the teacher's opinion, reject it, or work out a combination of the 
two views. The ultimate decision of what to do with the paper is 
left to the student. "Shell ask you what you think should be 
done, give Hei: opinion on how to revise the paper, and then we 
work'out a compromise on what should be done. If you don't like 
her way_^you can do it your own way without being degraded." 

Although this approach is quite different from traditional 
writing instruction, most students in* my study understood it and 
appreciated its value. Most of them Expressed a clear willingness 
to accept some responsibility for their own learning^ Som6 even 
acknowledged -that the teacher had a right to refuse to help them 
if they refused to heljt themselves. "She made us think about why 
we were writing the way we were and how to correct it. She did 
not always offer ways of changing ouri papers if we did not give 
any ideas or suggestions. If we did, she was very helpful." "She 
is always willing to give suggestions for a new way to present a ' 
paper as long as we show that we are thinking too. She's not 
about to do all the-work for us." »" 

The conference method is the most efficient use of the teacher's 
time. The conference method is not only the most effective way 

' to teach writing, it is also the most efficient. It can, increase a 
teacher's effectiveness with no increase in teaching time. In some 
formats, it cari, increase the teacher's effectiveness while actually 
decreeing the amount of teaching time. 

The Garrison forrtla't requires the least amount of the teacher's 
time, since the teacher has no classes to prepare for. If, as Garrison 

'insists, the teacher reads the papers"only in conference, then the 
task of reading papers at home is also dispensed with. Gartison^ 
recommends some tasks for the teacher in addition to conferring 
during class hours—notably, designing specific writing projects or 
assignments that students may choose to perform. Still, the fact 
remains that, for the teacher who has the skill and energy to flse 

* it, the Garrison format is the Ifcast time-consuming way of teaching 
writing effectively. 

While the ^ew, Hampshire format requires more time than 
Garrison's, it is no more time-consuming than traditional writing 
instruction, provided tlie teacher reads the papers for the first 
time in conference. It is the task of reading papers at home that 
is the real time-killer in traditional course formats. After twenty 
years of experience, I still cannot read a five-page paper and make 
a reasonably detailed written response to it in much less than 
twenty minutes. Given the same paper and a twenty-minute 
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conference, I can accomplish a great deal more, without using any 
more tiftie. In fact, I even gain some time: nights and weekends. 
At the end of a full day of conferences, I may be exhausted, but 
at least I don't have a stack of papers to take home with me. 

I've put the argument from efficiency last because educational 
considerations ou^t to precede pragmatic one^ I also would not 
like to advertise the efficiency of the conference method too* ^ 
boldly, le°st pragmatic administrators see it as a way to increase.̂  > 
teaching loads. The teaching loads^of most writing teachers^ are . 
already too heavy, in fact, those excessive teaching loads are the 
main reason why many beleaguered writing teachers don't believe 
the conference method'is feasible for them. A teacher who has five 
sections of composition and 175 students a semester is likely to 
regard the id^a of individual conferences as hopelessly impractical. 
I maintain, though, that conference teaching can be practical in 
such a situation, that it may, in fact, be the best way to cope with 
such outrageous teaching conditions. A teacher who is willifig to 
give up cla;ses and written comments on studentpapers-.no great 
losses, ec'ucationally—can teach effectively by individual confer-
ence ever, with large numbers of students. The choice is up to the 
individuiJ teacher, and there really is a choice. Conference teach-
ing is a practical option', not an impossible ideal. 

> • ' 
The Conference Teacher's Role 
Given the value of the conference method, what can a teacher do 
to put it to best use? To answer this question, I want to define the 

conference teacher's role more clearly. There are, I bdieve, six 
essential tasks that a conference teacher must perform. 

The teacher should read the paper carefully. This would be a 
truism unworthy of comment, except for the fact that it leads 
directly to one of the major issues in conference teaching. Should 
the teacher read the paper beforehand or read it fof the first time 
In conference? Most ef the recent articles advocate inconference 
reading.'!recommend it, too, but the issue is not a simple one. 

The basic question is, of course, whether inconference reading 
allows the teacher to make an accurate and thorough response to 
the paper. Several students in my study found, the practice un-
satisfactory. "I do not think the teacher is prepared enough to 
criticize." One comment was unusually detailed and, I think, 
perceptive. "Sometimes phe will read my paper for the first time 
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during the conference and will merely skim read it. This is not 
good evaluation because in these instances I find her criticisms 
concern words or small phrases that she happens to come across 
rather than the paper in general." This kind of random and super-
ficial sniping is always a danger. Nevertheless, inconference reading 
can be extremely effective after a teacher has learned how to use it. 

For a teacher new to the conference method, inconference 
reading is usually too difficult, too threatening. At New Hamp-
shire, only a few brave souls attempt it from day one. Most new 
teachers here work into it gradually. Fqr the first half or two-
thirds of the semester, they have a .common deadline for all 
papers. They read the papers at home, making brief notations to 
use as a guide in conference. Later in the semester, if and when 
they feel sufficiently confident, they simply do away wdth the 
common deadline and have each paper due at the time of the 
student's conference. Some teachers follow this procedure for 
several semesters before switching entirely to inconference read-
ing. A few never do switch; but most experienced conference 
teachers, at New Hampshire and elsewhere, rely entirely on 
inconference reading. * 

There are, of course, limits to what even an experienced confer-
ence teacher can accomplish in a given amount of time. The longer 
the paper, the longer the time needed to read it carefully. At'New 
Hampshire, wher6 weekly papers average five pages in length, the 
avdrage conferenca time is fifteen to twenty minutes. Each confer-
ence teather mustXwork out a comfortable balance between the 
length of the paper and the amount of time needed to read it 

-carefully and confer with t,he student. 
One minor problem about inconfetence reading is that it is a 

little awkward, for both teacher and student. The teacher sits 
there, trying to read the paper, but acutely aware of the student's 
presence. The student sits there, trying not to stare, but consumed 
with curiosity. A good way to ease the tension is to give the 
student something to read—a magazine or another student's paper. 
The student won't really read it, but it provides a place for restless 
eyes. To break the silence, the teacher ^an make an occasional 
off-hand comment, or grunt encouragingly now and then. These 
are not matters of enormous consequence, but a conference 
teacher should not ignore them. 

Granted that inconference reading can be effective, wouldn't 
the ideal situation be .1 combination of careful at-home reading 
and individual conferences? I don't think so. Even if it were 
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possible—§nd it is tog time consuming to be practical in most 
teaching situations-this combination is not so ideal as it might 
appear. A teacher'who has solved all the problems in the paper 
ahead of time is more than likely 'o dominate the conference,-
cither through direct statements or leading, manipulative ques-
tions. Student comments identify thc'pitfall here. "He has really 
tead my papers and knows what he \ ^ t s to say." "He seems to 
inmost mertorize what he thinks needs impjovement." Such 
extensive prior preparation may awe students but, by effectively 
excluding them from the critical process, it deprives the confer-
ence of much of its special educational value. 

The teacher should offer zncoaTagem,eiit.\Vms\% another truism, 
one that applies to any type of teaching. Conference teaching is, 
however, particularly well-suited to encouraging studen^. and 
writing is an .area where encouragement is particularly necessary. 

Many students enter a vmting course expecting the teachfer to 
tear their papers to shreds. Their previous experience with writing 
has been so destructive >hat they use tlie word "criticism" with no 
idea that it could denote something constructive. "He hasn't 
really criticized my p a p ^ . He has just told me what is wrong with 
them and how I can improve it." "Not much criticism was given. 
.*" -e told me my strong points and my weak points. If I was b e i n ^ * 
ciiticized, I would not have put much .work into my papers.' For ^ 
such students, tncoura^'-ment from a writing teacher is enor-
mously important. Many students in my study singled out the fact 
that their teachers had always encouraged them. "5he always tries ^ 
to tactfully point out how the paper can be improved, but she 
doesn't make me feel like an idiot." "I never feel useless, helpless, 
or dumb after a conference." The painful.sense of inferiority 
reveal'id in these comments is, as any experienced writing teacher 
knoM^, more the rule than the exception. 

Students need the most encouragement early in the semesfer.* 
The best way for the teacher to provide it is to focus early confer-
ences more on strengths than on weaknesses. There is always 
something one can honestly praise in a paper; the teacher needs to 
find it and, if possible, get the student to build on it. Weaknesses 
should be addressed in the conference only after the, student has 
something positive to develop in the next paper or draft. Since * 
students need encouragement throughout thp semester, the-basic 
pattern of strengths before weaknesses is always a constructive 
way to conduct a conference. It may become predictable, but'it is 
far more effective than its opposite. "Her criticism has sonietimes 
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been quite destructive for the simple reason that she points out all 
the mistakes and bad stuff first, and by the time she gets around 
to what is good about the paper, the damage, is done. Simply * 
reversing the tactic would do a lot more good." 

Later in the semester, when the student has gained some confi-
dence and skill, the teacher can begin to focus more heavily on 
weaknesses, along with the strengths. Some students may become 
confused by this shift in emphasis, but most can understand and 
accept it without difficulty. Several students in the study de-
scribed exactly how the process should work. "As my rewrites 
became better, her criticism became harsher and dovm to the finer 
details." "At the beginning of the course, djioSt criticism was 
positive, or maybe only slightly negative.'Only after she had 

*ensured our trust did her negative criticism become more-and 
more predominant. By then, however, we had realized that she 
cared about us, and her criticism v/as worth much more." 

This process works best if grading is deferred until at least the 
middle of the semester. Honest grades early in the semester can be 
devastating to students, but "encouragement grades" put a teacher 
in an impossible position later on. A teacher is better off waiting 
until grades can be both honest and at least moderately encour-
aging. At New Hampshire-, we give a mid-term grade, hut base the ' 
final grade on a group of papers submitted at- ^ e erid of the 
(jqurse., We find the mid-term grade a useful device.. If some 
students have mistaken encouragement' for evaluation, itr shows 
thfcm whatlhe standards are, whUe there is still plenty of time to 
meet them. ' " , _ ' , 

The teaelfer,should ask the right-questions. The right questions 
are those that lead the student to become actively involved in_the 
cjriticism of the paper. The more students participate in the critical 
process, the faster they become self-reliant, self-sufficient writers. 
Questioning is the teacher's main device for encouragfng and 
guiding student participation. The right questions' can lead a 
student to respond accurately and honestly. The wrong questions 
can 9ausc a student to answer evasively, or not at all. The confer-
ence teacher must choose questions with considerable care, taking 
botli the" individual student and the time of the semester into 
account. . 

Early in the. semester, many students are still wary of the 
teacher, uncomfortable in the conference situation and unsure of 
their writing and critical abilities. To ask such students a question 
like "What do you think of your paper?" is to put them in a 
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terrible bind. They may like a paper but refuseto^admlt it because 
tjiey fxpect anything they write to be torn to pieces. They may 
hate a paper but not admit that, either, berause they don't want 
to hurt their grade. The most cohimon early-seme$ter answer to a 
directly evaluative question is "I don't know." Perhaps some 
students really don't know, but I suspect most of them are playing 
it safe, trying not to "look bad" in front of a teacher. 

A better way to involve us y , insecure students in the critical 
process is to ask them questions which do not require direct 
evaluation. "What's your p.upose in this paper?" is the single, 
most prodi^ctivc question I've found. It is always a use/ul opener , 
for a conference, with any student, at any point in the semester. 
Other useful questions are "What parts of the paper d6 you like 
the most?" and "What pairts of the paper did you have trouble 
with?" Such qu^itions *Jlow the student to analyze the paper 
without actuUly judging it. More directly evaluative questions 
should eventually be asked, but only when the teacKer senses the 
student is ready to answer them. In the seventh week of the 
semester, "What do you thirk of youi paper?" is a fair qiiestion, 
and it is more likely to get an honest answer. * 

Involvij^g^udents in the criticism of their own writing can be a 
long and slow process. Students must leam to trust the teacher, 
the conference method, and their own abilities. They must leam 
to view the teacl^er, not as a gradegiver, h-'.t as a resource and 
guide. They must leam to understand that errors and bad drafts 
are part of everyone's writing process, that their rnistakes will not 
be held against them. They must leam to develop confidenc<i as 
writers and self-critics. Such profound changes don't happen over-
nigh^ Still, if the teacher is patient and asks the right questions, 
most students can at least begin to make them. 

One common tactic for speeding up the process is requiring 
students to come to conference with written answers to questions 
about their papers. Studer^ts are often able to criticize their papers 
mych better in writing than in the conference itself. This practice 
can be effective, but it can also produce written equivalents of "I 
don't know." Wc can require our students to do certain things, 
but what we arc really afts.r is a fundamental change in their 
attitude toward thlMV own learning. That change cannot be re-
quired; it can only '-^encouraged,,through asking the right ques-
tions, then listening [Kiticntly for the right kind of answers. 

The teacher should evaluate the paper. Several students in the 
study complained that they never knew how the teacher felt about 
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their papers. "She doesn't take a stand, doesn't tell you whether 
she loves or hates the paper." "He docs not strongly state any-
thing—which is extremely confusing." The major source of this 
problem \Vas, dc^afly, the teacher's effort to involve the st:idcnt in 
the critical process. A few stubbornly passive students resisted, 
and resented, all efforts to involve them. "She <l]ways asks us what, 
we think are the weak points or areas of o'ir p\ipers—if we knew 
what they were, "^e would correct them." This attituJe was, 
however, surprisingly rare. Most students in the study were more 
than willing to participate in the criticism of their c vn papers; but 
they wanted the teacher to be involved in the process, too. "Some-
times I wish she would say a little more about the paper instead of 
asking me what I think about it." This is a perfectly reasonable 
complaint. Students have a right to expect the teacher's opinion of 
their work, and the teacher has a professional obligation to give it. 

One student comment raises an important and controversial 
issue. "Not much help. Carl Rogers type of therapy. 'Well, what 
do you think?' 'What's your best paragraph?' It's all self-analysis." 
Charles Duke (1975), using an essentially Rogerian Inodel, has 
advocated a "nondirective" approach to conference teaching. 
l3uke*s article has been influential, and deservedly so; but, while 
Duke draws many useful parallels tetWeen conference teaching 
and Rogerian techniques, he tends to gloss ovc» the essential 
difference between a wSting teacher and a Rogerian therapist. 
The teacher's function is to lead students to adopt the teacher's 
values, the common criteria of good writing shared by the teacher, 
the English profession, and, with certain wide variations, educated 
people in general. The therapist's function is to lead clients to 
clarify or develop their own individual^valiies. Because of this basic 
dif/erence in function, the wriung teacher has the obligation to 
be moVe judgm'ental, and more directive, than a therapist should 
be in the Rogerian approach. 

Despite this difference, the conference teacher can still be, like 
the Rogerian therapist, a promoter of self-learning. The teachrer's 
task is not to force students :o write in «i certain way, but to 
persuade students topdopt certain vaidcs, by demonstrating their 
usefulness and validity. To demonstrate how those valu.es can 
operate, the teacher must be willing to use them in evaluating 
papers. \ 

The teacher should make specific suggestionsj^revising the 
paper. The students in my study expected the teacher's help in 
revising their papers. Most of them preferred that help in the form 
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of specific suggestions. They Valued a teacher's ability to suggest 
new possibilities and were disturbed when a teacher could not, or 
would not, do so. "I had some good discussions with her con-
cerning the heart of my paper and what I was trying to convey. 
She really .brought out new possibilities for the paper." "He is 
willing to discuss revisions, but has trouble finding the possi-
bilities." They didn't waat to be told exactly what to do; they 
expected, and preferred, to' choose their own solutions. "No 
solutions were given, justisuggestions. This .was good because I felt 

"̂  he expected me to work and learn from thatr" "She always gives 
you at least an idea-of what to do. She does just enough, without 
doing it all for you.":? 

Only very few students complained about nof receiving explicit 
directions. This was the clearest examplc.'^'Some of the criticism 
was destructive in that the solution was not told to the student. I 
must go back and find out wliat was wrong myself." Quite frank-
ly, it is'hard to feel much sympathy for a student who considers it 
an imposition to be asked to think for one's self. Xhere were more 
complaints from tljc opposite point of view, from students who 
felt the teacher had been, too directive. "He also tells us how to 
change a paper so he will like it. This often changes the meaning of 
the paper to me." "You may go to her office with a paper on 
skiing, an4 she may change everything around so it looks like your 
paper is talking about snow. If we wanted to write about snow, we 
would have." This type of complaint I take much more seriously. 
It indicates that the teacher, not the student, wai at fault, that th 
teacher talked, but didn't really listen. A conference teacher must 
not only offer suggestions, but listen carefully to how the student 
is responding to them. A teacher's suggestion becomes a direction, 
if the student feeli pressured to accept it. 

The teacher must listen to the student. A conference tcachc" 
musT know when to talk and when to listen. To offer encour-

- _ agement and suggestions, to evaluate, to ask questions, a teacher 
must talk, carefully and t.ictfully. To encourage studijnt particP 
pation, and get the full benefit of it, a teacher must also listen. 
Of all the skills a conference teacher needs, the ability to listen is 
easily the most neglected, yet it mayivcll beithe m6st important. 

,If student participation is desirable, students must be given a 
chance to participate. If the teacher does most or all of the talk-
ing, the itudent may simply sit there, politely confused. "I ohm 
lose my train of thought durii^g some of the instructor's lengthy 
criticisms." The teacher who asks a question must listen to the 
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student's answer. "In conferences, which are so important, she 
doesn't seem to always concentrate on you. She s/ems rather to be 
thinking'of her next question instead of listening to the student 
comment about the writing." Clj^ly, this teacher was so intent on 
getting the student to follow b«r own line of thought that she 
ignored what the student v/as^ctually sayings This is one of the 
easiest mist^l:"s to make "onference teaching—and also one of 
the most hai;iful. It depi ..s both parties of the benefits of the^ 
student's participation, and it violates the very nature of the 
conference. It changes the conference from a genuine conversation 
to a form of manipulation. 

The students in the study mentioned listening most often.in 
reference to disagreements about a paper. They appreciated the 
fact that the teacher took- their arguments seriously. "If I felt a 
criticism,was unfair, he would explain it further, or listen to me 
to hear my point of view. He never gave out unfair criticism." 
While this kind of listening is highly important, there are other, 
less obvious, ways in which a teacher's ability to listen is crucial 
to the success of t|ie conference method. 

A New Hampshirfe colleague, Wilbum Sims, has recently made 
me more aware of one of them. An expert in communications 
theory, Sims has examined the pkttems of student-teacher com-
munication in writing conferences. His findings are quite dis-
turbing. In conference after conference he has found the same 
basic pattern: the teacher asks a question then ends up pr<^iding 
an answer to it. This process occurs in two ways. In one, the 
student simply makes noncommittal responses t© the question 
until the teacher finally supplies a direct answer. In the other, the 
student draws "bints" from the teacher, then "pieces together" 
an answer that is, in reality, the teacher's own. Sims has noted that 
teachers seem generally unaware that this process is going on, and 
often praise their own ideas as origifial contributions by the 
student. Sims has not completed his jtudy, and this problem may 
not be so wrilcspread as his tentative conclusions seem to indicate. 
Still, it is clear that conference teachers need to listen very care-
fully to where the ideas in the conference are actually coming 
from. If they're all coming from the teacher, then the student 
isn't really participating, just appearing to be. 

Perhaps the most common and useful kind of listening a con-
ference teacher can do is wh;it I'd call "listening for clues." Often, 
a student brings in a draft that is nothing but a mass of raw 
material, and has no idea of what to do with it. The draft itself 
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may be hopeless, but the material may have potential that 
student cannot see. In this situation, the teacher's best coij 
to discuss the material with the student, listening carefuliy^for 
signs of special interest on" the student's part. If and when the s ^ 
student docs show special interest in some feature of the material, 
the teacher can lead the student to talk about that feature in more 
detail. Often, as the focus of the discussion narrows, the student 
can find a topic and purpose f|6r the next paper. This kind of 
listening is especially importai t early in the semester, when 
students sec no possibilities in tl eir own material. Possibilities are 
usually there. The teacher who listens in this way can help 
students and them. 

"The six 'essential ^asks of the conference teacher require a 
variety of skills and virtues: critical ability, common sens6, com-
passion, patience. Not the least of these is simple patience. Confer-
ence teaching, as I've defined it, is an indirect method, designed to 
help students find their own way. Few students find their way 
quickly. As the conference, or the semester, grows short, a teacher 
can become sorely tempted to stop questioning and listening and 
suggesting, and start tcUing the student exactly what to do. Only 
the patient can resist this temptation. 

A Typical Conference with Good Results 

A writing conference is a conversation between a student and a 
teacher about the student's paper. Since it is, or should be, a 
genuine conversation, it fallows no set pattern;it simply evolves as 
the two parties talk. Hence, I cannot provide a formula for a 
successful writing conference, a series of steps to be followed in a 
certain order. Nor do I want to present a "perfect" conference, 
one in which the two parties mo' e quickly and neatly to a meeting 
of minds, lest conference teaching seem much-easier than jt. , . _ 
usually is.~A successful writing conference is much more likely to 
have some false starts and dead-ends in it before a clear agreement 
is reached. The following conference, taped at the University of 
New Hampshire last year, is a fairly typical example. It is certainly 
not a perfect conference—there are at least two apparent dead-
ends before the student seems to find a promising direction for his. 
next draft—but it proved to bt; very helpful to the student. He 
returned the next week with a much better paper, and made use of 
all the material generated in the last third of the conference, 
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This particular conference took fifteen minutes and was held in 
the teacher|s office. It's the eighth week of the semester. A 
student comes into the teacher's office for his weekly confer-
ence. He hands the teacher a four-page paper entitled, "A Life of 
Music?", then sits down by her desk as she reads it. The paper is 
a jumble of material with no clear focus or purpose. It is essen-
tially a narrative of the student's experience with music: how he 
began as a trumpet player in the fourth grade;how he gave up the 
trumpet and concentrated on singing; how he^fcventually became a 
member of the All-Eastern choir in his senior year. Interspersed in 
the narrative are occasional comments that "his schoolmates 
mocked him and called him "queer" for being interested in 
singing. The question of the title—should he make a career of 

^music?—receives very little attention: he merely states that he 
decided not to attend Emerson College, a school which trains 
people for careers t ) the various arts, because "music just isn't 
stable enough" as a profession. The teacher reads the paper 
through, then begins the conference. 

T: O.K., what do you think about this paper? 
S: I don't know. I had to write this the night before, but I think it's 

really bad. 
T: This piece is? 
S: Well . . . I have so much to say about my music because I've done 

quite a few things, and so it's really crammed. I could've written a 
lot more, with more interesting things. ' 

T: I think you've really hit the nail on'*the head. What you've got 
here is almost a short chronology of all the things you've done, 
and I don't think that's the thing you really want us to know 
about: "Should Igo on?"—your music and how you feel about it. 
I mean, the t i t^ i s "A Life of Music?" and you don't really 
address that as much as you could have. I think it's really inter-
esting to see your varied experiences and how professional they 
really werr, but I think you could tighten that section way down. 

— &: X think -tvith. a five-pagc-papej^.^.-. or it would take about-a ten-
page paper, easily. 

T: Yeah, but I'd want you to. focus in, though. There's so much in 
this, paper. Why did you decide not to go to Emerson? I think 
that's something you should tell us more about. 

S: They didn't offer me a scholarship or anything. They just offered 
me an appointment to come in and talk to them, to see what was 
happening and possibly for some help, because it does cost over 
$6,000 to go there. A lot of money. I ran into this girl, Jill, last 
weekend, who's going there, and she's doing a lot of work, and 
stand-ins in a couple of movies. It's really working out well for 
her. 

T: Did that get you thinking about it again? 
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S: No, not at all. It's too unstable. 
T: Unstable? ' 
S: Yeah, I could end up doing summer stock for the rest of my life, 

and I don't want to do that. I've done summer stock. I know 
what it's like-it's not what people think. You get $50 plus room 
and board, a week, and there's no way you can do anythhig with 
your life like that. 

T: Unless you just love it so much that you accept that's all you'll 
ever do. 

S: Yeah, and I love musicals a lot, and I love performing in front of 
people. 

T: That's the risk you take, isn't it? And you're not ready to take 
' that risk quite yet? Are you in voice and music here? 
S: Oh, yeaht-There's some goo^ teachers here. ^ 
T: Do you think yoil could get a good enough professional back-

ground here that if you did want to continue, you could do that— 
or have you given that up? 

S: No, I haven't given it up at all. 
T: O.K. then, that's what we really want to see here, and that's 

what's not clear yet: do you want to make music your life, or 
not? That's the question you're asking, and you very rarely 
address that in the entire piece. Which leads me to think that 
either you haven't really, or y6u have to do a lot more thinking 
about it to clarify it 

S: I haven't really. 
T>s I kn^w. I think you have a lot of other things in iyfie you might 

also want to develop. 
S: I'd like to talk more about my All-Eastern experience because 

that was so fantastic. 
^ T: Your what? 

6: The AU>Eastem experience—when I went to Washington. That 
• was so great, with so many things happeningin a short time, that 

it's really hard to say anything about it all. 
T: O.K., maybe write a paper on just that. I'm sure you could write 

an entire paper on that if you wanted to. Look at this: "It was a 
realjhDlLand.IJiad.Jtjeal-goodlime^'-That tells us-absolutely-
nothing. "It was the fint time I'd ever ridden on a plane and I 
was scared to death." Well, that's a little better, but'̂ 'scared to 
death" is sAl a cliche. "The conductor at All-Eastern was a real 
excellent guy and a fine director." Nol [laughter from student] 
"I made a lot of friends I don't think I'll ever forget." Whooshl 
We have nothing to hold on to. Now, wlut it.was—you were 
trying to compress so much in so little time that you didn't 
develop anything adequately. So, get all the rest of the junk out. 
Find the most important things, and then really tell us a lot about 
those—maybe some of the experieî ces that changed you, that set 
you in your commitment" to music. Don't give us the strict 
chronology. Do you think you may have some sense of what you 
want to do with this now? 
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S: Yes, possibly. 
T: You can tell us what it is to be invowed in music—why everyone 

should be involved in music? Do you want to persuade people? 
S: No, maybe just show them. 
T: With hope of persuading them to share that? 
SrYes, because they don't know what they're missing. Like you're 

in thĵ Wbotball locker room and a guy's tinging—a guy who's 
supposed to be a "cool" guy-and he's not going to join the 
chorus; but he has a fantastic natural voice he'> ntytt done any- . 
thing with. Like'myself, I've been singing in choirs since fifth 
grade, but I couldn't sing at all when I started. I had to develop 
my own voice. t 

T: I think you've just- hit on something else that's really interesting, 
and something you did spend some time on in the paper, and that 
is: to a lot of people, singing is "sissy," but it's really not. You 
might be able to write a piece just on that. And I'm glad you hit 
on that because I could tell you felt very strongly about that, 
about moving and bemg "cool" to be a good football player, and 
bebg so "queer" to sing. 

§: And all the tou^ guys who really have good voices. 
T: Or who really enjoy singing, on the other hand. 
S: It's all rock and roll. But they coyld sing rock and roll in a choir. 

We have plenty of pieces that really go^ that are that kind of 
thing. 

T: O.K., now here's your original ending: "If it is, maybe some of 
the 40H:aUed tou^ guys who are against singing and playing 
instruments, except in a rock and roll band, and who are talented 
in various fields of music will be singing in choirs. Maybe not. But 
they will never know what a fantastic feeling of achievement one 
can feel from making something that has quality." O.K., that's 
how you ended your piece, but that has nothmg to do with your 
title. So, you see how your piece goes around and around? 

S: Yeah, it's really all over the place. 
T: O.K., so what do you think you might like to do with it now? 

I mean, in terms of which thing you want to focus on? 
_ ^ S: I think what I should focus on is the ending. 1 could leave out the 

band completely, and go right into (he singing, and about hoW 
people thought about my singing. I can bring back a lot of things 
people said—I have a good memory for that. 

T: About how singing is sissy and all that? 
S: Like, one day I was walking out on the baseball field—I was • 

starting catcher—and the pitcher came up to me and says, "Hey, I 
hear you made All-Eastern—that'n really great." And just the 
week before, they'd been having this conversation in the comer 
about how "I dcn't believe this kid sings." 

T: O.K., that's what you want to get into—what it's like to get that 
constant harassment. 

S: That's true. I got it all through school, until the end. 
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T: Right, until the end, and then, all of a sudden, it's a good thing to 
do. 

O.K., I think this sounds good. I think you've got a better 
understanding of what you want to do with it now. I think you 
can focus it a little better. You think about it, and if you get 
some other ideas, or if you decide to do something different with 
it, bring it back in and let me know. We'll talk about it some 
more. Does that sovmd good? 

S:Yes,O.K. 

J • • : 
A Conference that Failed 
To illustrate more of what I've been saying, I want to present 
another transcript of an actual conference, a conference that 
failed to produce an improvcmenit in the paper. I choose this 
conference as a reminder that conference'teaching is not so easy 
as it might look. 

I have two drafts of the paper, one written before the confer-
ence, the second written after it. The first draft is a narrative of a 
week the author, an eighteen-year'old freshman, spent with a 
group of her friends after they had just gxaduatcd from high 
school. This is the opening para^ph. 

Seagulls soaring throu^ the air, waves swaying back and 
forth, and a cool summer breeze. A typical nice and calm scene 
front a day at the b^ch? Possibly, but for me, along with nine 
other googIy-«yed girls who shared a cottage at the beach last 
summer, nice and calm was far from the case. The events of that 
week could be better described as nasty and chaotic. Ten girls 
together for a week means nothing but trouble, but fun trouble 
it wasl 

There are ten paragraphs in all. Seven of the middle paragraphs 
are descriptions of the "fun": how they fooled the realtor to get 

«^ the cottage, hoW crowded it was, how hectic their meals were, 
"A Ifow Wuch^eeTtKcy 3iihK,~Tiow many^Boys thcylnct, how wM 

their parties were. Paragraph seven, which describes the tensions 
that built up, is the only exception. 

Jealousy was among one of the causes for flare-ups. Those 
seven days, we also fought about everything from a missing 
earring to stolen boyfriends. Occasionally, the ramifications were 
felt through outbursts of anger. One day, after returning from a 
shopping spree, Robin opened her jacket to reveal to Kim, who 
had been aggravating her, a T-shirt bearing the message, "You 
S ;" Luckily, similar situations were temporary and the two 
foes were always friends again witliin the same hour. 
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Then'it's right back to ho\y "we partied until we were blue in the 
face (and the head, and the stomach . . . ) . " This is the conclusion. 

Yet that one week in August was not only one big bash. We all 
learned about ourselves and each other. Although we spent a 
great deal of time at each others' throats, the ten of us wild 
women were never closer in our lives. Oddly enough, that week of 
sharing closets, clatter, and craziness was one of the best weeks of 
my life. 

GJearly, this, is not a very promising draft. It is a pointless 
narrative by an unusually immature freshman. It has no purpose 
other than to show 6ow much "fun" the experience was. Perhaps 
the teacher could have asked the student to show the "fun" in ' 
more detail, but detailed accounts of teen-age drinking bouts are 
just not what college wilting is all about. In the conference, the 
teacher tried to get the student to reflect on the experience, to 
consider why it was so important to her. 

This efforf got nowhg-e.^After the conference, the second draft 
came in almost identical to the first, except for two significant 
changes. Paragraph seven, the only one devoted to something 
other than "fun," had been deleted; and there Nsas a new con-
cluding paragraph. 

Yet our fairyland didn't hst forever. Eventually the hangovers 
set in, we started getting on each others' nerves, and it was time 
to give our cottage over to another unsuspectulg party. When I 
got home, jny house never seemed bigger or nftore welcoming. I 
truly appreciated everything my home hadyto offer, from boring 
nights to strict parents. But if you wAre to ask me if I would ever 
share another week's worth of craziness, claustrophobia, and 
clatter, the answer would undoubtedly be yes, for thct was one of 

This pious addition of appreciation for "boring nights" and ' strict 
parents" is not particularly convincing, and not in harmony ^vith 
the rest of the paper. 

Perhaps the student was rushed, and the revised draft was a 
last-minute effort. Perhaps, as seems likely, she was not ready for 
much heavy reflection. Still, after reading the transcript of the 
conference, I'm convinced that she could have written an inter-
esting and thoughtful paper about this experience, if thejeacher 
had done a better job. 

Here is the transcript of the conference. My commentary is in 
the notes at the end of this chapter. 
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T: Do you have any idea where you're going to go from here? 
Si It seems l i k e . . . I'm not s u r e . . . It seems like some of this stuff 

could be expanded, and I'm not sure exactly what is kind of 
boring and what I should leave out, because it jiut involves so ^ 
much that I . . . 

T: The experience, you mean? 
S: Right. 
T: Okay. Maybe we could make that decision if we talked a little bit 

about what you mean by "crazy" and "fun," Um, in terms of 
your experience living at the beach with all these girls, what was 
crazy about it? Maybe you could list some things on paper. 

* t ? 
, T: I wonder if we could generalize it all—all these things you've 

listed as crazy.' 
S: Umm. It was all wild, like, um, chaos or wild. People were coming 

and going, and you were doing this and when, w e l l . . . I don't 
know. It wa» just all these aspects, all these different things—all 
made it fun; because it was, you k n o w . . . It was so crowded and 
we partied so much. Little things'... like having'our supper to-
gether «nd everybody was always on the lookout for boys. It just 

' brought us all together and it made it more fun. 
T: Humm. Okay, I'm hearing a couple of things. I'm hearing you say 

that, uh, in all this chaos and craziness, that you developed a kind . ^ 
of group feeling because you were sharing things.^ 

S: Yeah. 
T: Okay, well, that's part bf it. I want you to write that down. Was 

it, did it seem real to you?^ 
S: Um?, What a funny question! Well, when I look back on it now, it 

doesn't seem real, but then jt was very real. 
T: Okay. Miiybe I didn't ask the question in a very good way. I was 

wondering, um . . . it seems like it's really divorced from what 
your everyday life is like. 

S: Oh, yeah! 
T: Yeah? 

° S: It was a complete, like, breakaway.... Some of the kids' parents 
werei0Jilrict..AndJtwasjust a complete breakaway from home. 
So, in that aspect, it was like a fairyland. They had no parents, no > 
anything. 

T: Okay. Now that might be something you'd want to touch on. 
Um, "fairyland" is sort of an interesting word—sort of a never-
never land. Is it a place you'd like to stay forever? (Pause) Why 
not? 

S: Because it takes such effort. 
T: Physically? 
S: And mentally. Your body can only take so much and after a 

whi l e . . . but it was a good release, like that . . . 
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T: "Release" is an interesting word, too. I thinlc people do need 
kinds of releases like that, or visits to fairyland, or whatever you 
want to call it. Um, maybe tliat's what you mean by "crazy"— 
that it was just so removed from anytliing familiar. Your meals 
weren't at the regular time and your food wasn't gotten or 
t>rocured in the same way, you didn't sleep in a regular place or at 
regular times, you weren't living with your family, you were 
living with all these girls.... So that might be what you mean by 

• "crazy." Okay? 
S: Okay. 
T: Now that also might be what you meant by "fun." And I think 

you mentioned a group feeling. Well, that might be something 
you'd want to emphasize in the paper. 

S: But, along with that group feeling, there were always personality 
conflicts and, uh, other conflicts. 

T: Okay. 
S: Another thing I was thinking about is how different characters 

develop.-There was one girl who was always on, like . . . We had a 
\ cottage alcoholic and a cottage flirt and, um, there were different 

characters like that evolved.̂  But I . . . 
T: Didn't know how that fit? 
S: Yeah. 
T: Well, I guess that's kind of what v/e'fe talking about now-what 

you want to make the main point of thi paper. So you can make 
some decbions on what fits and what doesn't flt. Okay? 

S: Maybe I ought to Just forget about that. That was just an idea. 
T: Well, no, I don't think you ought to forget about it because . . . 

what I see us doing now is looking at some more complicated 
aspects of what that week was. You know, what it did to people 
and what it represented to people. And, um, before, you were 
pretty much talking about the physical parts of it—how it was 
crowded, and how you partied, and how you looked for boys . . . 
um, but you didn't really talk about what that n;ieant to people 
or what that se'emed like to people. 

S: Oh, yeah. 
T: Ppyous_ec what I mean? 
S: Yep. 
(T: Okay, and I see you beginning to explore that idea now. 
S: Oh, yeah.* 
T: What about you? What did it mean to you? v 
S: Um, well it, to me, it was just an experience.' You \ low, being 

with my friends and being in such close contact with them and it 
Just... I don't Icnow... I le<imed a lot about myself. 

T: What did you learn? 
S: As far as what I can and can't... 
T: Take? 
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S: Yeah>,̂  ; 
T: Okay. 
S: And also| like, living that C1QS« to somebody, you're gonna 

learn;..l mean—ten girls! It was kind of the clique from high 
school. And you kind ôf learned really who your friends are and, 
you know, which ones aren't your friends." 

T: All right. That might be an interesting central point to the paper. 
What other things did you learn?'. 

S: U h . . . • " . ^ 
_T: You said you learned what you could take and what you couldn't 

take. 
S: Yeah. 
T: And you learned what your limitations were or what lines you 

were willing to draw for̂  yourself. 
S: Exactly. Like, how far I Would go. . , , , . 
T: Did it surprise you? 
S: Kind of. Well, it didn't reallyjurprise me. It just sort of brought 
> myself out Like, I knew. Well, I thoilght I could go that far, but 

I wasn't sure. 0 ' 
T: What are you talking about—going that far? 

-̂ S: Like as far as, 'well . . . maybe doing a favor for somebody, or 
maybe doing crazy things at four o'clock in the morning.'*' 

T: M ŷbe it did surprise you. 
S: Well, I did do some crazy things, now that I think about it. 
T: And liked.them? 
S: Yeahi 
T: So, that might be something you'd like to explore in the paper: 

what you learned about yourself. Do you have that written 
down? f keep pushing you to write things down -just in case 
you're like me. 

S: No. I, ah, really like it-it helps. 
T: Okay. So, you have two things there: who your friends are, and 

something .about your own limits in, maybe, lots of ways-how 
crazy and uninhibited you were going to be." 

S: So,- arc you saying this is inorê  physical stuff and I should get 
into, kind of like, psychologically, aspects of it? Like emotions? 
Things like that? 

T: Yeah, I guess that's kind of what I'm saying. I think the physical 
^ part is interesting; but I think it's more interesting to be able to 

apply what's in here. I guess, if I were working on the paper, I 
would take one of these big ideas here-these two-and then look 
through the paper, and then see which examples help you expand 
that idea, and, then, which ones don't. Okay? 

S: Yeah. 
T: And you might want to try both of these. 
S: Yeah. 
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' X: I think it's going to be a to'->lly different paper now. 
S: Yeah. 
T: You're using this as base material to get into another thing. I 

don't th'ink I would like to use thii about friends." Okay, how 
about this one? 

S:-I like this idea—you know, how far I'd go. I just went wild, 
uninhibited. 

T:, You said some of the girls came from very strict families?''' 
S: Yeah,'like there was this one girl who always had t< be in by 

eleven, and she just went crazy. 
T: Like how? 
S: There was no word to describe it. So, in that case, it was a total 

social release for her. 
T: You might think in terms of your own social release-was there 

aijy foryou?'* 
S: Urn . . . ^ 
T: And what were they? And what did you learn about yourself 

from that? 
S: Okay, 
T: It seenw to me it's going to be a little heavier paper no\v.. 
S: Yeah, heavy! 
T: But, I think, more interesting. 
S: All right. Should I keep, this stuff in? 
T: You have to measure ail the stuff in this paper against whichever 

idea you decide to work on. Let's see if we can take an example. 
Okay: "I leamtd how far I would go." (Pause) You may have to 
restructure some of your examples to fit. Let's say, drinking. Did 
you learn anythingtabout how you felt about drinking? Did you 
like it or not? Was it worth it? That's the way I would look at the 
examples. 

S: Okay. I kind of like this idea about how it's a release, though." 
T: Yeah. Okay. I think that is interesting. Um, I have a lot of dogs 

and my dogs were never on a leash unt i l . . . Well, 1 never had 
trouble getting my dogs to follow me. They always stayed pretty 
closerbuffriendrof ttllncTvli& had dogs who'd never been off the 
leash had trouble with the dogs running away and not coming 
back again. In fact, we took a dog like that and, within three 
months, the dog didn't wander off. And now I can put a leash on 
or I can not put a leash on. But, I think there is a comparison that 
can be made here: that, if restraints are loosened, why, people go 
wild. I'm not sure if that's terribly relevant. But, to what extent 
did thHs happen to you, if at all? 

S: No, I think that's relevant.'* I think that would be a good point, 
then. Do you think that would work? 

T: Yeah, I think it csuld work. I think that it could be a really 
interesting paper that way. 
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S: Okay. 
T: And you could also tie in the p^rt of what you learned from it. 
S: Oh. • ' "̂  
T: What you learned about your own self-restraint or develop ; it, 

or the need for it, o r . . . I don't know. Whatever you warn j do 
with it! But you could tie> those two things together, thcjeaming 
part and the release part. 

S: Okay. Good enough. 
T: Thank you for coming in. 
S: Thank you. '^ 

Some QE the problems in, this conference seem \mique to the 
particular situation. The teacher's personal questions put both 
parties in awkward positions at times. First, the student seems to 
avoid spc;ific details; later, the teacher seem§,to. . 
• The basic problem, though, is all too common. The tMcher 
began with an open, supportive stance and ended up being highly 
directive. She did so because she didn^really listen to the student. 
She heard the student's idea aboat group relations-at least, shĉ  
acknpwledged if four times—but she was not alert to the possi-' 
bilities in it. The student brought it up repeatedly,^nd was eager 
to supply specific details. Th'̂ ^e were strong* "clues" that the 
su^'^ct had potential. The teacher didn't hear them. Nor did she 
stv ,n tojiear how unrc^^ onsive the student was to the idea about 
self-limits throughout most of the cpnference. The teacher kept on 
pushing that idea until she ended up virtually forcing it on the 
student. The revised draft is the worst ofHaoth worlds. The student 
has dutifully removed her own best paragraph, and almdst all 
other traces of the idea she seemed most interested iri. She has 
used the teacher's idea only in a* pious'conclusion which belies the 
spirit of the whole paper. 

With the benefit t̂ of hindsight, ^ 'ike tc think I v/ould have done 
better. Don't we all?! We would have picked up those .clues, drawn 
out the hiaterial that was so obviously there, and gotten that 
student to write a fine paper. It alKseems so easy, in retrospect. 
But conference teaching is not easy. We all make the same mis-
takes this teacher made. We miss opportunities. We talk', and don't 
listen. It's so^'hard to be patient in conference sometimes, so 
frustrating to sit there listening to students struggling to find an 
answer we alre-dy see. How easy it would be to "give therrt the 
answer, the neat solution to vie uroblem. We'd be happier. The 
students would be happier. They just wouldn't learn as much. 
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Notes •" 

1. The -^mitted segment consists of nineteen brief exchanges. In it, the 
student, in response to qitestions, lists the "crazy" things and writes them 
dowTi. The written list is as follows: "chaos, crowdcdness, particd so much, 

getting cottage, having supper, searching for boys." Since all of these things 
were already in the paper, this forced recapitulation seems pointless tO'me. 
Presumably, the teacher's point was to lead the student to "generalize." 

2. This is an accurate restatement of an idea the student has just expressed, 
an idea about group relations. That idea is not, however, the general defi-
nition of "craziness" the teacher has been seekingv 

3. Rather than develop the student's idea about group relations, tlie 
teacher continues to press for a definition of "craziness." Her question clearly 
throws the student off track. 

4. The teacher has now arrived at definitions of "crazy" and "fun," but 
only by providing them herself. The student's "Okay" is a minimal response. 
Perhaps sensing that the student isn't with her, the teacher returns to the 
student's own idea about group feeling. 

5. Paydirt! The student has suddenly come to life. She has volunteered 
soi^e general ideas and begun to give son»e specific examples. This is what a 
conference teacher should alwdys be listening for. 

6. Three straight minimal responses from the student. Why has she backed 
off? Probably because the teachir has jumped in to generalize and intellectu-
alize about what the experienceV'meant to people." Perhaps, if the teacher 
had held back and drawn out more specifics about "personality conflicts" 
and "different characters," the student might have been encouraged to 
develop some general ideas of her own. The teacher has-tried to be helpful, 
but she has "come on too strong" and smothered the student's initiative. 

7. Once again, the teacher has taken the initiative and the student is 
perplexed. 

8. The student takes the in .lative back and returns to her idea about 
group relations. 

^, The teacher acknowledges the student's idea, but brushes it off and 
continues on the track she is interested in. 

10. The teacher has put both of them in an embarassing position. If the 
student has really "goi e too far" in any significant way, she's not going to 
tell the teacher about it. Nor would the teacher be eager to ftpar it. The 
teacher's question was irresponsible. The student may well have "nothing to 
hide" anyway, but her answer is safely bland and vague., PerhajJs relieved, 
the teacher does not press for furtlier details, and moves quickly back to 
generalities. 

1' The teacher summarizes the two main ideas that have come out of the • 
discussion: "who your friends are," the idea the student volunteered, and 
"something about your own limits," the idea the teacher has been pushing. 

12. Here, the tegcher rejects the student's ideas "about friends," and, in 
effect, directs the student to use the teacher-proposed idea about "limits." 

/ 
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13. The student finally shows some enthusiasm for the teacher's idea, and 
seems ready to provide some personal examples after all. For some reason, 
though, perhaps because she doesn't really^ want to hear them, the teacher 
quickly shifts the focus to the other girls. 

14. The student has dutifully supplied a promising specific about another 
girl and, lo and behold, the teacher shifts bacR once again to.the student's 
own case. After this last shift, the student lapses back into a noncommital 
"Okay." I don't blame her. I can't, for the life of me, figure out what the 
teacher ii doing here, and I don't see how the student could have, either. 

15. the student still shows some interest in the idea'of "release," a word 
she herself introduced into the discussion. Rather«>than drawing out the 
student, the teacher breaks in with the long analogy. 

16. The student claims to find the analogy "relevant." I^can't help won-
dering how much thb analogy contributed to the safe and conventional 
ending of the revised draft. The underlying moral of the analogy is that, given 
enough freedom, an individual will stay safely home. That's exactly the moral 
of the revised ending. Is the student, in her revision, simply telling the teacher 
what she wants to hear? 

C 
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8 Writing in the Total Curriculum: 
A Program for 
Cro3s-Disciplinary Cooperation 

Robert H. Weiss 
West Chester State College 

Virtually all departments of English in colleges and secondary 
schools now prepare students for academic writipg in advanced 
couyscs. This mission is both formidable an^ delicate. As teachers 
of writing, we work in a context of service to other departments 
and are accountable in ways that teachers of physics and history 
arc not. Our composition students enter acaden\ic disciplines 
and postgraduate occupations. It is impossible for us to be well 
informed 'about the kinds of writiiig demanded in even a small 
number of these. The good w^ting that we see our students pro-
duce is not in itself a sufficient accomplishment. -Sometimes v.fc 
arc held responsible for subsequent work that we rarely or never 
sec, and over which we have no direct influence. For these (and 
other,good) reasons We often argue that composition instruction is 
a responsibility to be shared b / all teachers in all departments. 

The arguments for sharing arc sensible, not fabricated to get 
English teachers off the hook. Since composing skills tend to 
atrophy if they arc not used, the work of even the most excellent 
of writing tcachen may not "take" without complementary 
exercise, in other disciplines. Writing done as part of the struggle 
for learning achievement has a icadily comprehensible purpose. If 
writing essays-short impromptu ones in examinations or long 
research ones in term papers—docs indeed help students to learn 
by,enabling them to synthesize information or to scrutinize it 
from several' perspectives, then faculty in the content areas have a 
vested interest in teaching students to write in such traditional 
academic genres. If preparation for content-related writing is the 
chief end of the composition course—an assumption with which 
few of our colleagues would disagree—then instruction in the 
specialized writmg forms familiar to them should follow or super-
sede instruction in the "literary" forms familiar to us: narration, 
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description, exj^sition, and persuasion. The in^licit appeal of 
these arguments for teachers in oti*er departmentafis not that their 
participation in writing instruction will necessarily*improve their 
students' writing, but that it will improve their students' learning. 

Our mission actually challenges us to revise a curriculum in 
which we are central; to create not just a course but a complete 
program, and not a program confined within the department of 
English but one extending outward and involving faculty members 
in other departments. The program may consist of consultations 
among faculty, informal workshops, or formal seminars; of volun-
tary "faculty development" activities or curricular requirements; 
of team-teaching, course pairings, or course clusters; of special 
training for writing teachers to serve particular areas of a disci-
pline, or of reciprocal training for content teachers to give writing 
courses in their departments. It may be connected with some 
kind of writing center offering support services to students, 
faculty or both. Such a global program can have many names: 
writing throughout or across the curriculum, as the British phrase 
it; interdisciplinary writing; or cross-disciplinary writing. I prefer 
the latter phrasing because it is brief and does not iftiply lofty 
interdisciplinary studies or degree programs bridging several 
academic disciplines. 

This chapter explores some ways in which teachers can cooper-
ate in cross-disciplinary efforts to improve student writing, first in 
composition courses, then in the content area. 

An English Course for a Cross-Disciplinary Writing Program 

Because composition courses have no fixej^ content and nojtan-
dard body of materials to be studied, they are often cross-' 
disciplinary in a sense. The traditional anthology of essays" from 
diverse disciplines rcprescntJ the willingness of English teachers to 
satisfy their obligation to the general curriculum; but it does not 
reflect any ihared responsibility for student writing. This is true 
also of the thematic course covering an area of intellectual in-
terest (love, the environment, fringe religions); of the career-
oriented course (Writing for Engineers); and even of the'composi-
tion course which is paired with a content course to provide 
students with subject matter for their writing. While these course 
types have the advantages of interesting students in subject matter 
and of preparing them better for subsequent studies, the English 
department as ever remains solely responsible for writing instruc-
tion. 
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A general writing- course, serving a broad range of academic 
disciplines or postgraduate professions but not attached to' any of 
them in particular, would overcome the limitations of current 
offerings. Some courses with such a purpose now exist, and more 
are planned. But before the new effort is, installed firmly in the 
curriculum and perpetuated ̂  in textbooks, we need intelligent 
debate, based in solid theory and research. 

The ideal cross-disciplinary writing course, as I sec it, origi* 
nates with an English instructor who surveys and consults with the 
entire faculty to discover what kinds of writing they actually 
assign. Related research would survey a wide variety of courses. 
(Such research is now being considered by several of my esdmable 
colleagues.) A writihg course could then be devised which would 
simulate tlte writing conditions and constraints found throughout 
the entire curriculum. Course readings would include only samples 
of the writings gathered in the survey and would set the stage and 
establish models for assignments. In this way the readings would 
preface what the students were asked to write more directly and 
closely than in traditional composition counes. Writing assign-
ments woi^d be related to the types of writing the students will 

*likdy encounter in other disciplines, rather than being based on a 
theoifetical .classification of the kinds of writing.. The general 
cross-disciplinary writing coune would be a rhetorical sampler. 
There mig^t be a process analysis essay in history, an examination 
question in biology, a memorandum in engineering, an abstract 
in psychology, a proposal in social welfare, and so on. Traditional 
theme-writiAg would be assigned only if the survey found it 
frequently in academic courses or anywhere else—in other words, 
not at alL 

The prototypical text for a cross-disciplinary vmting course 
would be a book touching all of the academic disciplines—both 
liberal an^ applied. Yet an author trying to organize a text Accord-
ing to the numerous categories of academic and prytical writing 
would produce chaos. Under one cover, no text couH adequately 
deal with laboratory notebooks- and reports, literary analyses, 
surveys of secondary sources, book and article'"reviews, propo-' 
sals, critiques, research reports, case histories, constitutions, 
feasibility studies, nursing "processes," togs, journals, field notes, 
lesson plans> policy 'statements, observation reports, summaries, 
abstracts, and memoranda (hardly an exhaustive list). Since many 
of these genres mix informative, persuasive, and expressive pur-
poses in varying proportions, and since the range of audiences 
also varies, the four traditional rhetorical modes would make no 
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'sense as an organizing principle either. The sheer varieties of 
writing in school and at work would seem to call for an encyclo-
pedia rather than a single text, an entire writing curriculum 
rather than a course. 

A mort plausible approach is this: given the pui^pose, occasion, 
tone, and audience of 4 piece of academic or practical writing, 
Knglish instructors could concentrate on the choices of language, 
logic, and structure the writer must make. Although not the only 

' legitimate problems for a writing course, these are usually con-
strued as the major ones by schools and employers. Moreover, IL 
students arc to focus on all pf the options before them in a writing 
situation, they should be given a full and aiSthentic context for 
writing and full and authentic information to write about, i)ot 
jiist'brief guidelines for carrying out a task. This means.that to 
provide students with writing practice as well as adVhae, we should 
elevate the writing assignment to a place of primacy in the writing 
tejjt and coitrse. Our texts should be thin and contain few maxims,*' 
as E. D» Hirsch argues in The Philosophy) of Composition (1977). 
They should include a good selection of contextual assignments 
that embody those few precepts we would teach—not be like the 
comprehensive but unteachable "rhetorics" and "handbooks" 
before us today. 

One way for an English course to fulfill these.goals is to present 
students with a number of authentic case situations that call for 
them to write in a full range of forms, for a variety of academic 
and nonacajlcmic audiences and purposes, with a variety of tones, 
and from a variety of perspectives (voices or personae). The cases 
should illustrate the materials and structures and tones available to 
novice and practiced wxiters in those forms. In a highly focused 
case situation detailing real people, events, and motives, students 
are given a role that includes writing to a specific audience and 

"(usually) Xor a utilitarian purpose. A true-to-life dramatic fiction is 
esfablishcd, providing context, constraints, and optrons- for the 
writer, as well as a functional problem-solving objective for each 
assignment. Some cases can be completely self-contained units-
banks of data to be processed in writing—while others can be 
vehicles for invented solutions or for research. Each case integrates 
rhetorical precepts and issues of composition pedagogy into the 
contextual information and the language of tlie assignments, but 
without identifying them as such. 

Cases have the power of authenticity and are not as artificial as 
other academic exercises. In composition as in content courses, 
cases can pfovokc active inquiry and discussion, by their very 
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nature as open-ended writing problems faced by real people. A 
case assumes an answer to the questipn "Why write?" It can be a 
bridge connecting any academic area to writing. Traditionally, a 
case approach is used in such fields as medicine, law, science, 
psychology, and business, so a request from an English teacher to 
help develop cases that call for writing should be well received in a 
number of departments. Of course, composition students would • 
only be getting a foretaste of such fields. Rather than simply'' 
studying the case content, they would attend to the formS, prin-
ciples, and strategies required to compose it in the case situation. 
A case which calls for translating a medical article in^o plain En-
glish can yield valuable lessons on audience analysis, technical ana 
plain, language, and paraphrase; a case which considers the c^-
stitutiondity of legislative initiative and referendum caiy^elp 
instruct studenfts to analyze a process; a case which establishes 
perception and introspective, analysis as prerequisites for a job 
candidacy can illustrate observation and tne use of detail; and a 
case set in the business world x̂ an-'be a vehicle for teaching thesis-
and-support structure. 

A writing course based on cases, or on any other approach 
steeped in subject matter related to the academic curriculum, 
would represent a notable form of servibe for an English depart-
ment. It would also be a graceful means to achieve collab9ration 
among departments, one that could well encourage further co-
operative endeavors. Indeed, if the problem of teaching writing is 

Jarger than can be solved through any course of study in English, 
aiid if writing instruction is best when it exists within a larger 
framework which gives it direction and nurture, a composition 
course hkc the one I have j^st described could have ii^portant 
"political" benefits. By demonstrating one department's willing-
ness to bend in the direction of others, it would be a powerfully 
persuasive example of the desirability of a writing program reach-
ing across the curriculum. 

English as Advisor to Other Disciplines 

For a cross-disciplinary writing program to be successful, writing 
must hold an important place in an institution's routine, writing 
experienges must be numerous and varied in kind and purpose, 
and good writing must be defined wisely and rewarded consis-
tently. Good thinki'j-perhaps the sole purpose of education-
must be equated at least roughly with good writing;'conversely, 
good writing must be seen as good thinking, not mere conformity 
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to codes of grammatical, lexical, and orthographic etiquette. This 
does not mean that English teachers abandon either their humanis-
tic heritage or their jobs, nor that other teachers become gram-
marians or learn the discipline of composition. Rather, it means 
that English departments may realize the hope so.often expressed ^ 
that our efforts will be supported and reinforced (and perhaps 
rewarded) by our colleagues. 

Such a comprehensive program means a climate in which gaod 
writing will thrive as a matter of course, and not be a luxury. This 
is not an enterprise to be simply legislated into existence. It must 
be developed out of concern for the purposes and functions of 
writing and for the relation of writing tg grammar, usage, aod 
mechanics—and to speech. It should also reflect coherent theories 
of how writing skills develop. Undertaken with these goals in 
mind, this program would actually enlarge the Tesponsibilities of 
the English faculty, who have or can readily gain the knowledge 
to implement it. They would no longer serve the rest of a school 
or college in a restricted fashion, as with a writing center or a 
remedial program to which poor writers are remanded. Rather, 
they would be actively engaged in supporting the faculty at large 
in the use of writing assignments that fulfill their diverse instruc-
tional goals. 

To give the best advice, we should know our audience, why 
they want our advice, and what they expect to hear from us. Most 
faculty members appear to be "writing conservativesj" people who 
think of writing solely as a means of communication. Responding 
in predictable ways to various pressures on them, including the 
general media commentaries on literacy and their echoes in the 
professional as well as academic journals, these teachers are en-
couraged to assume the posture of the rigorous schoolmaster of 
bygone days and to try to enforce high standards of articulate^ 
correct expression. They tend to show little tolerance for error; 
to some it is a distasteful confirmation of the cultural inferiority 
of the times. Many simply do not know how, or can not recollect 
what it is like, to write perfect academic prose under pressure. 
Their attitudes show little respect for the writing process. At 
best, faculty "conservatives" can help to produce good writing 
by creating an environment in which it is expected. At worst, 
they might pose a problem by returning freshman English to the 
wceding-out function of twenty years ago. Without guidance and 
advice, therefore, th-̂ y p.r̂  not really prepared to participate in 
writing instruction. 
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There is also a smaller faculty contingent of "writing progres-
sives" whose awareness of the intellectual and emotional growth 
that can come with writing makes them more tolerant of the 
inevitable error and inelegance in student work. They accept the 
idea that writing is itself a route to new knowledge, not simply a 
device to express or communitfate what is already or should be 
known. These teachers are oft«n ready to do things ihat charac-
terize the "liberated" kinds of composition teachers:- to use 
writing in class; to assign prewriting exercises and rough'drafts; 
to hold conferences with their students; to teach the essay exam; 
to require their students to keep academic journals; and to con-
sider voice, audience, and situation in writing assignments. They 
are often eager to evaluate formatively, tlat is, to guide students 
to irnprovement through revision, rather than merely to test and 
grade their performance. As .with, the "conservatives," some of 
these teachers are themselves good writers, some poor ones. 

Our advice must be fitted fo the whole spectrum of faculty in 
order to influence it toward common goals—without polarizing it, 
as has occurred in many English departments, over the goals 
themselves or the methods of attaining them. We must speak 
both abstractly and practically, never introducing "methods" or 
"materials" as gimmicks but only as they fit'our best theories, 
supporting research, and experience. Issues in our profession (for 

.example, students' rights to their own language] should be clar-
ified by openly discussing opposing views with our colleagues in 
the content areas. This guidance can only increase their sensitivity 
to the effects their teaching and evaluation can have on student 
writing and speaking. Yet not all such' issues, nor all features of 
composition instruction", are adaptable to all content courses 
(picture the psychology instructor with ninety students who tries 
to focus on rhetorical modes, holds writing conferences, or asks 
students to consult a compendious handbook on usage). We must 
select wisely the advice we feel most serviceable proximately and 
important remotely. 

On the level of theory, we should ask content instiuctors to 
consider what the purposes of writing assignments should be— 
communicative or expressive, learning or testing-and whether stu-
dent responses should be judged for their quality of writing as ' 
well as for their content. Theoretical questions of purpose quickly 
become issues of practice: how many papers to assign, what sort, 
how to evaluate them. Should their purpose always be communi-
cativc-to test the students' knowledge? Should the audience 
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always be the teacher? Should long papers be assigned to deter-
mine the student's prowess,at amassing and organizing a Ikrge . 
body of information? Or should a series of shorter; analytical 
papers be assigned to obviate plagiarism? Can "expression" or 
"form" be separated from content, and how much should it-
count toward a student's grade? Must all student writing be 
evaluated? Can some of it be evaluated by other students? Should 
performance on a given date be evaluated, or might periodic cumu-
lative evaluations guide students to higher levels of performance? 
The answers to some of these questions will become broadly 
applied policies: others v4ill appeal only to individual teachers. 
Given a field so rich in ideas and practices as composition, En- ' 
glish teachers have much 'to offer their colleagues in other depart-
ments. They can provide a variety of suggestions both traditional 
and innovative, both standard and experimental. 

Advice in the Traditional Mode 
The essay examination is the typical embodiment of the time-
worn purpose of school writing: testing. Teachers in content 
area incorrectly assume that their Students know how to take 
essay tests and are often disappointed with the essays they receive. 
These teachers can be shown how to improve the instructions they 
give students, how to explain ve/y clearly what they expect, and 
how to provide rhetorically equivalent .tasks when choices are 
available. They will be happily surprised to learn that process 
andJysis may be a simpler mode th în definition. They can also 
take a cue from composition instructors who use. models of 
student or professional writing. Well before an examination, they 
can use the overhead projector and/or dittoed handouts to illus-
trate what they consider excellent. They can also identify what 
they admire in such a performance:, its clear presentation of a 
dominant idea, its analysis of the idca'-s components, its marshal-
ling of detailed evidence, its logical relation of the data to the key 
idea, its movement toward an affirmed conclusion, its clarity of 

Ncxpressipn. They can have their students make rank order evalua-
tions of essay responses, and even develop a set of essay scales. 
Confronted with student-produced samples of work ranging from 
A to F, and given the opportunity to discuss them, students can 
formulate and sharpen their ideas of competent writing. This kind 
of teaching cfoes not take too much class time if it produces sig-
nificant student achievement; it may even be an effective way to 
inj;roducc and teach a new topic. 

"̂  
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SimUarly traditional but effective - advice can significantly 
improve ttachcrs' understanding of the term paper—and of why 
and how students should do this standard school assignment. 
There are teachers who will frankly admit never having thought 
about this. They believe students should write term papers, but 
have not scrutinized their belief. There are some who simply 
distribute a list of general topics for long papers and expect their 
students to carry the ball thereafter. Tliese practices can be 
redressed if teachers come to recognize that they should justify 
the lengthy assignments they make, and that tliey can only test 
the ability to compose at length about a technical subject within a 
discipline is they prepare students for the exercise and give them ^ 
proportionately full guidance, something more than a sheet of 
instructions accompanied by a few minutes of talk. 

This approach presents the task as a learning experience. A 
number of practical suggestions from the standard repertory of 
English instructors can deepen the learning experience: students 
can be taken to the library, shown how to use the card catalogue, 
indexes, abstracts, government documents, and other materials 
pertinent to research in the field. It is also helpful if they hear 
comment on the overall organization of long papers in the dis-
cipline, and on how to introduce and conclude them. Outlining is 
worth suggesting as well as Qthcr organizing techniques. The sys-
tem of attribution to be used—parenthetical textual references or 
footnotes—should be explained and illustrated. Since research and 
experience demonstrate that student writing improves when 
instructors comment on it, commentary on one or more drafts 
before a finished product has every chance of yielding a superior 
final version. As one of my colleagues somewhere across the cur-
riculum fiut it, "Before, being a perfectionist, I had to ask sixty 
to seventy percent of my students to rewrite their term papers; 
now, however, my jcommfnting on their rough drafts has reduced 
that rate to under ten percent. A little guidance from me really 
pays off." 

By demonstrating lo colleagues that we can cooperate on their 
terms, we can then^rocecd to illuminate more significant issyes of 
language, grammar, and writing. In other words, rather than let 
the mo'^qment "back to basics" put us in the position of commend-
ing unworkable and unfortunate practices whose efficacy has been 
disproved time and again, we should take advantage of our role as 
consultant and guide, seize the opportunity to enlighten and" 
persuade, and strive to develop the kind of total writing envion-
T.cnt that will improve student attitudes to vmting and writing 
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performance. If asked to provide other departments with style 
manuals or correction sheets, we should consent to do so; but 
when we write them, we should not simply rehash the overgrown 
handbooks that lay out everything so carefully, condescendingly, 
and boringly, and so often in defiance of several decades' worth of 
inforrtiation about language. We should instead turn our col-
leagues* attention to issues of assignment-making, language variety, 
error as distinct from inelegancy, supportive ("formulative") 
commentary on student papers, and the practices our research has 
demonstrated to be effective for short and long term improvement 
of student writing. ^^' 

Innovative Ideas 
Several of our profession's most innovative practices are Rkely to 
be accepted readily by some content instructors. Three of these in 
particular are profitable: teacher modelling, peer involvement in • 
Various stages of the writing process, and conferencing. Each 
may be used in teaching the customary academic genres or-more 
practical rhetorical forms. 

If a teacher spends class time writing out an essay exam answer 
or an article's conclusion, the class benefits immensely by seeing 
how it is done—and by seeing the false starts, the choices to be 
made, the way a writer progresses toward a not-quite-clear goal. 
If the best teachers of writing are those who ^themselves write, 
and if one of the most dramatic and forceful ways to illustrate 
the writing process for students is to write before their very eyes, 
to compose on the blackboard, then content instructors who wish 
to give some writing instruction can do so simply by becoming 
models. As advocated and successfully practiced through the Bay 
Area Writing Project, teachers who themselves write tend thereby 
to be sympathetic to student problems, including the personal 
struggles of a writer confronted with an assigned rather thnn self-
generated task. They will also be aware of the shortc mings 
inherent in the writing task ("I couldn't say what I wanted to," 
"The topic bored me," "Other things were more important"). 
Students who can watch teachers of biology, philosophy, or social 
work compose wUl possess vivid models of true writing triumphs 
and failures. 

In addition to learning to vmtc from observing and imitating 
their instructors, students in content courses can also learn from 
assisting one another in structured ways in prewriting and post-
writing. Peer critiquing has the disadvantage of taking up class 
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time but J^t bcr.efit of improving student practice without exces-
sive teacher etfcrl—always a key consideration. If we can per-
suade content instructors that assigning much writing tends to 
improve writing quality, that only obsessed teacher-martyrs 
believe that they have to read or evaluate all assigned writing, and 
that any feedback on a writing assignment tends to help the 
writer improve, then they are free to assign 10,000 words or more 
per semester, and, without feeling guilty, to evaluate only a siiall 
portion of them. Peer evaluation can occur in a content course in 
small groups which exchange papers, with all students reading 
short papers aloud to the others and receiving feedback, or with all 
students carrying one anothers' papers home for review. 

A content instructor can also break a-class into small groups of 
students for peer review/criticism, for writing on different per-
spectives of a course issue, and for assuming roles in a course-
related situation. Some of the discussion sessions can be taped so 
that students have a verbal record as trac basis for developing or 
revising a written assignment. As with«)eer tutoring in compo-
sitidn classes, the more adept writers cab be given responsibility 
for assisting the others who feel they need help. A checklist 
reflecting the particular concerns of the content instructor may be 
used by the class as a whole or by peer, evaluators. * 

Conferencing can also be done by content instructors. If they 
can be inspired to hold at least one conference with each student 
in the process of writing, as well as to make themselves available 
for subsequent trouble-shooting or band-aid conferences, they will 
almost surely be more satisfied with the quality of work submitted 
to them. A system of rough drafts followed by conferences 
would be ideal, but at least some person to person exchange over 
the students' writing can abate many of the writing-related prob-
lems of content faculties. : 

Evaluation and Placement 
Composition teachers can also aid an academic department in 
using writing to evaluate students for entry into the major o! into 
advanced courses, or for writing proficiency,^as an exit criterion. 
For small numbers of students and teachers, a checklist of writing 
skills developed according to clearly defined rubrics is probably 
sufficient, provided that the writing features itemized and the 
number of determinations of quality for each item are kept short. 
While English teachers may be comfortable in analyzing all of the 
characteristics of a piece of writing (for example, paiagraph 
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developmcAl, sentence structure, word choice, and punctuation) 
and in making subtle disci iminations for each feature (with tags 
like mature, acceptable but indistinctive, incoherent, childish), 
we can hardly expect coUe^ues in other disciplines tOiGhare our 
expertness in critical reading of manuscript. However, we can 
suggest a brief list of writing features for acceptability. 

Aside from a category' for the evaluation of ideas, such advice 
might produce a checklist like the following: 

y Yes No ' 
Do the gcneraliiati<^ns make sense? _ . 
Arc they adequately supported by evidence? 
Are the paragraphs linked to a dominant idea? 

' Do thi; sentences "flow"? 
Are word choices appropriate? 
Are grammar, spelling, and mechanics appropriate? 

With 3Mch a form an academic department should then be able to 
test incoming students and identify students who would benefit 
from individual attention, remcdi.d work, or an honors program. 
This evaluation is best conducted not by individual professor:- but 
by a team, wliich would reflect a departmental consensus and 
minimise the idiosyncracics of individual raters. The same systerrt 
could be used for exit proficiency examinations. 

For large numbers of students, holistic evaluation of writing is 
most feasible. A lar^e department can be prepared by one or more 
compooitio' instructors to a point of considerable accuracy in„ 
doing quick, first-impression evaluative readings of impromptu 
•issignmcnts. .\ftt.r initial preparation, ten instructors can dispatch 
with 500 brief essays in about tnree hours, whereas analytic 
reading and scoring (twu readings of ten minutes each) would take 
about two full work days. Initial preparation time would be only a 
few hours, and the time for subsequent standaid-sctting exercises 
with the same readers would be shorter.* 

Writing to Le-irn 

T!ie must coiiVpcUinî  argumc'it to other facidty for upgrading 
the writing onviruruncnt is »hat it ina> lead to improved learning 
achievement. \ writing regimen is re.dly a learning regimen, 
whctlicr in just one c c of study or in an entire school program. 
.\'(.t all l.Kulty t'tn-' le troubled by the quiility of writing 
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they sec, yet all can be presumed to be concerned about increasing 
the learning power of students. Some will accept the arjj • .^nt 
that writing produces le&ming, but they invariably do so as an act 
of faith or on the evidence of personal experience. The relation-
ship of writing to learning has not been demonstrated in ways that 
satisfy doubting administrators and faculty members reluctant to 
prescribe or participate in a "writing curriculum." 

English teachers and other humanists assume (4s I did when I 
first started teaching literature twenty years ago) that writing rein-
forces, fixes, or even produces learning. Yet that assumption, 
which logically places writing and the writing teacher at the center 
of the currrculum, is based stranpHv enough in those most un-
imaginative and unstimulating of school exercises: essay exami-
nations, book reports, term papers, short papers, and the hke. 
Rationales for what some psychologists call the mathemagenic— 
learning inducing-effects of writing typically refer only to these 
and similar genres of academic writing, certainly never to the kind 
of thing produced in a journalism course or poetry workshop. 
Phrased another way, the assumption is that doing formal trans-
actional writing, a highly complex communicative activity drawing 
on cognitive reservoirs, increases cognitive retention or produces 
new cognition. This may have been so for those of us who as 
students were highly literate. That it may also be so for others I 
doubt. The assumption does justify the habitual (and comfortably 
unexamined) practice of schools and colleges. But we have Moffet, 
Britton, and Emig to tell us that writing is developmental, self-
expressive and self-concerned before it can be outwaid-looking 
and self-effacing, and we have Piagct, Bruner, and other psy-
cholpgists to tell us that all learning proceeds personally ("affect-
ively"). Both sets of theories persuade that the traditional school 
writing assignment is indeed not the best writing mo4c to induce 
learning. We know that such tasks as essay examinations and term 
papers are met by students, even high-achieving students, as 
threatening ordeals, on which depend grades, status, careers, 
prestige, Jife. Whatever the real va'ue of these tasks, we should put 
the lie to their justification as learning experiences. 

Writing exercises .accompanied by less apprehension are prob-
ably far more fruitful as learning inducements or rcinforccrs and 
may be assigned iiJad^dition to or instead of essay tests and long 
research papers. If/the more that students become involved in a 
subject, the moi^hcy can learn it. then encouraging or requiring 
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frequent or continuous writing related to that subject is a poten-
tially excellent teaching device. This is especially tcuc if some of 
that writing is expressive or speculative, the kind wiich Britton 
(1975) claims is "best adapted to exploration and discovery" 
because it "externalizes our first stages in tackl'.ng a problem or 
coming to grips with an experience." Only writing that is engaged, 
not threatening, involves the imagination and link? with learning. 

Writing engagedly about a subject may be the ultimate "siudy 
skill." If a writing regimeft .can work to produce lear^iing, tl;e 
writing done need not be error-free. Acquisition of content is 
independent of linguistic punctilio, even of rhetorical appro-
priateness. Writing done in a cross-disciplinary writing program 
might take place between evaluations of the learning, if cor-tcnt 
instructors give many brief writir»g tasks about their subject in a 
Vc.lety of modes, encourage personal expression, and abandon 
puriiinical concern to read or attack what is ^airi therein or how, 
they may well be improving their students' retention and dis-
covery of concep*s, attitudes to writing ai-.d learning, and writing 
performance itself. _ . •• 

One effective exercise is wriiing clarity statements. It consists of 
.mmediate and brief written responses to a lecture, discussion, or 
reading, znd may take either of two foims: (i) a personal state-
ment that a concept is clear or confusing to the student, and Why, 
or (2) a brief answer to a question presented by the teacher to 
interrupt or end a class, or as a homework assignment. Claritv 
statements may be done more conveniently on 3 x 5 cards . .id 
turned in to the instructor than entered in an academic journal or 
notebook. Then the teacher has an immediate opportunity to 
respond, to monitor what students are I'.'arning, to establish 
dialogue about points coming across well or cloudily. Teachers 
who use clarity statements find that students arc n6t satisfied with 
merely filling the cards. Rather, tliey write all over tht\ place, isk 
direct questions of the teacher, and desire additional space. This 
is engaged writing and engaged learning. Observing it is delightful; 
participating in it is exciting. 

•And it is a far different cry from that of the English (or other) 
professor v^ho piously expostulates to colleagues that assigning 
papers is a better test of learning (s).ithcsizing, analyzing) than a 
sjiort-answer quiz. It is also far removed from the practice of most 
English teachers in their literatu e or language courses. We, as well 
as our colleagues, \iill have to experience this use uf writing before 
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WC will convince ourstlves of its. practicality. Yet the idea is not 
rcaily new, as can be seen in Rol'.o Walter Brovm*? 1915 study, 
How the French Boy Learns to Write. The key is to immerse 
students in writing: to have them daily respond )n writing to 
questions posed by the teacher, to have tJtem review and rework 
their notebooks, to have them keep an aj:ade""ic journal separate 
f̂rom or as a pTt of their notebooks, t^ aurtuiv alt sorts of writing 
in addjdon to formal modes, to direct f»r6in in reading and as-
sisting one another's writing "̂  

The Writing Environment 

Understanding how writing assignmentsVoan be I'cal vchiclf-. 
learning is vital for teachers of composition even though wc have 
historically devoted our attention to other concerns—hov/ writing 
develops thinking, how it expi-esses feeling, how It commuii: ates. 
Yet it is we who rnay be called upon to assist content tea<.h .rs in 
developing studen's ^who can write intelligently (and contctiy) 
about an academic subject; •̂ 'e should be preppxed to meet that 
request. Composition was entnisted to English di'partments almost 
by accident, few English teachers were taught to be teachers of 
writing, and many English teachers prefer not to teach compo-
sition courses. Nevertheless, the theories, research, and coikctive 
experience of our discipline, especially in recent years, make us 
the only logical source of these writing-related ideas and practices. 
Model methods for excellent instruction in writing arc gradually 
emerging from what is known and'promulgated, ard significant 
features of these may be modified for instructors in dny academic 
disiplinc. 

The features most promising for successful transfer of know-
ledge about writing to the academic disciplines can be sum.marized 
as follows. Writing done for school can have various purposes, 
forms, and audiences. All of it need not be done for the traditional 
purposes of testing or disciplining students, nor nceiijiit consist 
exclusively of the traditional forms (book reports, research papers, 
essay examinations). Some of it may be expressive-personal, 
speculative, even "creative" or poetic. (The chair of my college's 
Department of Earth Sciences recently confided to m -• his desire-
not just willingness—to have the students in his introductory 
course compose poems and s'lort stories.) Some school writing can 
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specify audiences other than the teacher and can be action-
oriented rather than informative. Much of this writing need not be 
evaluated; some which is written to "count" can be evaluated in 
rough draft stages. Instructions for most assignments should be 
made painfuHy clear. Commentary on student papers should not 
be vague, condescending, or predominantly negative. Finally, alx 
teachers can teach something/ about the appropriate language^ 
rhetorical patterns and purpo^s, research tools, and mechanical 
conventions for writing in their disciplines. 

None of these suggestions requires special training,in grammar, 
rhetoric, or composition, nor that the teacher be an excellent 
writer or critic of writing. The sole prerequisite is that a teacher 
experiment with writing assignments and writing instruction as 
part of the quest for improved learning. Teachers who abandon 
the habit of requiring only impersonal, transactional writing can 
help to create an environment in which writing is a.student's 
friend, an^ aid to learning: This calls for them ^o give writing 
assignments.regularly, to be aware that writing is a process, to 
evaluate writing constructively, to vary the purpose or mode of 
assignments so that personal expression is permitted or encour-
aged, to illustrate or model the kinds of writing wanted or not 
wanted, to preface a' writing task with instructions and v/ith 
the kind of strategy discussion or activity that characterizes 
"prc-writing," andao teach the orgai^ization, logic, word choice, 
and mechanical considerations of the "language" of their discipline. 

Creating a writing environment will produce long-term im-
provement in the quality of student writing, although not neces-
sarily in ways incrementally noticeable in any one classroom. 
Demanding good writing and proscribing errors yields satisfactory 
results with a few students—those most like ourselves. But since 
the key to writing improvement is a combination of positive 
attitude and positive achievement, a comprehensive program for 
nurturing writing will be more satisfactory in producing genuine 
improvement in greater numbers of students. Achievement in 
learning can be increased through writing, and positive attitudes 
to writing cdj) be encouraged by the adoption of our best tech-
niques of composition instruction in content courses. 

We do indeed have allies in our desire to improve student 
writing. We must offer them a program grounded in theory, 
research, and collected experience. To exert the most beneficial 
influence on tiic total curriculum, to become better advisers for 
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both the communicative aqd heuristic uses of writing, we may 
have to probe our own purposes and methods as writing teachers, 
educate ourselves about writing as it is done outside of English 
classes and writing centers, and reform our own courses and 
textbooks. We must enable others to see writing humanistically, 
as a bridge to meaningful expression and learning in all school 
work. 
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